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Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Dissertation behandelt ein wohlbekanntes Problem der Transporttheorie:
Diffusion in offenen Systemen. Obwohl seit den anfänglichen Arbeiten von Einstein über die
Brownsche Bewegung und Diffusion über hundert Jahre vergangen sind, sind diese Phänomene
mathematisch noch nicht gänzlich verstanden. Obgleich in den letzten Jahrzehnten beachtliche
Fortschritte im Verständnis der dissipativen Dynamik in offenen Systemen, seien sie klassisch
oder quantenmechanisch, erzielt wurden, kann Diffusion nur in einigen wenigen speziellen
Modellen mathematisch präzise aus ersten Prinzipien hergeleitet werden.

In dieser Abhandlung erweitern wir ein Modell, welches ursprünglich von De Roeck,
Fröhlich und Pizzo in [35] vorgeschlagen wurde. Wir betrachten die effektive Dynamik
eines sich auf einem einfachen kubischen Gitter bewegenden quantenmechanischen Teilchens,
welches mit einem thermischen Reservoir wechselwirkt. Das Teilchen soll von einem äusseren
Kraftfeld, konstant in Raum und Zeit, gestossen werden und wir nehmen an, dass das ther-
mische Reservoir durch eine Vielzahl unabhängiger, identischer Wärmebäder beschrieben sei,
d.h. jedem Gitterpunkt ordnen wir ein freies bosonisches Quantenfeld im thermischen Gleich-
gewicht zu. Der Anfangszustand des Teilchens sei durch eine um den Nullpunkt des Gitters
lokalisierte Dichtematrix beschrieben. Der Anfangszustand des Gesamtsystems, bestehend
aus Teilchen und Reservoirs, soll der Produktzustand dieser Dichtematrix mit einem quasi-
freien, thermischen Zustand der Reservoirmoden sein. Die unitäre Zeitentwicklung wird durch
einen Hamiltonschen Operator erzeugt, welcher die Summe zweier Terme ist: Der Erstere
beschreibe die freie Dynamik des Teilchens und der freien Reservoirmoden, der Zweite erzeuge
die Wechselwirkungen des Teilchens mit den Reservoirmoden. Eine effektive Dynamik für
das Teilchen erhält man durch das ,,Ausintegrieren” der Reservoirfreiheitsgrade im zeitent-
wickelten Gesamtzustand. Unter gewissen Voraussetzungen an die Wechselwirkung zwischen
Reservoirmoden und Teilchen wurde bereits in [35] gezeigt, dass die resultierende effektive
Dynamik diffusiv ist, falls das äussere Kraftfeld verschwindet.

Wenn aber das äussere Kraftfeld nicht verschwindet, erwartet man intuitiv, dass die Wech-
selwirkung zwischen dem vom äusseren Kraftfeld beschleunigten Teilchen und den Reservoir-
moden als geschwindigkeitsabhängige Bremskraft wirkt, welche die äussere Kraft ausbalan-
ciert, sobald die Teilchengeschwindigkeit einen gewissen stationären Wert erreicht. Des Weit-
eren führen thermische Fluktuationen der Reservoirmoden zu einer diffusiven Bewegung um
die mittlere Bewegung des Teilchens. Die Diffusionskonstante dieser Bewegung ist dann über
die Einstein Relation mit der asymptotischen Geschwindigkeit verknüpft.

Das Hauptziel der vorliegenden Abhandlung besteht darin obige Intuition mathematisch
präzise zu formulieren. In einem ersten Schritt in Kapitel 5 studieren wir die effektive Dy-
namik des Teilchens in einem Skalenlimes, dem sogenannten kinetischen Limes. Sei λ die Kop-
plungsstärke der Teilchen-Reservoir Wechselwirkung. Dann wird dieser Limes erreicht, indem
Raum und Zeit gemäss (λ−2X,λ−2T ) ∈ (Zd,R) reskaliert werden und der Limes |λ| ց 0
genommen wird. Wie sich herausstellt wird die effektive Dynamik im kinetischen Limes durch
eine lineare Boltzmann Gleichung beschrieben. In Kapitel 5 zeigen wir, dass sich Lösungen
dieser linearen Boltzmann Gleichung im Limes grosser Zeiten diffusiv verhalten.

In einem nächsten Schritt setzen wir in den Kapiteln 6 und 7 eine Störungsentwicklung
für die exakte effektive Zeitentwicklung um den kinetischen Limes an. Die Kombination der
Resultate dieser Störungsentwicklung mit den Resultaten aus Kapitel 5 führt dann in Kapitel 8
zu einer kompletten Bestätigung der heuristischen Erwartungen. Insbesondere beweisen wir,
dass in unserem Modell die Einstein Relation erfüllt ist.
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Abstract

In this thesis we consider a well-known problem of transport theory: Diffusion in open
systems. Although the original works by Einstein on Brownian motion and diffusion date
back more than one hundred years, theoretical understanding of these phenomena is still not
satisfactory. Even though the theory of dissipative open systems has been developed in many
directions in the last decades, a derivation of diffusive motion from first principles is still
missing.

In this thesis we extend a model originally proposed by De Roeck, Fröhlich and Pizzo
in [35]. We consider the effective dynamics of a quantum mechanical tracer particle hopping
on a simple cubic lattice and coupled to thermal reservoirs. The particle is driven by a constant
external force and we choose the reservoirs to be given by an array of independent, identical
quantum mechanical thermal reservoirs, i.e., we associate to each lattice site an independent
free bosonic quantum field in thermal equilibrium. The initial state of the tracer particle is
assumed to be described by a density matrix localized around the origin of the lattice. The
initial state of the coupled system consisting of the tracer particle and the reservoirs is chosen
to be the product state of the density matrix above and a quasi-free thermal state of the
reservoirs. The unitary time-evolution of the coupled system is generated by a Hamiltonian
consisting of two terms. The first term describes the free dynamics of the particle and the
reservoir modes. The second one represents the interactions between the particle and the
reservoir modes. The effective dynamics of the particle is obtained by tracing out the reservoir
degrees of freedom from the time-evolved initial state. Under certain assumptions on the
particle-reservoir interaction, it has been shown in [35], for a vanishing external force, that
the resulting effective dynamics behaves diffusively.

If the external force field is chosen to be different from zero one intuitively expects that
the interactions between reservoir modes and the tracer particle driven by the external force
lead to a velocity-dependent friction force acting on the particle that balances the external
force when the mean velocity of the tracer particle approaches a certain stationary value.
Furthermore, the effects of thermal fluctuations of the reservoir modes on the dynamics of the
particle are expected to lead to a diffusive motion around the mean position of the particle.
The diffusion constant of this motion is then linked to the asymptotic velocity of the particle
by the Einstein relation.

The main goal of this thesis is to make this intuitive picture mathematically precise. In
a first step, in chapter 5, we study the effective dynamics of the tracer particle in a scaling
limit, the so-called kinetic limit: Denoting the coupling strength between the particle and
the reservoirs by λ, this limit is reached when space and time are rescaled as λ−2X ∈ Z

d,
λ−2T ∈ R and |λ| ց 0. In the kinetic limit, the particle dynamics turn out to be described by
a linear Boltzmann evolution. In chapter 5 we prove that the solutions of the linear Boltzmann
equation behave diffusively in the long-time limit.

In a next steps, in chapters 6 and 7, we set up a perturbation theory for the ‘true’ effective
dynamics around the kinetic limit. In chapter 8, we combine the results of this pertubative
analysis with our results on the linear Boltzmann evolution, yielding a complete confirmation
of the heuristic expectations concerning the particle dynamics described above. In particular,
we prove that the Einstein relation holds in our model.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Diffusion & linear response theory

Diffusion and Brownian motion are among the most fundamental phenomena described
by transport theory. In 1827, the botanist Brown discovered an apparent erratic motion of
pollen floating in water. It took almost eighty years for the first clear scientific explanation
of this phenomenon to be given. In 1905, Einstein argued, in [12], that “according to the
molecular-kinetic theory of heat, bodies of microscopically visible size suspended in liquids,
must as a result of thermal molecular motions, perform motions of such magnitude that these
motions can easily be detected by a microscope”, and he continues “it is possible that the
motions to be discussed here are identical with the so-called ‘Brownian molecular motion’.”
As it turned out, the postulated motion by Einstein was indeed Brownian motion. We point
out that, independently of Einstein, Smoluchowski gave an explanation of Brownian motion in
1906; see [42]. Einstein’s and Smoluchowski’s result had a deep impact on the development of
modern physics; e.g., it supported the thesis of the reality of atoms and molecules (atomism).

In the 1905 paper Einstein proves that the diffusion constant, D, of a Brownian particle
is related to its mobility, µ, by D = µkT , T the temperature, k Boltzmann’s constant. This
is the celebrated Einstein relation, a first example of one of the most general theorems of
statistical physics, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, first derived by Kubo in 1966; see [28].

It was also Einstein who proposed to describe Brownian motion as a stochastic process,
more precisely a random walk, an idea that was further developed by Langevin, Wiener, Lévy
and many others, leading to our present-day understanding of stochastic processes. It is fair to
point out that the stochastic process ‘Brownian motion’ was already considered by Bachelier
in 1900 to describe the evolution of stock prices.

From a heuristic point of view, Brownian motion and diffusive motion can be success-
fully described by some Markovian approximation, e.g., the Boltzmann- or Fokker-Planck
equation, depending on the example under study. However, except in some special models
(see section 1.3), a rigorous derivation of diffusive motion from Hamiltonian dynamics, be it
classical or quantum-mechanical, is still missing.

In a class of models, conjectured to exhibit diffusive motion, one considers a tracer particle
(quantum or classical) coupled to a thermal reservoir of free modes. We pick the example of a
quantum particle and denote by 〈( · )〉β the expectation value in a state where the reservoir is
in thermal equilibrium at inverse temperature β <∞. Denote by x(t) the position (operator)
of the particle at time t, for simplicity we assume that 〈x(0)〉β = 0. Then

〈x(t)2〉β =

∫ t

0
dt1

∫ t

0
dt2 〈ẋ(t1)ẋ(t2)〉β ,

where ẋ(t) = i[H,x(t)], H the Hamiltonian of the system, is the velocity. One expects that,
due to the interaction with the reservoirs, ẋ(t1) and ẋ(t2) decorrelate rapidly, as |t1 − t2|
grows. Hence the quantity 〈ẋ(t1)ẋ(t2)〉β, the velocity-autocorrelation function, is expected to
be integrable in the variable t2− t1, for β <∞ (provided we are assuming that the system has

1



2 1. Introduction2 1. Introduction2 1. Introduction

the isotropy property |〈ẋ(t)〉β | ց 0, as tր ∞). We conclude that, asymptotically as tր ∞,

〈x(t)2〉β = 2D|t| , (1.1)

for some positive, finite constant 0 < D <∞, given by

D =
1

2

∫

R

dt lim
Tր∞

〈ẋ(t+ T )ẋ(T )〉β .

Apparently, it suffices to prove integrable decay for the velocity-autocorrelation function in
order to prove that the particle’s motion is diffusive. Indeed, it is expected that, in dimension
d ≥ 3,

〈ẋ(t1)ẋ(t2)〉β ∼ 1

(t2 − t1)d/2
, (1.2)

as t2 − t1 ր ∞. (This so-called ‘slow decay of correlations’ was observed first in numerical
studies of hard sphere gases in [1].) Equation (1.2) suggests that diffusive motion in the class
of models described here occurs for dimension d ≥ 3. However, to this day, there is no proof
of integrable decay of velocity-autocorrelation functions, except in some special models.

Equation (1.1) suggests that, at very large times, the motion of a particle interacting with
a reservoir or heat bath at strictly positive temperature has universal features: The mean
value of its speed is strictly positive and finite, and its mean displacement is proportional
to the square root of time. In contrast, at zero temperature, i.e., β = ∞, the nature of the
particle’s motion depends on properties of the reservoir, in particular on the dispersion law,
ω(q), of the reservoir modes, and the dispersion law, ǫ(k), of the particle. If, for a particle of
momentum k,

ǫ(k − q) + ω(q) > ǫ(k) , (1.3)

for all q 6= 0, then the particle cannot lower its energy and reduce its speed by exciting a
reservoir mode. Its motion is therefore ballistic. However, if inequality (1.3) is not satisfied,
then the particle can reduce its speed by exciting reservoir modes. For the choice ω(q) ∝ |q|2,
friction occurs for all particle momenta k. If ω(q) = c|q|, friction only occurs at momenta k of
the particle satisfying |∇ǫ(k)| > c. In this case the radiation emitted in the friction process is
called Cerenkov radiation.

In this thesis, we present a simple quantum mechanical model introduced by De Roeck,
Fröhlich and Pizzo. It has already been shown in [35] that this particular model exhibits
diffusion. The purpose of this thesis is to extend the study of the above model to the framework
of linear response theory. We consider a tracer particle driven by an external force while
moving in the environment (of an array) of thermal reservoirs. It is shown that the interactions
between reservoir modes and the particle lead to a velocity-dependent friction force acting on
the particle that balances the external force and that, in the large-time limit, the particle
velocity becomes stationary. Furthermore, the effects of thermal fluctuations of the reservoir
on the dynamics of the particle lead to a diffusive motion of the particle around its mean
linear motion. Finally, we prove that the Einstein relation is satisfied for this model.

1.2. Informal description of results

We consider a (quantum) tracer particle hopping on the lattice Zd under the influence of a
constant (in space and time) force field F . We associate with each lattice point an independent
thermal reservoir consisting of a free bosonic quantum field describing phonons or photons at
temperature β−1 > 0. (In this section, we present a description of the system appropriate
for zero temperature; it is formal when β < ∞.) The total Hilbert space, H , of the coupled
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system is a tensor product of the system space, HS , with a reservoir space, HR, which is a
(separable) subspace of the infinite tensor product of reservoir spaces HRx , x ∈ Z

d, at all sites.
Thus

H := HS ⊗ HR .

The system Hilbert space HS is given by ℓ2(Zd) and the particle Hamiltonian is given by
the sum of minus the finite-difference Laplacian and the potential of the force field. Each
reservoir is described by a non-interacting boson field. Creation and annihilation operators
creating/annihilating bosons with momentum q ∈ R

d at site x are written as a∗x(q), ax(q)
respectively, and satisfy the canonical commutation relations

[a#x (q), a
#
x′(q

′)] = 0 , [ax(q), a
∗
x′(q′)] = δx,x′δ(q − q′) ,

where a# stands for either a or a∗.
The total Hamiltonian of the system is taken to be

H := −∆− λ2F ·X +
∑

x∈Zd

∫

Rd

dq ω(q)a∗x(q)ax(q) + λ
∑

x∈Zd

∫

Rd

dq |x〉〈x| ⊗ {φ(q)a∗x(q) + h.c.} , (1.4)

where φ(q) is a ‘form factor’ and λ ∈ R is the coupling constant. We are writing ∆ instead
of ∆ ⊗ 1 and ax(q) instead of 1 ⊗ ax(q). Note that we scale the external force field with λ2.
The intuition here is that the effective particle-reservoir interaction is of order O(λ2), (c.f.,
Born approximation in perturbation theory), whereas the interaction of the particle with the
electric field is of order one. Hence, by rescaling the external force field by a factor of λ2, both
interactions are of the same order.

The independence of the reservoirs has some far-reaching consequences. Consider the
lattice translation Tz, z ∈ Z

d, acting on operators on H as

Tz(|x〉〈y|) :=|x+ z〉〈y + z| ,
Tz(a#x (q)) :=a#x+z(q) .

It is easily seen that

T−zad(H)Tz = ad(H) ,

where ad(H)( · ) := [H, ( · )] is the Liouvillian. Note that this transformation does not involve
the momentum coordinates q inside the reservoirs. It is the existence of this translation
symmetry that allows us to obtain results on diffusion and the Einstein relation. It would
be more natural to consider a model with only one reservoir, with Hamiltonian given by (for
simplicity, we set F = 0)

H := −∆+

∫

Rd

dq ω(q)a∗(q)a(q) + λ
∑

x∈Zd

∫

Rd

dq |x〉〈x| ⊗
{
a∗(q)φ(q)e−i(x,q) + h.c.

}
, (1.5)

where, now, the operators a(q), a∗(q) do not carry an index x and ( · , · ) is the scalar prod-

uct on C
d. This model still exhibits translation symmetry. It maps a∗(q) → a∗(q)e−i(z,q),

a(q) → ei(z,q)a(q), which is the reason for the factor e−i(x,q) in the interaction Hamiltonian
of (1.5) and leads to bad decay properties of the reservoir correlation functions in time.

The initial state for the reservoirs is chosen to be ρref,R := ⊗x∈Zdρrefx , where each ρrefx is an
equilibrium state at inverse temperature β <∞ for the reservoir at site x. For mathematical
details on the construction of infinite reservoirs, see [9, 5, 2].
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Let O be an observable on the particle Hilbert space HS = ℓ2(Zd). The time-evolution of O
in the Heisenberg picture is given by eitHO⊗1 e−itH and we define the effective time-evolution,
Z∗
[0,t](O), of O by tracing out the reservoir degrees of freedom, i.e.,

O 7→ Z∗
[0,t](O) := ρref,R

[
eitHO ⊗ 1 e−itH

]
, O ∈ B(HS) , t ≥ 0 .

We are interested in two particular choices for O. First, we consider translation invariant
observables, i.e., observables of the form O = f(P ), where f is a continuous real function on
the d-dimensional torus T

d, (we identify T
d with the first Brioulline zone of the lattice Z

d),
and P is the momentum operator. Second, we are interested in O = f(X), where f is a
bounded real function on the lattice Z

d and X is the position operator. (More precisely,
X =

∑
x∈Zd x|x〉〈x| and the momentum operator P is defined by multiplication with k ∈ T

d

on L2(Td) ≃ ℓ2(Zd). Note that P is bounded but does not satisfy [Xi, P j ] = iδij .)
Let ρS be a density matrix on the particle Hilbert space HS . We assume that ρS is

localized around the origin and define the effective time-evolution in the Schrödinger picture,
Z[0,t](ρS), of ρS by duality, i.e.,

TrS [Z∗
[0,t](O)ρS ] = TrS[OZ[0,t](ρS)] , O ∈ B(HS) , (1.6)

where TrS[( · )] denotes the trace over the particle Hilbert space HS . Subsequently, we use
the notation 〈( · )〉 for the expectation values in equation (1.6). Note that while Z[0,t] is a
completely-positive, trace-preserving map, it is not a quantum dynamical semi-group (in the
sense of Kossakowski, Kraus and Lindblad), since it does not posses the Markov-property, i.e.,

Z[t1,t2] ◦ Z[t0,t1] 6= Z[t0,t2] , 0 ≤ t0 < t1 < t2 .

This semi-group property clearly fails due to memory effects in the reservoirs.
Next, we describe our main results. Since our approach is pertubative in the coupling

constant λ, we assume in the following that |λ| > 0 and |F | are small.

1.2.1. Non-equilibrium steady state

For the choice O = f(P ), f a continuous real function on T
d, the ergodic expectation value

of O in the initial state ρS ,

1

T

∫ T

0
dt TrS [OZ[0,t](ρS)] ,

approaches a stationary value, as T ր ∞. This allows one to define an asymptotic probability
measure νF on T

d by the formula
∫

Td

dνF (k) f(k) = lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ T

0
dt TrS [f(P )Z[0,t](ρS)] .

The probability measure νF is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on T
d,

i.e., dνF (k) = ζF (k) dk, for some 0 ≤ ζF ∈ L1(Td). We show that ζF is a smooth function on
T
d, continuous in F , for |F | sufficiently small.
The probability measure νF defines a state, (a normalized, positive linear functional),

on the translation invariant observables on the particle Hilbert space HS . The probability
measure νF depends in a crucial way on the electric field F :

For F = 0, one expects that νF=0 describes a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and this
is indeed the case. (Needless to say that an equilibrium state does not exist for a non-
confined particle on Z

d.) However, ζF=0(k) is not exactly of the Gibbs form e−βǫ(k), ǫ( · )
the dispersion relation of the tracer particle, because the systems feels the coupling to the
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reservoirs. Nevertheless, the fact that the thermal system is in thermal equilibrium reflects
itself in the time-reversal symmetry of ζF at F = 0, more precisely

ζF=0(k) = ζF=0(−k) , k ∈ T
d . (1.7)

It follows that the expectation value of the velocity operator V = i[HS ,X] = ∇ǫ(P ), ǫ the
dispersion relation corresponding to the lattice Laplacian, vanishes, i.e.,

∫

Td

dνF=0(k)∇ǫ(k) =
∫

Td

dk ζF=0(k)∇ǫ(k) = 0 .

However, the effective time evolution Z[0,t] does not enjoy the time-reversal symmetry of the
original Hamiltonian dynamics.

For F 6= 0, the time-reversal symmetry in equation (1.7) is broken and the non-equilibrium
steady state ζF is characterized by a non-zero average velocity, given by

vF :=

∫

Td

dk ζF (k)∇ǫ(k) . (1.8)

We remark that this first results is an equipartition theorem for the translation invariant
observables, since the measure νF does not depend on the initial state of the system (at least
for a huge class of initial states). For F = 0, we may even refer to return to equilibrium,
remembering the limitation to translation invariant observables.

1.2.2. Mean velocity and diffusion of the position

In the large-time limit the position of the particle is determined by the asymptotic mean
velocity vF , as defined above. However, since the steady state νF has fluctuations around vF ,
the particle performs a ‘Brownian motion’ around its average ballistic motion. For concreteness
we assume that the initial density matrix ρS is given by

ρS := |0〉〈0| .
We define a probability measure on the lattice by

µt(x) := Tr[e−itHρS eitH |x〉〈x|] , (1.9)

where the trace is over the total Hilbert space H = HS ⊗ HR. The quantity µt(x) ≥ 0 is
the probability to find the particle at site x at time t. Starting from TrS [ρS ] = 1, one easily
checks the normalization

∑

x∈Zd

µt(x) = 1 .

The above intuition about diffusion is translated into the conjecture that

µt(x) ∼ (4πt)−d/2(detD)−1/2 exp

{
−1

4

(
x− vF t√

t
,D−1x− vF t√

t

)}
, (1.10)

as tր ∞, where D ≡ D(F ) is a positive-definite matrix with the interpretation of a diffusion
tensor. Note that there is no reason for D to be isotropic, except at F = 0. Indeed, the
electric field breaks the spatial isotropy.

The magnitude of D can be inferred from the following heuristic reasoning: For simplicity
set F = 0, then the particle is freely moving undergoing ‘collisions’ with reservoir modes, ran-
domizing the particle momentum. Let tm denote the mean free time between two consecutive
collisions and denote by vm the magnitude of the mean velocity (the direction is assumed
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random). Between two collisions the particle travels a distance of order vm × tm. After n
collisions, at time t = ntm, we have 〈X2

t 〉 = n(vm × tm)2 = t
tm

(vm × tm)2. Hence,

D ∼ 〈X2
t 〉

2t
∼ (vm × tm)2

tm
.

The mean free time tm between two collision is of order O(λ−2), since the interaction with
the reservoir contributes only in second order. The mean velocity vm is of order one, because
the mass of the tracer particle is chosen of order one. Thus D is of order O(λ−2), which is
consistent with the fact that the particle’s motion is ballistic for λ = 0.

We now proceed to quantifying (1.10). Let us fix a time t. Since µt(x) is a probability
measure, one can think of xt as a random variable such that

Prob(xt = x) := µt(x) . (1.11)

The claim that the expectation value of xt
t converges, as t ր ∞, to the mean value vF is

a (weak) Law of Large Numbers. That the centered random variable xt−vF t√
t

converges in

distribution to a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance 2D is called a Central
Limit Theorem (CLT). It is equivalent to pointwise convergence of the characteristic function,
i.e.,

∑

x∈Zd

e
− i√

t
(x−vF t,q)

µt(x) −→
tր∞

e−(q,D q) for all q ∈ R
d , (1.12)

and it is this statement ones hopes to prove. For vanishing external force, this has been
accomplished for our model in [35]. For F 6= 0, we cannot prove a CLT and we have to state
our results in a weaker form:

Let X denote the position operator on the lattice. Then

1

t
〈Xt〉 −→

tր∞
vF ,

where vF is defined in equation (1.8). The particle movement is diffusive in the following
sense. For i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, the limits

lim
Tր∞

1

2T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈(Xti− viF t)(X

j
t − vjF )〉 , (1.13)

exist, and we will interpret these limits as the entries of the diffusion tensor D. In particular,
for F 6= 0, we cannot prove that the diffusion constant is given by

D = lim
Tր∞

1

2T
〈(Xi

t − viFT )(X
j
t − vjFT )〉 .

1.2.3. Einstein relation

Our third result expresses a relation between the diffusion constant D at F = 0 and the
response ∂vF

∂F at F = 0. Physically speaking, this is a consequence of the Green-Kubo relation
or the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The diffusion constant D at F = 0 describes the
fluctuations in equilibrium and the velocity vF is a manifestation of the fact that energy is
dissipated in the system as the electric field does work on the particle.

Concretely, we will prove that

∂vF
∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

= βλ2DF=0 .
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This is the celebrated Einstein relation. The factor of λ2 on the right hand side stems from
the fact that we push the particle with an external force equal to λ2F . This concludes the
informal discussion of our main results.

1.3. Related results

Next, we cite some related results. Our list is, of course, far from being complete.

1.3.1. Diffusion

The first result on diffusion for quantum systems we are aware of, [31], treats a quantum
particle in a time-dependent random potential that is memory-less, i.e., the time-correlation
function is a δ-function (white noise). With our methods it is straightforward to reproduce
this result by replacing our two-point reservoir correlation functions by δ(t). This first result
was extended in [26] to time-dependent random potentials where the time-dependence is given
by a Markov process with a gap. Their method exploits, as does ours, the exponential decay of
time-correlation functions. However, such a decay is unrealistic in models involving only one
reservoir. The problem of slowly decaying correlations was attacked in [34], where diffusion
of a heavy particle with an internal degree of freedom is established in dimensions d ≥ 4,
for a single reservoir. An extension of this result is given in [36], where diffusive motion
is derived in dimensions d ≥ 3 for quadratic dispersion relations of the reservoir modes. A
model, where time correlations do not decay at all, since the potentials are fixed in time, is
the Anderson model. However, the Anderson model is quite different from the above particle-
reservoir models. It is conjectured that diffusion only occurs at small values of the interaction
strength near the center of the energy band, whereas, for large coupling, the particle gets
trapped, (c.f., Anderson localization).

1.3.2. Scaling limits

Most of the rigorous results on diffusion are formulated in a scaling limit. The precise
definition of the scaling limit differs from model to model, but, in general, one scales time,
space and the coupling strength (and possibly also the initial state) such that a Markovian
approximation to the dynamics becomes exact. Scaling limits were first considered for con-
fined systems in [7]. In our model the natural scaling limit is the so-called kinetic limit: One
introduces ‘macroscopic’ space and time coordinates given by X = λ2x and T = λ2t and one
considers the limit |λ| ց 0, while keeping X and T fixed. In that limit, the dynamics of the
particle becomes Markovian in T (as if the heat bath had no memory) and it is described by
a linear Boltzmann evolution. The large-time behavior of this linear Boltzmann evolution is
diffusive, as is explained in chapters 4 and 5. The convergence of the particle dynamics gener-
ated by the Hamiltonian in equation (1.5), (with only one reservoir), to the linear Boltzmann
evolution has been proven in [14]. The corresponding result for the Anderson model has been
derived in [17]. The large-time, large-distance limit of the Boltzmann equation is the heat
equation, which suggests that one should be able to derive the heat equation directly in the
scaling limit corresponding to X = λ2+δx, T = λ2+2δt, λց 0, for some δ > 0. This has been
accomplished in [16, 15] for the Anderson model.

1.3.3. ‘Return to equilibrium’

The theory of confined quantum systems, e.g., multi-level atoms, in contact with quasi-
free thermal reservoirs has been studied in, e.g., [4, 18, 23, 10]. In such models, one proves
approach to equilibrium for multi-level atoms. The technique employed in these problems
are renormalization group methods based on complex spectral deformation of the Liouvillian.
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Recently, a new ‘perturbative’ proof of return to equilibrium for the spin-boson model has
been given in [37].

1.3.4. NESS and linear response

Non-equilibrium steady states and dissipative transport in quantum mechanical systems
have been intensively studied in the last decade, e.g., in [38, 19, 25, 24]. The Green-Kubo
formula for thermal forces and the Onsager relations are derived in [22] within the frame
work of algebraic quantum statistical mechanics (for confined systems). The only derivation
of the Green-Kubo formula for mechanical forces, i.e., the Einstein relation, we are aware
of, [6], treats an exactly solvable model of a tracer particle in a homogeneous force field on Z

interacting with a chain of two -level systems in thermal equilibrium.

1.4. Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we introduce our model in a finite-volume
approximation and derive the relevant Green-Kubo formula needed to prove the Einstein
relation. In Chapter 3, we state our main results. In chapter 4, we discuss the strategy of our
proofs which proceed in three steps. In a first step, we study the kinetic limit of our model.
In the kinetic limit, the effective dynamics turn out to be described by a linear Boltzmann
equation. The problem then arises to understand the behavior of solutions of this Boltzmann
equation in the large-time limit. This problem is tackled by analyzing spectral properties of
the generator of the Boltzmann dynamics. This is accomplished in chapter 5. In a second step,
in chapter 6, we study the ‘true’ dynamics of our model using standard expansion techniques.
In chapter 7, we show that the effective dynamics of the particle can be seen as a perturbation
around the kinematic limit. Based on the results in chapters 5 and 7 we prove, in a final step,
our main results in chapter 8. Some auxiliary results are collected in the appendix.



2. The model

2.1. Definition of the model

In this section we define our model in a finite volume approximation.

2.1.1. Notations and conventions

Given a Hilbert space E , we use the standard notation

Bp(E ) :=
{
A ∈ B(E ) ,Tr

[
(A∗A)p/2

]
<∞

}
, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ ,

with B∞(E ) ≡ B(E ) the bounded operators on E , and

‖A‖p :=
(
Tr

[
(A∗A)p/2

])1/p
, ‖A‖ := ‖A‖∞ .

Conjugation of B ∈ Bp(E ) with A ∈ B(E ), Ad(A)B, is defined by

Ad(A)B := ABA∗ .

Note that Ad(A)B ∈ Bp(E ), since Bp(E ) is a two-sided ideal. For general bounded operators
acting on Bp(E ), i.e., elements of B(Bp(E )), we often use the calligraphic font: V,W,T , etc..
An operator A ∈ B(E ) determines operators ad(A) , AL , AR ∈ B(Bp(E )) by

ad(A)B := [A,B] = AB −BA, B ∈ Bp(E ) ,

and

ALB := AB , ARB := BA∗ . (2.1)

Note that (A1)L(A2)R = (A2)R(A1)L, as operators on Bp(E ), A1, A2 ∈ B(E ), i.e., the left-
and right multiplications commute. The norm of operators in B(Bp(E )) is defined by

‖W‖ := sup
A∈Bp(E )

‖W(A)‖p
‖A‖p

.

In the following, we usually set p = 1 or 2.

For vectors κ ∈ C
d, we let Reκ denote the vector (Reκ1, . . . ,Reκd), where Re denotes the

real part. Similar notation is used for the imaginary part, Im. The scalar product on C
d is

written as (κ1, κ2) or κ1 · κ2, κ1, κ2 ∈ C
d, and the norm as |κ| :=

√
(κ, κ). The scalar product

on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space E is written as 〈· , ·〉, or, occasionally, as 〈· , ·〉E . All
scalar products are defined to be linear in the second argument and anti-linear in the first one.

We write Γs(E ) for the symmetric (bosonic) Fock space over the Hilbert space E and we
refer to [9] for definitions and discussion.

For the choice E = ℓ2(Zd), we can represent an element A ∈ B2(E ) through its ‘matrix’
elements A(x, y) := 〈δx, A δy〉, where {δx}x∈Λ is the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of the

position operator X, i.e., Xδx = xδx, x ∈ Z
d. An element A ∈ B(B2(E )), is fully characterized

by its kernel A(x, y;x′, y′) satisfying (Aρ)(x, y) = ∑
x′,y′∈Zd A(x, y;x′, y′)ρ(x′, y′), ρ ∈ B2(E ).

Occasionally, we use the notation |x〉 for δx, and 〈x| for 〈 δx , · 〉. In this notation |x〉〈y| stands
for the rank one operator δx 〈δy , · 〉. Similarly, for the choice E = L2(Td), we often use the

9
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notation |f〉 for f ∈ L2(Td) and 〈g| for 〈g, · 〉, g ∈ L2(Td). In this ‘Dirac notation’, |f〉〈g|
stands for the rank-one operator f〈g, · 〉 on L2(Td).

2.1.2. The particle

We pick a finite, discrete lattice hypercube Λ = ΛL = Z
d/LZd, for some L ∈ N. The

particle Hilbert space is chosen as HS = ℓ2(Λ) (the subscript S refers to ‘system’, as is
customary in system-reservoir models). We define the one-dimensional projector 1x on HS

by

(1xf)(x′) := δxx′f(x′) , x, x′ ∈ Λ , f ∈ HS .

We will also consider the space HS in its dual representation, i.e., as ℓ2(Λ∗), where

Λ∗ =
2π

L
(Zd/LZd)

is the set of quasi-momenta. We consider Λ∗ as a subset of T
d, the d-dimensional torus

identified with (−π, π]d. The momentum operator P is defined as multiplication by k ∈ Λ∗,
i.e.,

(Pg)(k) := kg(k) , g ∈ ℓ2(Λ∗) .

We choose a 2π-periodic function ǫ : R
d → R to be the dispersion law of the particle and

require ǫ to have the inversion symmetry

ǫ(k) = ǫ(−k) , k ∈ R
d .

The kinetic energy of the particle, as an operator on HS , is then given by ǫ(P ), where we
view ǫ as a function from Λ∗ to R. Assumptions on ǫ are described in section 2.2. A natural
choice for the dispersion relation, and thus for the kinetic energy, is ǫ(P ) = −∆Λ, where ∆Λ

is the lattice Laplacian on ℓ2(Λ). This choice satisfies all our assumptions.
We define the system Hamiltonian as

HS := ǫ(P )− λ2F ·XΛ ,

where F ∈ R
d, λ ∈ R is a coupling constant (see equation (2.6) below), and XΛ is the position

operator on Λ with ‘open boundary conditions’, i.e., when considered as an operator on ℓ2(Zd),
it is given by

XΛ := X χ[X ∈ (0, L)d] .

For simplicity, we will write X for XΛ in the following.

2.1.3. The reservoir

For each x ∈ Z
d, we define the reservoir Hilbert space at site x by

HRx
:= Γs(L

2(Λ)) ,

where Γs is the symmetric Fock space and Λ = R
d ∩ [0, L]d. For simplicity, we use the same

symbol for Rd ∩ [0, L]d and Z
d/LZd. The total reservoir Hilbert space is defined by

HR :=
⊗

x∈Λ
HRx .

Note that there is no compelling reason to restrict each one-site reservoir to the same region
[0, L]d as the particle system, but this simplifies our notation. The dispersion relation of the
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reservoir modes is given by an appropriate positive function ω : Rd → R having the inversion
symmetry ω(q) = ω(−q), q ∈ R

d. The reservoir Hamiltonian is defined as

HR :=
∑

x∈Λ

∑

q∈Λ∗

ω(q)a∗x,qax,q ,

where Λ∗ = 2π
L Z

d is the set of quasi-momenta for the reservoir at site x, and the operators

a#x,q are the canonical creation/annihilation operators satisfying the commutation relations

[ax,q, a
∗
x′,q′ ] = δxx′δ(q − q′) .

Natural choices for ω(p) are p2 or c|p|, for some constant c.

Next, we introduce the ‘Gibbs’, or reference state, of the reservoir: Let C be the ∗-algebra
generated by the creation and annihilation operators a∗x(ϕ) , ax(ϕ

′), with ϕ, ϕ′ ∈ L2(Λ), x ∈ Λ.
The ‘Gibbs state’, ρref,R, is defined as the linear functional on C specified by

i. gauge-invariance: ∀x ∈ Λ ,∀ϕ ∈ L2(Λ),

ρref,R[a
∗
x(ϕ)] = ρref,R[ax(ϕ)] = 0 ; (2.2)

ii. two-point correlations: Let Tβ = (eβω−1)−1 be the Bose-Einstein density (operator).
Then ∀x, x′ ∈ Λ ,∀ϕ ,ϕ′ ∈ L2(Λ),

(
ρref,R [a∗x(ϕ)ax′(ϕ′)] ρref,R

[
a∗x(ϕ)a

∗
x′(ϕ′)

]

ρref,R [ax(ϕ)ax′(ϕ′)] ρref,R
[
ax(ϕ)a

∗
x′(ϕ′)

]
)

= δx,x′

(
〈ϕ′|Tβϕ〉 0

0 〈ϕ|(1 + Tβ)ϕ
′)〉

)
;

iii. quasi-freeness (Wick’s rule): ∀x1, . . . ∈ Λ, ϕ1, . . . ∈ L2(Λ),

ρref,R

[
a#x1

(ϕ1) . . . a
#
x2n

(ϕ2n)
]
=

∑

pairingsπ

∏

(r,s)∈π
ρref,R

[
a#xr

(ϕr)a
#
xs
(ϕs)

]
, (2.3)

ρref,R

[
a#x1

(ϕ1) . . . a
#
2n+1(ϕ2n+1)

]
= 0 , (2.4)

where a pairing π is a partition of {1, . . . , 2n} into n pairs and the product is over
these pairs (r, s), with the convention that r < s.

That these three requirements specify ρref,R completely is explained in many places in the
literature; see, e.g., [11, 23, 18]. Of course, instead of defining the one-site reservoir system
in a finite volume, one can construct it directly in an infinite volume, e.g., through the Araki-
Woods representation; see [2].

In a finite volume ρref,R can be described by ρref,R( · ) = TrR[( · )̺ref ,R], where the trace is
over the reservoir Hilbert space and ̺ref,R ∈ B1(HR) is the density matrix defined by

̺ref,R :=
1

Zref,R
e−βHR , where Zref,R = TrR[e

−βHR ] . (2.5)

Note that this choice of ̺ref,R is unique up to unitary equivalence. Subsequently, we use the
same symbol ρref,R for the density matrix ̺ref,R and the state ρref,R. However, we remark
that some care is needed in making sense of equation (2.5). (If the dispersion relation of the
reservoir modes ω has zeros, i.e., ω(k∗) = 0, for some k∗ ∈ Λ∗, then the density matrix ̺ref,R
is not well-defined. One then deletes the corresponding wave vectors k∗.)
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2.1.4. The interaction

We pick a spherically symmetric ‘structure factor’ φ ∈ L2(Λ) and we choose the interaction
between the particle and the reservoir at site x to be given by1x ⊗Ψx(φ), where Ψx(φ) = ax(φ) + a∗x(φ)

is the field operator, with

ax(φ) =
∑

q∈Λ∗

φ(q)ax,q , a∗x(φ) =
∑

q∈Λ∗

φ(q)a∗x,q .

So far, we have not made any assumptions concerning ω and φ, but their form will be restricted
by Assumption 2.2 in section 2.2. The interaction Hamiltonian is taken to be

HSR :=
∑

x∈Λ
1x ⊗Ψx(φ) on HS ⊗ HR .

The total Hamiltonian of the interacting system is then given by

H := ǫ(P )− λ2F ·X +HR + λHSR , (2.6)

where λ ∈ R is a coupling constant. If the dispersion relation of the reservoir modes satisfies
ω(q) > 0, q ∈ Λ∗, then HSR is relatively HS +HR bounded. It follows that H is essentially
selfadjoint on ℓ2(Λ)⊗D(HR), D(HR) the domain of HR. Note that the requirement ω > 0 is
also needed to define properly the density matrix ρref,R in equation (2.5). However, once we
pass to the thermodynamic limit, the only remaining assumption on ω (and φ) is stated in
Assumption 2.2; in particular, we may choose ω(0) = 0.

A quantity that plays an important role in our analysis is the reservoir correlation function,
ψ̂Λ(t), defined by

ψ̂Λ(t) := ρref,R[Ψx(e
itωφ)Ψx(φ)] (2.7)

= 〈φ, Tβeitωφ〉+ 〈φ, (1 + Tβ)e
−itωφ〉 ,

where Tβ = (eβω−1)−1 and 〈ϕ′, ϕ〉 = |Λ|−1
∑

q∈Λ∗ ϕ′(q)ϕ(q). It is also useful to introduce ψΛ,

the inverse Fourier transform of ψ̂Λ,

ψ̂Λ(t) =
1

2π

∫

R

dζ eiζtψΛ(ζ) . (2.8)

2.1.5. States

We consider two classes of initial states ρSR on HS ⊗ HR for the interacting system:
product states and ‘reference’ states. The former are of the form

ρ = ρS ⊗ ρref,R , 0 ≤ ρS ∈ B1(HS) ,

where the ‘Gibbs state’ ρref,R is defined in equation (2.5). The reference states are defined
through their density matrices:

ρref,S =
1

Zref,S
e−βHS , on HS , (2.9)

ρref =
1

Zref
e−β(HS+HR) = ρref,S ⊗ ρref,R , on HS ⊗ HR , (2.10)

ρβ =
1

Zβ
e−βH , on HS ⊗ HR . (2.11)
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Although it is not apparent in our notation, we set F = 0 in HS in the above definitions.
The normalization constants ‘Z’ are chosen such that all density matrices have trace one. Let
D : HS ⊗ HR → HS ⊗ HR be the map defined by

D :=
(Zref

Zβ

)1/2
e−βH/2eβ(HS+HR)/2 . (2.12)

With this definition we have

ρβ = Ad(D)ρref = Ad(D)ρref ,S ⊗ ρref,R .

2.1.6. Effective dynamics

The time-evolution in the Schrödinger picture is given by

ρt = e−itHρ eitH , ρ ∈ B1(HS ⊗ HR) .

Here the external force F can be chosen to be different form zero in the Hamiltonian. Also note
that ρβ is a time-translation invariant state, if F is set to zero. Denote by TrR[( · )] the partial
trace over the reservoir Hilbert space. Then ρS := TrR[ρ], ρ ∈ B1(HS ⊗ HR), is a density

matrix on HS , and we define the reduced-, or effective, dynamics Z̆Λ
[0,t] : B1(HS) → B1(HS)

by

Z̆Λ
[0,t]ρS := TrR[e

−itHρ eitH ] .

The map Z̆Λ
[0,t] takes density matrices into density matrices, i.e., Z̆Λ

[0,t] is a trace-preserving

(completely-) positive map. For initial density matrices of product form ρS ⊗ ρref,R we denote
the effective dynamics by

ZΛ
[0,t]ρS := TrR[e

−itHρS ⊗ ρref,R eitH ] .

For initial states of the form Ad(D)ρS ⊗ ρref,R we denote the reduced dynamics by

ZΛ
[−β,t]ρS := TrR[e

−itHAd(D)ρS ⊗ ρref,R eitH ] . (2.13)

We are mainly interested in ρS = ρref,S . For this choice Ad(D)ρref,S ⊗ ρref,R is the ‘Gibbs
state’ (with F = 0) of the interacting system. The notation ‘[−β, t]’ is explained in section 6.
All our results concern the reduced dynamics ZΛ

[0,t] and ZΛ
[−β,t], although it is straightforward

to extend the formalism to handle more general initial states of the reservoirs.
Let O ∈ B(HS) denote an observable of the particle system, e.g., a periodic function of

the momentum operator P . Then we define

〈O(t)〉ΛρS := TrS [OZΛ
[0,t]ρS ] , (2.14)

where the trace is over the particle Hilbert space HS . Similarly, we set

〈O(t)〉Λβ := TrS[OZΛ
[−β,t]ρref,S ] ,

where ρref,S is the Gibbs state of equation (2.9).

2.1.7. Correlation functions

Let O ∈ B(HS) be an observable of the particle Hilbert space HS . In the Heisenberg
picture, the time-evolution of O ⊗ 1 is given by

O(t) = eitH(O ⊗ 1)e−itH = eitKO ⊗ 1 ,
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whereK ≡ ad(H) is the Liouvillian. Note that O(t) is, in general, not of product form ( · )⊗1.
The expectation value of O(t) in the state ρ⊗ ρref,R is

〈O(t)〉Λρ = Tr[O(t)ρ⊗ ρref,R] ,

which agrees with equation (2.14) by the cyclicity of the trace. Next, we consider several
observables O1, . . . , Om and a set of times t1, . . . tm ∈ R. Let ρ ∈ B1(HS ⊗ HR). We define
correlation functions by the formula

Tr[eitmKOmeitm−1KOm−1 · · · et1KO1 ρ] , (2.15)

where we abbreviate Oi ⊗ 1, by Oi, i = 1, . . . ,m. Note that, in this formula, the times
t1, . . . , tm are not ordered.

Relevant choices for the initial states are the factorized states ρS ⊗ ρref,R, ρS ∈ B(HS),
and the ‘Gibbs’ state ρβ; see equation (2.11). We use the notation

〈Om(tm) · · ·O1(t1)〉ΛρS := Tr[eitmKOmeitm−1KOm−1 · · · et1KO1 ρS ⊗ ρref,R] ,

〈Om(tm) · · ·O1(t1)〉Λβ := Tr[eitmKOmeitm−1KOm−1 · · · et1KO1 ρβ] .

It turns out to be useful to define correlation functions with a time ordering. In the standard
physics literature, this is done by introducing a ‘time ordering operator’, see, e.g., [30]. Here,
we prefer to introduce a different formalism, which is well-suited for our expansion methods:

Let O ∈ B(HS) and consider the operators OL and OR on B2(HS); see equation (2.1).
The Heisenberg time-evolution of OL and OR is given by

Ol(t) := eitK Ol e
−itK , t ∈ R , l ∈ {L,R} ,

where K ≡ ad(H). One easily checks that Tr[O(t)ρ] = Tr[Ol(t)ρ], where l ∈ {L,R},
ρ ∈ B1(HS ⊗ HR).

Let O1, . . . , Om, O
′
1, . . . O

′
m′ ∈ B(HS), m,m

′ ∈ N, and consider two ordered sets of times
t1 < t2 < . . . < tm and t′1 < t′2 < . . . < t′m′ . The associated time-ordered correlation function
is given by

Tr[(O′
m′)R(t

′
m′) · · · (O′

1)R(t
′
1)(Om)L(tm) · · · (O1)L(t1)ρ] , ρ ∈ B1(HS ⊗ HR) .

Of prime importance are the two point correlations functions: Let O1, O2 ∈ B(HS) and
consider the pair of times t1, t2 ∈ R. To be concrete, we choose ρ = ρS ⊗ ρref,R. We write the

correlation functions 〈O2(t2)O1(t1)〉Λρ in terms of time-ordered correlation functions as

〈O2(t2)O1(t1)〉Λρ =

{
Tr[(O2)L(t2)(O1)L(t1)ρ⊗ ρref,β] , for t2 ≥ t1 ,

Tr[(O2)R(t2)(O1)L(t1)ρ⊗ ρref,β] , for t2 < t1 .
(2.16)

The generalization of this formula to n-point correlation functions is straightforward.

2.1.8. Computation rules: Equilibrium system

In this subsection, we give a brief review of ‘computation’ rules of equilibrium statistical
mechanics. For simplicity, we first restrict the discussion to (quantum) systems with finitely
many degrees of freedom and explain later how to adopt the formalism to systems with infin-
itely many degree of freedom. (Note that while we define our model in a finite volume, the
bosonic reservoirs have infinitely many degrees of freedom.)

Consider a quantum mechanical system confined to a finite volume. Let H be the (sep-
arable) Hilbert space of pure states. The unitary time-evolution on H is generated by the
Hamilton operator H. We assume that H is a bounded operators with discrete spectrum, such
that Z := Tr[e−βH ] < ∞, β ∈ [0,∞) the inverse temperature. Let O denote the algebra of
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bounded operators on H . The ‘Gibbs’ state, ωβ, of the system is defined as the normalized,
positive linear functional on O given by

ωβ(O) := Z−1 Tr[O e−βH ] , Z := Tr[e−βH ] , O ∈ O .

Time-evolution on O is defined by the ∗-automorphism αt := eitad(H), t ∈ R. We also use the
notation αt ◦O = O(t). For O1, O2 ∈ O, we define the equilibrium correlation function by

〈O2(t)O1〉β := ωβ(α
t(O2)O1) ;

see section 2.1.7. Note that the correlation functions are entire functions of t. The cyclicity
of the trace yields the KMS-symmetry

〈O2(t)O1〉β = 〈O1O2(t+ iβ)〉β . (2.17)

A state satisfying this symmetry is called a (β-)KMS-state. The KMS-state ωβ is time-
translation invariant, i.e.,

ωβ(O(t)) = ωβ(O) , O ∈ O , t ∈ R ;

(set O1 = 1 in equation (2.17)).
A time reversal (with respect to H) of O is an involutive, anti-linear ∗-automorphism Θ

of O, such that

Θ ◦ αt = α−t ◦Θ , t ∈ R .

A state ω on O is called time reversal invariant if ω(Θ(O)) = ω(O∗), O ∈ O. A selfadjoint
operator O ∈ O is even, odd, under time-reversal, when Θ(O) = O, Θ(O) = −O, respectively.

It is explained in many places how to extend the above formalism to systems of infinitely
many degrees of freedom; see, e.g., [5, 24, 4].

The extension to our model is a follows. Let O be an operator in B(HS ⊗ HR); see
section 2.1.3. (Some care is needed for observables on HR: Let W be a ‘Weyl’ operator on
HR, then OS⊗W , OS ∈ B(HS), is a ‘good’ observable on HS⊗HR, taking linear combination
of such product observables yields a dense set in B(HS ⊗ HR). However, for our purposes, it
suffices to consider observables of the form OS ⊗ 1.)

In what follows, we set the external force equal to zero. Let ρβ denote the coupled ‘Gibbs’
state on B(HS⊗HR); see section 2.1.5. The ‘Gibbs’ state satisfies the KMS-condition, i.e., for
any O1, O2 ∈ B(H ), there exists a function z 7→ FO1,O2(z), analytic in the strip 0 < Im z < β,
bounded and continuous on the closure of this strip, satisfying the KMS boundary conditions

FO1,O2(t) = 〈αt(O2)O1〉Λβ , FO1,O2(t+ iβ) = 〈O1α
t(O2)〉Λβ .

For a proof see, e.g., [5]. We use the notation FO1,O2(z) ≡ 〈O2(z)O1〉Λβ .
The time reversal operator Θ is chosen such that Θ(X ⊗1) = X ⊗1, Θ(P ⊗1) = −P ⊗1

and Θ(a#x (q)) = a#x (−q), q ∈ R
d, x ∈ Z

d/LZd. If the dispersion relations ǫ and ω possess the
inversion symmetry, and if the ‘form factor’ φ is chosen spherically symmetric, then Θ(H) = H
and Θ(V ) = −V , V = ∇ǫ the velocity operator of the particle system. It follows that ρβ is a
time reversal invariant state.

2.1.9. Green-Kubo formula

The Green-Kubo formula is the starting point of our derivation of the Einstein relation.
For our finite-volume system, the Green-Kubo formula can be derived as follows: Consider

〈VF (t)〉Λβ = Tr[eitKF (V )ρβ] ,
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where ρβ is the Gibbs state of the coupled system with F = 0 and V = ∇ǫ. Here, we use the
notation VF (t) and KF to indicate that the time-evolution depends on F . Using Duhamel’s
principle we obtain

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉Λβ =− iλ2
∫ t

0
ds 〈[X(t− s), V (t)]〉Λβ . (2.18)

This equation is a ‘matrix equation’ that should be understood as

∂

∂F i

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈V j
F (t)〉Λβ =− iλ2

∫ t

0
ds 〈[Xi(t− s), V j(t)]〉Λβ , i, j = 1, . . . , d .

For simplicity, we drop the spatial indeces i, j in the following. Note that the right hand side
of the above equations are independent of F . Time-translation invariance of the state ρβ then
implies

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉Λβ =− iλ2
∫ t

0
ds 〈[X(−s), V ]〉Λβ . (2.19)

Using the KMS-symmetry we compute
∫ t

0
ds 〈[X(−s), V ]〉Λβ =

∫ t

0
ds 〈XV (s)〉Λβ −

∫ t

0
ds 〈XV (iβ + s)〉Λβ

= i

∫ β

0
du 〈XV (iu)〉Λβ − i

∫ β

0
du 〈XV (iu+ t)〉Λβ

= i

∫ β

0
du 〈XV (iu)〉Λβ − i

∫ β

0
du 〈X(−t)V (iu)〉Λβ ,

where we used in the second line that the integral of the function z 7→ 〈XV (z)〉Λβ vanishes
along the contour 0, t, t + iβ, iβ. The third line follows by time-translation invariance. Next,

we write X(−t) as the integral X(−t) =
∫ −t
0 ds V (s) +X(0) to find that

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉Λβ = λ2
∫ β

0
du

∫ t

0
ds 〈V (s)V (iu)〉Λβ .

This is the celebrated Green-Kubo formula.
Recall that we have assumed that the dispersion relations ǫ and ω of the particle and the

bosonic modes of the reservoirs, respectively, satisfy the inversion symmetry:

ǫ(k) = ǫ(−k) , k ∈ Z
d ; ω(q) = ω(−q) , q ∈ R

d .

Note that the ‘structure factor’ φ in the interaction Hamiltonian also possesses the inversion
symmetry since it is chosen spherically symmetric. It follows that the ‘Gibbs’ state ρβ has the
time reversal symmetry. Time reversal invariance and the KMS-symmetry then yield

〈V (s)V (iu)〉Λβ = 〈V (−s)V (iβ − iu)〉Λβ ,
hence

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉Λβ =
λ2

2

∫ β

0
du

∫ t

−t
ds 〈V V (s+ iu)〉Λβ .

Using that the integral of the map z 7→ 〈V V (z)〉Λβ vanishes along the contour −t, t, t+iβ,−t+iβ
we can rewrite this formula as

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉Λβ =
βλ2

2

∫ t

−t
ds 〈V V (s)〉Λβ +RΛ(t) , (2.20)
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where

RΛ(t) := i
λ2

2

∫ β

0
du

∫ u

0
ds 〈V V (is+ t)〉Λβ − i

λ2

2

∫ β

0
du

∫ u

0
ds 〈V V (is − t)〉Λβ .

Equation (2.20) is a Green-Kubo formula for a system possessing time reversal symmetry. For
a derivation of the Green-Kubo formula for thermal forces see, e.g., [22].

2.2. Assumptions

In this section, we list our main assumptions. Our first assumption ensures that the system
dynamics is sufficiently regular:

Assumption 2.1 [Analyticity of system dynamics] The function ǫ extends to an analytic
function in a strip of width δǫ > 0, i.e., ǫ is analytic in (R + i(−δǫ, δǫ))d. It is convenient to
view ǫ as a function on T

d = (−π, π]d. Moreover, we assume that there is no v ∈ R
d such that

the function T
d ∋ k 7→ (υ,∇ǫ(k)) vanishes identically.

In what follows, the ‘thermodynamic limit’ is the limit L ր ∞. Thus Λ tends to Z
d, Rd

respectively, whereas Λ∗, the set of quasi momenta, tends to T
d, Rd respectively. We use the

notation limΛ for the thermodynamic limit.

The second main assumption requires the reservoir to have exponential decay of corre-
lations in the thermodynamic limit: In equation (2.7) we defined the reservoir correlation
function

ψ̂Λ(t) = 〈φ, Tβeitωφ〉+ 〈φ, (1 + Tβ)e
−itωφ〉 .

We extend this function to the strip {z ∈ C | − β ≤ Im z ≤ 0} by considering

ψ̂Λ(t+ is) := 〈φ, Tβeitωe−sωφ〉+ 〈φ, (1 + Tβ)e
−itωesωφ〉 .

This extension to ‘imaginary times’ is necessary to construct the effective dynamics ZΛ
[−β,t];

see chapter 6.

Assumption 2.2 The reservoir correlation function ψ̂Λ(z) converges in the thermodynamic

limit to a non-zero limit, ψ̂(z), i.e.,

ψ̂(t+ is) = limΛψ̂
Λ(t+ is) ,

uniformly in t on any compact set for any s ∈ [0, β]. We assume that there is a decay rate
gR > 0, such that

sup
z

(
|ψ̂(z)|egR|Re z|

)
<∞ , (2.21)

where the supremum is taken over {z ∈ C | 0 ≤ Re z ,−β ≤ Im z ≤ 0}.

In appendix A, we discuss examples of reservoirs that satisfy Assumption 2.2.

2.3. Thermodynamic limit

It is convenient to carry out much of our analysis in the thermodynamic limit. To cut
a long discussion short, we take the following viewpoint: Given an observable O ∈ B(HS),
HS = ℓ2(Zd), we associate with it an observableOΛ, defined as the restriction of O to B(ℓ2(Λ)).
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For simplicity we will restrict out attention from the beginning to a special class of density
matrices in B1(HS):

For κL, κR ∈ C
d, we define an operator JκL,κR

, by

JκL,κR
O := e−iκL·XOe−iκR·X , O ∈ B2(HS) .

If κL = κR = κ we abbreviate Jκ ≡ Jκ,κ. Note that JκL,κR
is an unbounded operator if

κL, κR 6∈ R
d. We view a density matrix ρ ∈ B1(HS) as an element of B2(HS), which is

justified by the inclusion B1(HS) ⊂ B2(HS). A density matrix ρ is called κ0-exponentially
localized, if

‖JκL,κR
ρ‖2 = ‖e−iκL·Xρ e−iκR·X‖2 <∞ ,

for all κL, κR ∈ C
d with 0 < |Imκi| ≤ κ0 , i = L,R. In what follows, we often write

|κ| := max(|κL|, |κR|).
Given an exponentially localized density matrix in B1(ℓ

2(Zd)) we can associate with it, in a
non-unique way, a density matrix ρΛ on ℓ2(Λ) such that limΛρ

Λ = ρ, where the convergence is
in the matrix elements. For concreteness, we fix such a map: Given an exponentially localized
ρ ∈ B2(ℓ

2(Zd)) we define ρΛ ∈ B2(ℓ
2(Λ)) through its matrix elements: For xL, xR ∈ Λ we

put ρΛ(xL, xR) =
∑

x′
L∼xL

x′
R∼xR

ρ(x′L, x
′
R), where we sum over all points x′L, x

′
R ∈ Z

d that are

identified with xL, xR ∈ Λ in the quotient Zd/LZd. Since ρ is exponentially localized this sum
is absolutely convergent.

In the following we often use the notation ρ, S, etc. without specifying whether we mean
the infinite-volume objects or their associated finite-volume objects.

Lemma 2.1 [Thermodynamic limit I] Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Let
ρS ∈ B1(ℓ

2(Zd)) be exponentially localized and let O ∈ B(ℓ2(Zd)) be a translation invariant
observable. Then the limit

〈O(t)〉ρS := limΛ TrS [O
ΛZΛ

[0,t]ρ
Λ
S ]

exists, where the right hand side is represented by an absolutely convergent series. In particular
we have 〈O(t)〉ρS = TrS [OZ[0,t]ρS ], where Z[0,t]ρS ∈ B1(HS). Moreover, for ρΛS = ρΛref,S, the
limit

〈O(t)〉β := limΛTrS [O
ΛZΛ

[−β,t]ρ
Λ
ref,S]

exists, where the right hand side is represented by an absolutely convergent series.

Convergence of correlation functions is summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2 [Thermodynamic limit II] Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Let
O1, O2 be two translation-invariant observables on the particle Hilbert space HS. Then, for
ρS ∈ B1(HS) an exponentially localized density matrix, the limits

〈O2(t2)O1(t1)〉ρ := limΛ〈OΛ
2 (t2)O

Λ
1 (t1)〉Λρ ,

〈O2(t2)O1(t1)〉β := limΛ〈OΛ
2 (t2)O

Λ
1 (t1)〉Λβ , ∀t1, t2 ∈ R,

exist, where the right hand sides are represented by absolutely convergent series.

The proof of these two lemmas it straightforward, using the expansion techniques discussed
in section 6.
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2.4. Translation invariance: Fiber decomposition

Consider the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators B2(ℓ
2(Zd)) ≃ L2(Td × T

d,dkLdkR) and
define

Â(kL, kR) :=
1

(2π)d

∑

xL,xR∈Zd

A(xL, xR)e
−i(kL,xL)+i(kR,xR) , A ∈ B2(ℓ

2(Zd)) .

In what follows, we will write A for Â. To conveniently cope with the translation invariance
in our model, we make the change of variables

k =
kL + kR

2
, p = kL − kR ,

and, for a.e. p ∈ T
d, we obtain a well-defined function Ap ∈ L2(Td) by putting

(Ap)(k) := A(k +
p

2
, k − p

2
) . (2.22)

This follows from the fact that the Hilbert space B2(HS) ≃ L2(Td × T
d,dkLdkR) can be

represented as a direct integral

B2(HS) =

∫ ⊕

Td

dpHp , A =

∫ ⊕

Td

dpAp , (2.23)

where each ‘fiber space’ Hp is naturally identified with L2(Td). Let Tz , z ∈ Z
d, be the lattice

translation
(TzA)(xL, xR) := A(xL + z, xR + z), A ∈ B(HS) ,

or, equivalently,

(TzA)p(k) = ei(p,z)Ap, A ∈ B(HS) .

Since ad(H) and ρref,R are translation-invariant, it follows that

T−zZ[0,t]Tz = Z[0,t] and T−zZ[−β,t]Tz = Z[−β,t] . (2.24)

Let W ∈ B(B2(HS)) be translation invariant in the sense that T−zWTz = W. Then
it follows that, in the representation defined by (2.23), W acts diagonally in p, i.e. (WA)p
depends only on Ap, and we define Wp by

(WA)p = WpAp .

For the sake of clarity, we give an explicit expression forWp. Define the kernelW(xL, xR; yL, yR)
by

(WA)(xL, xR) =
∑

yL,yR∈Zd

W(xL, xR; yL, yR)A(yL, yR) , xL, xR ∈ Z
d .

Translation invariance is expressed by

W(xL, xR; yL, yR) = W(xL + z, xR + z; yL + z, yR + z) , z ∈ Z
d ,

and, as an integral kernel, Wp ∈ B(L2(Td)) is given by

Wp(kL, kR) =
∑

xL, xR, yL, yR ∈ Z
d

xL + xR + yL + yR = 0

ei(kL,xL−yL)−i(kR,xR−yR)e
i
2 (p,(yL+yR)−(xL+xR))W(xL, xR; yL, yR) .

Lemma 2.3 Let A ∈ B1(HS). If the map p 7→ Ap is continuous (as a map from T
d to L2(Td))

in some real neighborhood of the origin, then

Tr[A] = 〈1, A0〉L2(Td) =

∫

Td

dkA(k, k) , (2.25)
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where 1 ∈ L2(Td) is the constant function with value 1(k) = 1. Assume that there is a constant
δ > 0 such that A ∈ B1(HS) satisfies

‖Jp/2A‖2 <∞ for | Im p| < δ .

Then p 7→ Ap has an analytic continuation to the region | Im p| < δ. Moreover,

Tr[Jp/2A] =
∑

x∈Zd

e−i(p,x)A(x, x) = 〈1, Ap〉, | Im p| < δ . (2.26)

The first statement of the lemma follows from the singular-value decomposition for trace-
class operators and standard properties of the Fourier transform; see [40]. In fact, the correct
statement asserts that one can choose Ap such that (2.25) holds. Indeed, one can change the
value of the kernel A(kL, kR) on the line kL − kR = p without changing the operator A, and
hence Ap in (2.25) can not be defined via (2.22) for all p, but only for almost all p. The second
statement of Lemma 2.3 is the Paley-Wiener theorem, i.e., the relation between exponential
decay of functions and analyticity of their Fourier transforms; see [32].

2.5. The position observable

Let ρ ∈ B2(HS), HS = ℓ2(Zd), be an exponentially localized density matrix. Let G = G
be a continuous function on T

d. Then G(P ) is a translation-invariant observable on HS. We
write the expectation value of G(P ) as

〈G(P )(t)〉ρ = TrS [G(P )Z[0,t]ρ] = 〈G, (Z[0,t])0ρ0〉 , (2.27)

where we have used Lemma 2.3 with A = G(P )Z[0,t]ρ.
Another important observable is the position operator X. For an exponentially localized

density matrix ρ ∈ B2(HS), HS = ℓ2(Zd), we define, for p ∈ R
d,

〈ei(p,X(t))〉ρ := TrS [Jp/2Z[0,t]ρ] = 〈1, (Z[0,t])pρp〉 .
If 〈1, (Z[0,t])pρp〉 is differentiable in p near the origin we can define 〈X(t)〉ρ by

〈X(t)〉ρ := −i
∂

∂p

∣∣∣∣
p=0

〈1, (Z[0,t])pρp〉 . (2.28)

Lemma 2.4 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Then there exist strictly positive
constants C, c, δ > 0 such that for |Im p| < δ,

‖Jp/2Z[0,t]J−p/2‖ ≤ Ceλ
2ct ,

where |λ| > 0 is the coupling constant; see equation (2.6).

This lemma is proven in section 6. By Lemma 2.3 it follows that the map p 7→ 〈1, (ZΛ
[0,t])pρp〉

is analytic in a neighborhood of zero, provided ρ is exponentially localized. In other words,
the ‘moment generating function’, 〈ei(p,X(t))〉ρ, is analytic. Thus 〈X(t)〉ρ is well-defined.

Finally, we claim that, under the same assumptions as in the lemma above, 〈X(t)〉ρ satisfies
the expected property

〈X(t)〉ρ =

∫ t

0
ds 〈V (s)〉ρ + 〈X(0)〉ρ , t ≥ 0 ,

where V (s) is defined in equation (2.27), with V (0) = i[HS ,X] = ∇ǫ(P ).
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Let G = G be a continuous function on T
d. Then G(P ), P the momentum operator, is a

translation-invariant bounded selfadjoint operator on HS = ℓ2(Zd). Examples of interest are
G = ǫ or G = ∇ǫ. Our first result states that the momentum distribution of the particle tends
to a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS). This NESS is given by a probability density on T

d,
which is denoted by ζ ≡ ζF,λ. For F = 0, ζ is actually a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

Theorem 3.1 [Approach to NESS] Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 (see Section 2.2)
hold, and let ρ be exponentially localized. Then, there are positive constants λ0 > 0 and
F0 > 0 such that for 0 < |λ| < λ0, |F | < F0, there is a positive function ζ ≡ ζF,λ ∈ L2(Td)
with

∫
dk ζ(k) = 1 satisfying

1

T

∫ T

0
dt Tr[G(P )Z[0,t]ρ] = 〈G, ζ〉L2(Td) +O(1/T ), T ր ∞, for any G = G ∈ C(Td) .

The strictly positive function ζF,λ ∈ L2(Td) has the following properties:

i. The state ζ is O(λ)-close to the state predicted by kinetic theory, i.e.,

ζF,λ(k) = ζFkin(k) +O(λ), λց 0 ,

where ζFkin is a λ-independent probability density on the torus Td, which will be defined
later.

ii. For F ≡ 0, ζ0,λ possesses the following ‘time reversal symmetry’

ζ0,λ(k) = ζ0,λ(−k) (3.1)

and hence the average velocity, vF=0, defined by

vF :=

∫
dk∇ǫ(k)ζF,λ(k) = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉

vanishes. However, for F 6≡ 0, we have F · vF > 0.

The following result concerns spatial properties of the system. In particular, we establish
diffusion of the particle around the average linear motion with velocity vF .

Theorem 3.2 [Diffusion] Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1 the following holds.
Let ρ be exponentially localized. Then there are positive constants λ0 > 0 and F0 > 0 such
that, for 0 < |λ| < λ0 and |F | < F0,

lim
Tր∞

1

T
Tr[XZ[0,T ]ρ] = vF ,

with vF = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉. The model behaves diffusively in the sense, that the limits

lim
Tր∞

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈(Xi(t)− viF t)(X

j(t)− vjF t)〉ρ =: Dij(F ) , i, j ∈ {1, . . . d} , (3.2)

21
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exist. The matrix D(F ) is positive-definite and

D(F ) =
1

λ2
(Dkin(F ) +O(λ)) , λց 0 ,

where Dkin(F ) is a positive-definite matrix of order O(λ0), which will be defined later on.

Note that the claim about the mean velocity follows directly from Theorem 3.1. We will
interpret D(F ) as the diffusion constant of our model, since it satisfies the Einstein relation:

Theorem 3.3 [Einstein relation] Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then
there exists a positive constant λ0 such that, for 0 < |λ| < λ0,

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

vF = λ2βD(F = 0) .

where D(F = 0) is defined in equation (3.2) and equals

D(F = 0) =
1

2

∫

R

dt 〈V (t)V 〉β .

Remark 3.1 The condition that the particle dispersion ǫ possesses the inversion symmetry,

ǫ(k) = ǫ(−k) , k ∈ Z
d , (3.3)

is not necessary for Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to hold. If we do not impose this condition we loose
the ‘time reversal symmetry’ in equation (3.1) and the particle may have a non-vanishing
asymptotic velocity, a drift velocity vdr, at vanishing external field given by

vdr =

∫
dk∇ǫ(k) ζ0,λ(k) .

However, for Theorem 3.3 to hold we have to impose condition (3.3), since we use the time
reversal symmetry in our proof.

Remark 3.2 We have assumed that the initial state is of the product form ρS ⊗ ρref,R, where
ρS ∈ B2(HS) is a localized density matrix on HS and ρref,R is the quasi-free state of the
reservoirs (here defined as a linear functional on (a representation) of the CCR-algebra gen-
erated by the canonical creation/annihilation operators). Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold true for
more general states: For simplicity, we discuss this point in the finite-volume approximation.
First, we observe that, by linearity and density arguments, it suffices to consider states of the
product form ρΛS ⊗ρΛR. For our theorems to hold true, it is sufficient that there exists a possibly
unbounded operator Drn on HR, a ‘Radon-Nykodim operator’, such that ρΛR = Drnρ

Λ
ref,RD

∗
rn;

c.f. equation (2.12). Clearly, an operator Drn exists whenever Ran(ρΛR) ⊆ Ran(ρΛref,R). We

refer to [4] (and references therein) for the infinite-volume system.

Remark 3.3 The dimension of the system only enters via the reservoir correlation function
ψ̂, but is otherwise irrelevant. In particular, our Theorems hold true in dimensions d = 1, 2,
provided Assumption 2.2 holds true.

Remark 3.4 Our results do not depend on the fact that we consider bosonic reservoirs.
We can replace, mutatis mutandis, the (quasi-free) bosonic reservoir modes by (quasi-free)
fermionic modes.



4. Strategy

In this chapter, we briefly explain the main ideas of our proofs. To prove approach to a NESS
one could hope that

Z[0,t] ρ ‘−→
tր∞

’
1

Z(β)
e−βHS + o(λ0) , λց 0 . (4.1)

But recall that HS = ǫ(P ) − λ2F ·X and observe that e−βHS 6∈ B1(HS), HS = ℓ2(Zd). One
way to interpret (4.1) is that it gives the correct asymptotic expectation value for translation
invariant observables. Let G be a real valued continuous function on T

d. By Lemma 2.3 we
have that

Tr[G(P )Z[0,t]ρ] = 〈G, (Z[0,t])0ρ0〉L2(Td) . (4.2)

To prove the approach to a NESS, we have thus to show that the effective dynamics ‘in the low
momentum fibers’ (Z[0,t])p, for p near 0, relaxes in an invariant state as t ր ∞. That is, we

must show that (Z[0,t])0ρ0 converges in L2(Td) as tր ∞. If such a convergence holds we talk
of ‘strong approach to a NESS’. For F = 0, one may call this ‘strong return to equilibrium’.
However, Theorem 3.1 states that only the ergodic mean of (Z[0,t])0ρ0 converges in L2(Td).
Indeed, for F 6= 0 we cannot prove that (Z[0,t])0ρ0 has a limit as t ր ∞. The intuition here is
that Tr[G(P )(Z[0,t])ρ] possibly oscillates around 〈G, (Z[0,t])0ρ0〉 as tր ∞. Theorem 3.1 states
that these oscillations are ‘weak’ in the sense that they are irrelevant if the ergodic limit is
taken. We refer to this convergence as ‘weak approach to a NESS’. However, it is not clear
whether it is necessary to take an ergodic average, since these oscillations may disappear in
the quantum mechanical expectation value. For F = 0, hence vanishing asymptotic velocity,
the ergodic average can be dropped, as is already proven in [35].

The diffusive behavior of the system can be inferred from the dynamics in the fibers
corresponding to small values of p. Let µt(x) be the probability density associated with some
localized initial state ρ; see equation (1.9). Then we think of xt as a random variable such
that

Prob(xt = x) = µt(x) .

Consider the characteristic function of µt(x):
∑

x∈Zd

µt(x)e
−i(p, x) =

∑

x∈Zd

(Z[0,t]ρ)(x, x) e
−i(p, x) = 〈1, (Z[0,t]ρ)p〉 ,

where we have used Lemma 2.3. To establish diffusion, we first need to show that
∑

x∈Zd

µt(x) e
−i (q, x)

t = e−i(q, vF )(1 + o(t0) + o(q0)) , tր ∞ , q ց 0 , (4.3)

where p = q/t and vF ∈ R
d is the asymptotic velocity which, a priori, could be zero. Here,

we ignore, for the simplicity of the argument, the subtlety that the convergence only holds
in the sense of an ergodic limit. Note that equation (4.3) can be viewed as a Law of Large
Numbers for the ‘random variable’ xt. The diffusive behavior of the dynamics then follows
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from considering the ‘centered random variable’ xt−vF t√
t

. Diffusion is equivalent to a Central

Limit Theorem for xt−vF t√
t

. More precisely, we expect that

∑

x∈Zd

µt(x)e
−i(q,

(x−vF t)√
t

)
= e−(q,D(F )q)(1 + o(t0) + o(q0)) , tր ∞ , q ց 0 , (4.4)

where p = q/
√
t and D(F ) is a positive-definite matrix. In order to prove Theorem 3.2 we are

led to study the long-time asymptotics of the evolution (Z[0,t])p, for small p. As pointed out
above, we cannot prove that equation (4.4) holds for F different from 0. But it here serves to
illustrate the strategy behind our proofs.

Our approach is perturbative in the coupling constant λ. Equation (4.4) is not a convenient
starting point, since (q,D(F )q) = O(λ−2), for fixed q, and one cannot develop a perturbation
theory in λ around λ = 0. The way out of this difficulty is to set up the perturbation
scheme on a scale where the diffusion constant is finite. Our heuristic reasoning goes as
follows: If λ approaches zero one must wait a time of order λ−2 before one sees the effect of
the particle-reservoir interaction. For small values of λ2F the velocity of the free particle is
almost not affected during two consecutive interactions. Hence, the particle travels a distance
of order λ−2. This motivates to introduce the kinetic scale: We define ‘macroscopic’ variables,
(X,T ), by setting X := λ2x and T := λ2t, ((x, t) are correspondingly called ‘microscopic’

variables). On the macroscopic-, or kinetic, scale we expect a diffusion constant D̃(F ) ∼ X2/T
of order O(λ0). Also note that the asymptotic velocity ṽF ∼ X/T is still of order O(1). The

limit D̃(F ), λ ց 0, yields the diffusion constant in the kinetic limit, as outlined in the next
section.

4.1. Kinetic limit

To control the asymptotics of the effective dynamics (Z[0,t])p, we compare it with the
corresponding evolution in the kinetic limit. This is the limit approached when microscopic
space and time are taken to be (λ−2X,λ−2T ) and the coupling constant λ tends to zero. It
has been shown in [14] (for a model with only one reservoir without external force) that, in
this limit, the dynamics is described by a linear Boltzmann equation.

4.1.1. Linear Boltzmann equation

We start by describing the linear Boltzmann equation relevant for our problem. Consider
a classical particle whose states are specified by a position x ∈ R

d (in the notation of the
previous section, this corresponds to the macroscopic position X) and a ‘momentum’ k ∈ T

d.
The momentum k evolves according to a Poisson process with a rate r(k, k′) for the transition
from momentum k to k′. Between two consecutive jumps, at times t and t+∆t, the momentum
grows linearly in time k(t + ∆t) = k(t) + F∆t (where the addition is on the torus T

d, thus
incorporating the natural ultraviolet cut-off provided by the lattice). The change in position
is governed by the (group-) velocity ∇ǫ(k):

x(t+∆t) = x(t) +

∫ t+∆t

t
ds∇ǫ(k(s)) .

Note that the phenomenology of the linear Boltzmann evolution is very different from the
phenomenology of the original problem. In the description of the linear Boltzmann evolution
the particle is seen as a driven (classical) particle equipped with an ‘exponential clock’. Each
time the clock rings the particle performs a random jump in momentum space according to the
jump rates r(k, k′). Clearly, the resulting dynamics is Markovian, in contrast to the original
problem.
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The transference of these heuristic ideas into a mathematical framework is as follows: The
particle is described by a time-dependent probability density νt(x, k) on the ‘phase space’
R
d × T

d. In particular, νt(x, k) ≥ 0,
∫
dx

∫
dk νt(x, k) = 1. The probability density νt( · , · )

satisfies the evolution equation

∂

∂t
νt(x, k) = (∇ǫ)(k) · ∇xνt(x, k)− F · ∇kνt(x, k) +

∫

Td

dk′
[
r(k′, k)νt(x, k

′)− r(k, k′)νt(x, k)
]
.

The jump rates r(k, k′) are defined by

r(k, k′) := ψ[ǫ(k′)− ǫ(k)] ,

where ψ is given in equation (1.9). We will assume from the beginning that the particle
dispersion relation ǫ satisfies Assumption 2.1 and that the structure factor ψ satisfies As-
sumption 2.2. For κ ∈ R

d, we define an operator Mκ,F on an appropriate dense subspace of
L1(Td) by

(Mκ,F g)(k) := iκ · (∇ǫ)(k)g(k) − F · ∇kg(k) +

∫

Td

dk′r(k′, k)g(k′)−
∫

Td

dk′r(k, k′)g(k) .

It turns out to be useful to reformulate the linear Boltzmann evolution νt(x, k) in terms of its
Fourier transform

ν̂κt (k) :=
1

(2π)d/2

∫

Rd

dx e−i(κ, x) νt(x, k) ,

where, here, κ ∈ R
d is the variable dual to x ∈ R

d. One checks that ν̂κt (k) satisfies the
evolution equation

∂

∂t
ν̂κt =Mκ,F ν̂κt .

The importance of Mκ comes from the fact that it describes the evolution Z[0,λ−2t] in the fiber

indexed by λ2κ, in the limit λց 0. One can prove that

s-lim
λց0

(Z[0,λ−2t])λ2κ = etM
κ,F

, (4.5)

where the convergence holds strongly on L2(Td). We do not prove this assertion, since we
do not need it to prove our results. But it can be proved by the same reasoning as that in
section 7. One can also convince oneself that (ρ)λ2κ ∈ L2(Td) is the rescaled Wigner transform
of ρ ∈ B2(HS), and one sees that equation (4.5) is equivalent to the results in [14].

4.1.2. Diffusive behavior of the linear Boltzmann evolution

A useful consequence of equation (4.5) is the following one. Recall the definition of the
probability density µt( · ) in equation (1.9). From equation (4.5) we find that

∑

x∈Zd

µλ−2t(x)e
−iλ2(κ, x)−→

λց0

∫

Td

dk ν̂κt (k) ,

where ν̂κt = etM
κ,F
ν̂κt=0. Regarding equations (4.3) and (4.4) we must prove that there exists

a vector v
kin

(F ) ∈ R
d and a strictly positive definite matrix D

kin
(F ) on R

d such that
∫

Td

dk e−tMκ,F
ν̂κt=0(k) = e−it((κ, v

kin
(F ))−(κ,D

kin
(F )κ)+O(κ3))(1 + o(t0) + o(κ0)) , (4.6)

as tր ∞ and κց 0. It follows that

lim
tր∞

1

t
Et[x] = v

kin
(F ) , and lim

tր∞
1

2t
Et[(x− vF t)

2] = D
kin

(F ) , (4.7)
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where Et[( · )] is the expectation value in the probability measure νt(x, k)dxdk. This means
that the linear Boltzmann evolution describes diffusive motion in the limit t ր ∞. (The
equations in (4.7) should be understood as ‘vector-’ and ‘matrix equations’, respectively.)
The proof of equation (4.6) is the subject of section 5. In particular, we show there that
v
kin

(F ) is different from zero, if F 6= 0, and that D
kin

(F ) is a positive-definite matrix, for
small values of F . Moreover, we prove that the Einstein relation holds true in the kinetic
limit, i.e.,

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

v
kin

(F ) = βD
kin

(F ) .

Further, there is an equipartition theorem in the kinetic limit: Let G be a real continuous
function on T

d. Then it follows from our analysis, that

Et[G(k)] =

∫

Td

dkG(k)ζF
kin

(k)(1 + o(t0)) , (4.8)

where ζF
kin

∈ L2(Td) is a strictly positive function, so to say the ‘NESS’ in the kinetic limit.
This summarizes our results derived in section 5.

4.2. Perturbation around the kinetic limit

Above, we have claimed that the linear Boltzmann evolution describes the system in the
kinetic limit and that solutions of the linear Boltzmann equation behave diffusively for large
times; see equation (4.6). This is stated in the form

lim
tր∞

lim
λց0

∑

x∈Zd

µλ−2t(x)e
−i λ

2
√

t
(κ,x−v

kin
(F )t)

= e−(κ,D
kin

(F )κ) . (4.9)

The least one would want to show is that the order of limits in equation (4.9) can be inter-
changed. For F = 0 this can actually be done, as has been shown in [35]. However, for F 6= 0,
the ‘ghosts from the past’ are hunting us: We can only prove that the limit (Z[0,t])λ2κ, tր ∞,
|λ| > 0, exists in the ergodic sense. In particular, we cannot prove a Central Limit Theorem
for the ‘random variable’ (xt − vF t)/

√
t, for |λ| > 0. Nevertheless, we can define a diffusion

constant D(F ), for |λ| > 0, (as is done in Theorem 3.2), that satisfies the Einstein relation.
Our strategy for setting up an expansion around the kinetic limit is as follows: We have

seen that (Z[0,λ−2t])λ2κ has a well-defined strong limit, etM
κ,F

, as λց 0. It is thus natural to
expand (Z[0,λ−2t])λ2κ around this limit, in such a way that one can take tր ∞ (in the ergodic
sense). We perform our expansion on the Laplace transform of Z[0,t],

R(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t] . (4.10)

Roughly speaking, our analysis states that, in the fiber indexed by λ2κ,

(R(z))λ2κ = (z − λ2Mκ,F −A(z))−1 , (4.11)

where Mκ,F is the generator of the linear Boltzmann evolution and A(z) ≡ A(z, λ, κ, F ) is, in
a precise sense, ‘small’ as compared to λ2Mκ,F , provided that the parameters z , λ , κ , F are
chosen appropriately. The proof of formula (4.11) (and a similar one for Z[−β,t], defined in
equation (2.13)) is the subject of sections 6 and 7. These results are proven with the help of
a standard Dyson expansion in the interaction Hamiltonian λHSR.

Equation (4.11) is the starting point of our perturbative expansion around the kinetic limit.
The subtlety is that A(z) = A(z, λ, κ, F ) is not an analytic (in λ) perturbation of Mκ,F , for
F 6= 0. The main reason is that λ not only appears as a coupling constant in λHSR, but also
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in λ2F ·X, as part of the system Hamiltonian HS. The operator λ2F ·X is unbounded. This
spoils analyticity in λ. To overcome this difficulty we regularize the operator A(z) by cutting
off the position operator X appropriately. This (so-called Feshbach analysis) is presented in
section 7. The results can be summarized in the formula:∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈1, (Z[0,t])λ2κρλ2κ〉 =

1

z − f(κ, F, λ)
+O(z) , |z| ց 0 , (4.12)

where f(κ, F, λ) is an analytic function in κ independent of ρ, with the property f(0, F, λ) = 0.
Equation (4.12) embodies the main reason, why we have to state our results in Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 in terms of ergodic limits and the Laplace transform. We cannot exclude that the left
hand side of equation (4.12), as a function of z, has other singularities than z = f(κ, F, λ)
away from the origin but arbitrarily close to the imaginary axis. This subtlety prevents us
from performing the inverse Laplace transform on the right hand side of equation (4.12), at
least when F 6= 0.

Nevertheless, we can define an asymptotic velocity and a diffusion constant in our model as
follows: We note that equation (4.12) is the Laplace transform of the moment generating func-
tion (or of the characteristic function of the probability distribution µt(x), after appropriate
rescaling). Hence, we define

vF :=
∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

f(κ, F, λ) , D(F ) := − 1

2λ2
∂2

∂κ2

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

f(κ, F, λ) .

As is proven in section 8, we then find that

vF = v
kin

(F ) +O(λ) , D(F ) =
1

λ2
(D

kin
(F ) +O(λ)) , |λ| ց 0 ,

where v
kin

(F ) and D
kin

(F ) are given in equation (4.6). This completes our explanations of the
main ideas that go into the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

4.3. Proving the Einstein relation

The starting point for proving the Einstein relation is the Green-Kubo formula, equa-
tion (2.20), in section 2.1.9. In a first step, we have to construct the equilibrium velocity
auto-correlation functions 〈V (t)V 〉β, c.f. equation (2.16). Here ‘equilibrium’ refers to F = 0.
First, we expand the velocity auto-correlation function in a Dyson series. This is carried out
in section 6. In section 7, we show that one can partially re-sum this expansion. This will
then display the expected cluster properties of the velocity auto-correlation function. In a
final step, we show that the asymptotic velocity vF is differentiable, for |F | small enough.
This last step is relegated to an appendix. Combining these results, we prove the Einstein
relation in section 8.





5. Kinetic limit: Linear Boltzmann evolution

5.1. Introduction

As announced in section 4, we study a linear Boltzmann equation for a probability density
νt( · , · ) on the ‘phase space’ Rd × T

d:

∂

∂t
νt(x, k) = ∇kǫ · ∇xνt(x, k)− F · ∇kνt(x, k) +

∫

Td

dk′
[
r(k′, k)νt(x, k

′)− r(k, k′)νt(x, k)
]
.

The jump rates r(k, k′) are defined by

r(k, k′) := ψ[ǫ(k′)− ǫ(k)] , (5.1)

where ψ is the ‘effective structure factor’ defined in equation (2.8). We assume from the
beginning that the particle dispersion relation ǫ satisfies Assumption 2.1 and that the structure
factor satisfies Assumption 2.2. It follows that the function r(·, ·) is positive and real analytic
in both variables (thus strictly positive almost everywhere). The rates satisfy the identity

r(k, k′) = r(k′, k)e−β(ǫ(k′)−ǫ(k)) , (5.2)

where β is the inverse temperature of the reservoirs, known as detailed balance condition; see
appendix A. This is a consequence of the KMS -condition for the reservoirs.

We reformulate the linear Boltzmann evolution νt(x, k) in terms of its Fourier transform

ν̂κt (k) :=
1

(2π)d/2

∫

Rd

dx e−i(κ, x) νt(x, k) , (5.3)

where κ ∈ R
d is the variable dual to x ∈ R

d. Observe that ν̂κt (k) satisfies the evolution
equation

d

dt
ν̂κt =Mκ,F ν̂κt ,

where Mκ,F is a linear operator defined on an appropriate dense subspace D ⊂ L1(Td) by

Mκ,F = Aκ + EF +G+ L , (5.4)

and, for g ∈ D,

(Aκg)(k) := iκ · (∇kǫ)(k)g(k) ,

(EF g)(k) := −F · (∇kg)(k) ,

(Gg)(k) :=

∫

Td

dk′r(k′, k)g(k′) ,

(Lg)(k) := −
∫

Td

dk′r(k, k′)g(k) .

Choosing D = C∞(Td) ⊂ L1(Td), (Mκ,F ,D) is closable, since EF is a first-order differential
operator, and G + L + Aκ is bounded. We use the same notation for its closure. It is
convenient to also define Mκ,F on a dense domain in L2(Td) ⊂ L1(Td). Let D2 ⊂ L2(Td)
denote the domain of the selfadjoint operator iEF . Since G + L + Aκ is bounded, it follows
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that (Mκ,F ,D2) is a densely defined closed operator on L2(Td). Note that G, defined on
L1(Td) or L2(Td), is compact.

5.2. Linear Boltzmann equation: Results

As already discussed in section 4, we will prove that the linear Boltzmann evolution is
diffusive in the large-time limit. Our proof is divided into three parts: First, we consider the
linear Boltzmann evolution in the ‘fiber’ indexed by κ = 0, i.e., we neglect the advection term
A = iκ · ∇ǫ. Our work, in this first step, amounts to carrying out a spectral analysis for the
operator Mκ=0,F . In a second step, we add the advection term (using analytic perturbation
theory in κ), which allows us to define an asymptotic velocity and a diffusion constant. Finally,
in the third step, we prove that the diffusion constant is positive-definite, (in particular, it is
different from zero (and finite)), and that the Einstein relation holds for the linear Boltzmann
evolution. This last step is based on an asymptotic perturbation expansion in F .

5.3. Spectral analysis of M0,F

We first neglect the advection term, i.e., we put κ = 0, and study the spectrum of the
operator M0,F = EF +G+ L on L1(Td) and L2(Td). The following theorem summarizes the
results of our spectral analysis.

Theorem 5.1 Consider M0,F , as defined in equation (5.4), on L1(Td) or L2(Td), with
F ∈ R

d. Then

i. there exist positive constants c− ≥ c+ > 0, depending on F , such that the spec-
trum of the operator M0,F , defined on L1(Td) or L2(Td), is contained in the region
{z ∈ C | − c− ≤ Re(z) ≤ −c+} ∪ {0}, where the point z = 0 is a simple and isolated
eigenvalue;

ii. M0,F generates a strongly continuous Markov semi-group (Tt)t≥0 on L1(Td) and a

strongly continuous bounded semi-group (T̃t)t≥0 on L2(Td). In particular, we have

that ‖Tt‖B(L1(Td)) = 1, t ≥ 0, and ‖T̃t‖B(L2(Td)) ≤ M , for some 1 ≤ M < ∞,

t > 0. There exists a unique function ζ0,Fkin ∈ L2(Td) such that Ttζ
0,F
kin = ζ0,Fkin and

T̃tζ
0,F
kin = ζ0,Fkin . This ‘invariant state’ is a strictly positive smooth function normalized

as 〈1, ζ0,Fkin 〉 = 1. Moreover,

‖Tt − P 0,F
kin ‖B(L1(Td)) = O(e−c+t) , tր ∞ ,

‖T̃t − P̃ 0,F
kin ‖B(L2(Td)) = O(e−c+t) , tր ∞ , (5.5)

where P 0,F
kin is the bounded projection onto ζ0,Fkin explicitly given by P 0,F

kin ν = 〈1, ν〉ζ0,Fkin ,

ν ∈ L1(Td), and P̃ 0,F
kin is the restriction of P 0,F

kin to L2(Td).

We remark that the constant c+ is strictly smaller than the reservoir gap, gR, defined in
Assumption 2.2.

Before we begin with our proof of Theorem 5.1, we recall some definitions and results from
the theory of positive semi-groups on Lp-spaces. For a detailed discussion we refer to [13, 21].
Let (Ω, µ) be some σ-finite measure space and let B := Lp(Ω, µ), 1 ≤ p < ∞. We say f ∈ B
is positive (f ≥ 0) if f(k) ≥ 0, for µ-almost every k ∈ Ω.
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A strongly continuous semi-group (Tt)t≥0 is called

– positivity-preserving (or positive) on B if each operator Tt is positivity-preserving,
i.e., 0 ≤ f ∈ B implies 0 ≤ Ttf , for each t ≥ 0.

– positivity-improving on B if 0 ≤ f ∈ B, f 6≡ 0, implies 0 < Ttf , for each t > 0.

A positivity-preserving strongly continuous semi-group (Tt)t≥0 is called

– irreducible (or ergodic) on B if for any 0 ≤ f ∈ B, 0 ≤ g ∈ B′, B′ the dual space of
B, f 6≡ 0, g 6≡ 0, there exists t0 ≥ 0 such that 〈g, Tt0f〉 > 0.

A strongly continuous positive semi-group that is positivity-improving is thus irreducible. For
a strongly continuous semi-group (Tt)t≥0, we define the growth bound, ω0, by

ω0 ≡ ω0(Tt) := inf{ω ∈ R | ∃Mω ≥ 1 such that ‖Tt‖ ≤Mωe
ωt} ,∀t ≥ 0 .

If A denotes the generator of a strongly continuous semi-group (Tt)t≥0, we use the standard
notation Tt = etA, t ≥ 0. The spectral bound, s(A), of A is defined as

s(A) := sup{Re z | z ∈ σ(A)} .
For any z ∈ C with Re z > ω0(Tt) we have that (z − A)−1 =

∫∞
0 dt e−ztTt, and we infer the

resolvent bound ‖(z − A)−1‖ ≤ Mω0
Rez−ω0

. We observe that this implies that s(A) ≤ ω0(Tt). If

in addition (Tt)t≥0 is positivity-preserving on Lp(Ω, µ), 1 ≤ p < ∞, then s(A) = ω0(Tt); see
Theorem 1.15 in [13] (and references given therein). We also note that if a strongly continuous
semi-group with generator A is positivity-preserving and irreducible, then 0 ≤ f ∈ B, f 6≡ 0,
implies 0 < (z −A)−1f , z ∈ R, z > s(A), i.e., the resolvent is a positivity-improving map.

Next, we prove Theorem 5.1 in a sequence of lemmas. We define

a− := sup
k∈Td

∫
dk′r(k, k′) , a+ := inf

k∈Td

∫
dk′r(k, k′) . (5.6)

Recall that r(k, k′) := ψ[ǫ(k′) − ǫ(k)] ≥ 0 is an analytic function in both variables. It follows
that, if ψ 6≡ 0, then r(k, k′), k, k′ ∈ T

d, is strictly positive almost everywhere and we obtain
a+ > 0.

Lemma 5.1 The operator EF + L, densely defined on L1(Td) and on L2(Td), is the infini-
tesimal generator of a positivity-preserving strongly continuous contraction semi-group (St)t≥0

(on both spaces) with growth bound ω0 ≤ −a+, independent of F . Moreover, the following
resolvent bounds hold:

‖(z − (EF + L))−1‖ ≤ |Re z + a−|−1 , for Re z < −a− , (5.7)

‖(z − (EF + L))−1‖ ≤ |Re z + a+|−1 , for Re z > −a+ , (5.8)

where the norm is the operator norm on L1(Td) or on L2(Td).

Proof. Define (St)t≥0 by

(Stf)(k) := f(k − Ft)e
∫ t
0 ds L(k+F (s−t)) , t ≥ 0 , (5.9)

for any f ∈ L1(Td) or L2(Td). It is easily checked that this defines a positivity-preserving con-
traction semi-group with growth bound −a+ < 0, whose generator is EF +L. The bound (5.8)
is obtained by taking the Laplace transform of St. The bound (5.7) is obtained in a similar
way by first observing that −(EF + L) + a− generates a contraction semi-group and then
taking the Laplace transform. �
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With this lemma in hand, we can prove that M0,F generates a Markov semi-group on
L1(Td):

Lemma 5.2 For any F ∈ R
d, the operator M0,F = EF +L+G, densely defined on L1(Td), is

the infinitesimal generator of a Markov semi-group (Tt)t≥0 on L1(Td). In particular, (Tt)t≥0

is a positivity-preserving, strongly continuous contraction semi-group with unit growth bound.
It has 〈1| ∈ L∞(Td) as a left-eigenvector, i.e.,

〈1, Ttg〉 = 〈1, g〉 , ∀g ∈ L1(Td) , ∀t ≥ 0 .

Moreover, (Tt)t≥0 is positivity-improving and hence irreducible.

Proof. We define the semi-group (Tt)t≥0 by the Dyson series

Tt :=
∑

n≥0

∫

∆n
[0,t]

dt St−tnGStn−tn−1G · · ·St1 , (5.10)

where
∫

∆n
[0,t]

dt := δn,0 +

∫

0≤t1<...tn≤t

n∏

i=1

dti .

Clearly, we have that ‖Tt‖ ≤ et(−a++‖G‖). Observe that the semi-group (St)t≥0 defined in
equation (5.9) has the property that, for any finite t ≥ 0, f > 0 implies Stf > 0. Since G is
positivity-improving, this implies that (Tt)t≥0 is positivity-improving for t > 0. For g ∈ D,
t 7→ gt := Ttg is differentiable, since it solves the differential equation ġt = (EF + L + G)gt.
Thus

d

dt
〈1, Ttg〉 = −〈1, F · ∇gt〉+ 〈1, (G + L)gt〉 = 0 .

The first term on the right-hand side vanishes because of the periodic boundary conditions.
That the second term vanishes can easily be seen by writing out the terms explicitly. We
conclude that 〈1, g〉 = 1 implies 〈1, Ttg〉 = 1, for all t ≥ 0 and all g ∈ D. Since Tt is bounded
and positivity-preserving and D is dense, it follows that this property extends to the whole
space L1(Td) and that ‖Tt‖ = 1. �

From the two preceding lemmas we obtain information on the spectrum of the Markov
generator M0,F = EF +L+G. To begin with, we introduce the following notation: Let A be
a densely defined, closed operator on some Banach space. Assume that the spectrum of A is
not all of C. We say (following [8], see also [27]) that z ∈ C belongs to the essential spectrum,
σess(A), of A, iff z1 − A is not a Fredholm operator. It can be shown that this definition
of the essential spectrum coincides with the one typically used in the physics literature for
self-adjoint operators; see [8] for more details. Our first result on the spectrum of M0,F is the
following lemma.

Lemma 5.3 The location of the spectrum of M0,F (densely defined on L1(Td)) is as follows.
For any F ∈ R

d,

i. there exists a positive constant c−, independent of F , with −∞ < −c− ≤ −a−,
such that σ(M0,F ) ⊂ {z ∈ C | − c− ≤ Re z ≤ 0}, (the constants a± are defined in
equation (5.6));

ii. the essential spectrum of M0,F is contained in the strip {z ∈ C | −a− ≤ Re z ≤ −a+};
iii. the spectrum of M0,F in the strip {z ∈ C | − a+ < Re z ≤ 0} consists of isolated

eigenvalues of finite (algebraic) multiplicity.
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Proof. Since M0,F is a Markov generator, its spectrum is located in the negative half plane
{z ∈ C |Re z ≤ 0}. The strongly continuous semi-group (St)t≥0, defined in equation (5.9), has
growth bound ω0 ≤ −a+ by Lemma 5.1. Thus the spectral bound of EF + L,

s(EF + L) = sup{Re z | z ∈ σ(EF + L)} ,
satisfies s(EF + L) ≤ −a+. Since −(EF + L) generates a positivity-preserving, strongly
continuous semi-group with growth bound 0 ≤ ω0 ≤ a−, we conclude in a similar way that
s(−(EF + L)) ≤ a−. It follows that

σ(EF + L) ⊆ {z ∈ C | − a− ≤ Re z ≤ −a+} .
Note that the operator G is bounded. We conclude that dist(σ(EF+L), σ(EF+L+G)) ≤ ‖G‖,
and statement i follows. Since G is compact, Weyl’s theorem on the stability of the essential
spectrum implies σess(E

F + L) = σess(E
F + L + G) proving statement ii. Statement iii is

proven as follows: We may write

z − (EF + L+G) = (z − (EF + L))(1− 1

z − EF + L
G) ,

for any z ∈ C with Re z > −a+. It follows that z − (EF + L+G), Re z > −a+, is invertible
if and only if (1 − 1

z−EF+L
G), Rez > −a+, is invertible. Since G is compact, the analytic

Fredholm theorem implies that (1− 1
z−EF+L

G)−1 is a meromorphic function with only finitely

or countably many isolated poles of finite (algebraic) multiplicities, whose residues are finite
rank operators. It follows that the spectrum of M0,F in the strip defined in statement iii
consists of isolated eigenvalues of finite (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity. �

The Perron-Frobenius theorem, in its version for positivity-preserving, strongly continuous
semi-groups states that s(M0,F ) ∈ σ(M0,F ); see, e.g., Theorem 1.10 in [13]. Since s(M0,F ) = 0
and by the preceding lemma, we conclude that zero is an isolated eigenvalue ofM0,F . We claim
that this eigenvalue is simple, with a strictly positive eigenfunction. This can be seen as follows:
Let g0 be an eigenfunction to the eigenvalue zero. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that g0 is real. The spectral mapping theorem for point spectrum (see, e.g., Theorem 3.7
in [13]) implies that Ttg0 = g0, t ≥ 0. Suppose now that g0 is not of constant sign. Then,
since (Tt)t≥0 is positivity-improving, we have 〈1, |g0|〉 = 〈1, |Ttg0|〉 < 〈1, Tt|g0|〉 = 〈1, |g0|〉,
t > 0, and we conclude that g0 must be of constant sign. Thus g0 can be chosen positive.
Next, we show that the eigenvalue is simple. Suppose this is not the case. Then there
exist eigenfunctions g0 ≥ 0 and g1 ≥ 0 of M0,F corresponding to the eigenvalue zero. Put
hs = sg0 + (s− 1)g1, s ∈ [0, 1]. Then hs is again an eigenfunction, which must be of constant
sign by the argument above. Since hs=1 ≥ 0 and hs=0 ≤ 0, the continuity in s implies that
there exists s0, such that hs0 = 0 and we conclude that g0 and g1 are linearly dependent.
That g0 is strictly positive can be seen as follows: For z = 1, we have that 1

z−M0,F g0 = g0,

and the irreducibility of Tt implies that g0 > 0. We denote the strictly positive eigenfunction

corresponding to the simple isolated eigenvalue zero of M0,F by ζ0,Fkin . The normalization of

ζ0,Fkin is chosen such that 〈1, ζ0,Fkin 〉 = 1.

Next, we show that s(MF,0) = 0 is a dominant eigenvalue, i.e., σ(M0,F ) ∩ iR = {0}.

Lemma 5.4 Let M0,F be defined on L1(Td). Then the only eigenvalue of M0,F on the imag-
inary axis is zero, i.e., σ(M0,F ) ∩ iR = {0}.

There is a short abstract proof of this lemma: Since (Tt)t≥0 is irreducible and s(M
0,F ) = 0

is an eigenvalue, it follows that σ(M0,F ) ∩ iR is ‘cyclic’; see e.g., [39]. One shows that this
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contradicts the fact that σess(M
0,F ) is contained in the region {z ∈ C |Re z ≤ −a− < 0}.

Here, we prefer to present a simple ‘direct’ proof:

Proof. Assume there exists a ∈ R\{0} and g ∈ L1(Td), with ‖g‖ = 1, such that

M0,F g = iag . (5.11)

The spectral mapping theorem for the point spectrum implies

Ttg = eiatg , ∀t ≥ 0 .

Setting tn := 2πn
a , n ∈ N, we get

Ttng = g .

Denote by gr, (gi), the real, (imaginary), part of g. We claim that gr and gi are both of
constant sign, in particular, 〈1, gr〉 6= 0 and likewise for gi: Suppose that gr is not of constant
sign. Then, since Ttn is a real operator, Ttngr = gr. Hence

〈1, |gr|〉 = 〈1, |Ttngr|〉 < 〈1, Ttn |gr|〉 = 〈1, |gr|〉 , (5.12)

where we used that Ttn is positivity-improving. It follows that gr is of constant sign. The
claim follows by repeating the argument for the imaginary part gi. Since 〈1, M0,F g〉 = 0,
for any g ∈ L1(Td), we obtain 0 = 〈1, M0,F g〉 = ia〈1, gr〉 − a〈1, gi〉, thus 〈1, gr〉 = 0 and
〈1, gi〉 = 0, contradicting the claim. It follows that a = 0. �

At this point it is convenient to study M0,F on L2(Td). Since L2(Td) ⊂ L1(Td), we can

define T̃t = etM
0,F

on L2(Td) as the restriction of (Tt)t≥0 to L2(Td). Using similar techniques
as above we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 5.5 Let M0,F be densely defined on L2(Td). Then the location of the spectrum of
M0,F is as follows: For any F ∈ R

d,

i. σ(M0,F ) ⊂ {z ∈ C | − c− ≤ Re z ≤ 0}, where the constant c− > 0 is defined in
Lemma 5.3;

ii. the essential spectrum of M0,F is contained in the strip {z ∈ C | −a− ≤ Re z ≤ −a+},
where the constants a± are defined in equation (5.6);

iii. the spectrum of M0,F in the strip {z ∈ C | − a+ < Re z ≤ 0} consists of isolated
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity;

iv. for any λ ∈ {z ∈ C | − a+ < Re z ≤ 0}, the following holds: λ is an eigenvalue of
M0,F defined on L2(Td) if and only if λ is an eigenvalue of M0,F defined on L1(Td).
Moreover, the corresponding multiplicities and eigenfunctions agree.

Proof. Define (T̃t)t≥0 on L2(Td) through equations (5.9) and (5.10) (or, more simple, let

(T̃t)t≥0 be the restriction of (Tt)t≥0 to L2(Td)). It follows that M0,F defined on L2(Td) is the

generator of the positivity-improving, strongly continuous semi-group (T̃t)t≥0. From equa-

tion (5.10) we obtain the apriori bound ‖T̃t‖B(L2(Td)) ≤ et‖G‖. It is then easily checked that all

the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.3 hold true for M0,F , defined on L2(Td). This proves
statements i-iii. Statement iv is proven as follows. Let λ ∈ {z ∈ C | − a+ < Re z ≤ 0} be an
L1–eigenvalue of Mκ,F , i.e., there is a 0 6= g ∈ L1(Td) such that

M0,F g = λg .

Since λ 6∈ σ(−F · ∇+ L), we can rewrite this equation as

g = (λ+ F · ∇ − L)−1Gg . (5.13)
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A priori, we have two resolvent maps: Ri
λ ≡ (λ− (−F ·∇+L))−1, i = 1, 2, on L1(Td), L2(Td),

respectively, and R1
λ 6= R2

λ. However, R1
λ and R2

λ are compatible in the sense that, for any

g ∈ L2(Td) ⊂ L1(Td), we have that R1
λg = R2

λg. Since the operator G has a smooth kernel,

it follows that Gg ∈ L2(Td). Equation (5.13) then implies that λ is also an L2–eigenvalue,
i.e., g ∈ L2(Td). That any L2–eigenvalue is an L1–eigenvalue is obvious. Thus statement iv
follows. �

The preceding lemma then shows that z = 0 is a simple, isolated eigenvalue of M0,F

defined on L2(Td). Since (T̃t)t≥0 is positivity-preserving it follows that ω0(T̃t) = s(M0,F ),

and we can improve the apriori bound ‖T̃t‖B(L2(Td)) ≤ et‖G‖ to ‖T̃t‖B(L2(Td)) ≤ M , for some

1 ≤M <∞. Thus (Tt)t≥0 is a bounded semi-group, but it is not necessarily a contraction.
In the next lemma we show that the eigenvalues of M0,F cannot be close to the imaginary

axis if their imaginary part is sufficiently large.

Lemma 5.6 Let M0,F be defined on L1(Td) or L2(Td). Then there exists m > 0 such that

dist([−im, im]c, σ(M0,F )) ≥ a+
2
, ∀F ∈ R .

Proof. It is sufficient to consider only eigenvalues of M0,F . The corresponding eigenfunctions
are all elements of D2 ⊂ L2(Td), and we work on the Hilbert space L2(Td). Since G is compact
and normal, there exists, for each ǫ > 0, a finite-dimensional spectral projection Pǫ of G such
that

‖G(1− Pǫ)‖ ≤ ǫ .

Let {ian + bn} ∈ σ(M0,F ) ∩ {z ∈ C |Re(z) > −a+}, (an, bn ∈ R, n ∈ N), be a sequence
of eigenvalues such that an → ∞, n → ∞. Then there exists a sequence of eigenfunctions
{gn}n∈N, gn ∈ D, ‖gn‖ = 1, such that

(EF + L+G)gn = (ian + bn)gn .

Let f ∈ PǫL
2(Td) with ‖f‖ = 1. Then we have that

〈gn, f〉 =
1

ian + bn
〈gn, ((EF )∗ +G∗ + L)f〉 . (5.14)

Since f is a finite linear combination of eigenfunctions of G, it is a smooth function; (recall
that the kernel of G is an analytic function). Thus 〈gn, f〉 is of order O(a−1

n ), and hence we
have 〈gn, f〉 → 0, as n → ∞. In particular, this implies that ‖Pǫgn‖ → 0, as n → ∞. We
then find a bound on bn as follows:

bn = Re〈gn, (EF +G+ L)gn〉 = Re〈gn, (G+ L)gn〉 ,
where we have used that EF is anti-selfadjoint. Observe that

〈gn, Ggn〉 = 〈gn, GPǫgn〉+ 〈gn, G(1− Pǫ)gn〉 ,
is of order ǫ, for n large enough. Thus, as n→ ∞, we find that

bn ≤ −a+ +O(ǫ) .

�

Combining this lemma with the previous results, we conclude that there exists a positive
F -dependent constant c+ with −a+ ≤ −c+ < 0, such that the spectrum of M0,F defined on
L1(Td) or L2(Td) is contained in the strip {z ∈ C | − c− ≤ Re z ≤ −c+} except for the point
zero, which is a simple and isolated eigenvalue. This proves statement i of Theorem 5.1. The
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Figure 5.1. The complex plane. The black dots indicate the eigenvalues of M0,F : The
rightmost dot is the simple eigenvalue at z = 0. In the picture, we display other eigenvalues,
but we only prove that eigenvalues other than z = 0, if there are any, have real parts smaller
than −c−. The gray colored strip indicates the location of the essential spectrum of M0,F .

spectrum of M0,F is illustrated in Figure 5.1

Next, we prove the remaining claims in statement ii of Theorem 5.1. Let ress(Tt) denote
the essential spectral radius of Tt, i.e., ress(Tt) := sup{|λ| |λ ∈ σess(Tt)}. We claim that
ress(T ) ≤ e−c+t: Using Duhamel’s principle we obtain

Tt − et(E
F+L) =

∫ t

0
ds e(t−s)(EF+L)GTs .

Observe that the right hand side of this equation is a compact operator on L1(Td), t > 0; (we
approximate the integral by a Riemann sum; every term in the sum is a compact operator,
since G is compact; the sum converges in norm to the integral, thus the right hand side is
compact). By Weyl’s theorem on the stability of the essential spectrum, we conclude that Tt
and et(E

F+L) have the same essential spectrum. Since ‖et(EF+L)‖ ≤ e−a+t, (c+ ≤ a+), the
claim follows. Thus (Tt)t≥0 is a quasi-compact strongly continuous semi-group. Theorem 3.7
in [13] implies that

Tt = P 0,F
kin +R(t) ,

where P 0,F
kin is the spectral projection of M0,F associated to the eigenvalue zero, and R(t)

satisfies

‖R(t)‖ ≤ e−c+t .
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We conclude that

‖Tt − P 0,F
kin ‖B(L1(Td)) = O(e−|c+|t) , tր ∞ .

The corresponding claim for L2(Td) follows by restricting (Tt)t≥0 and P 0,F
kin to L2(Td).

That P 0,F
kin is of the form |ζ0,Fkin 〉〈1| with ζ0,Fkin the strictly positive eigenfunction of M0,F

associated with the eigenvalue z = 0 follows from 〈1, Ttg〉 = 〈1, g〉, for any g ∈ L1(Td), and
the simplicity of the eigenvalue.

It remains to show that the invariant state ζ0,Fkin is a smooth function. This is a consequence
of the next lemma.

Lemma 5.7 Let Mκ,F be defined on L1(Td) or L2(Td). Let λ ∈ {z ∈ C |Rez > −a+}
be an eigenvalue of M0,F and denote by ζλ ∈ L2(Td) a corresponding eigenfunction. Then
ζλ ∈ C∞(Td).

Proof. Since λ 6∈ σ(−F · ∇+ L) we can rewrite the eigenvalue equation as

ζλ = (λ+ F · ∇ − L)−1Gζλ .

Denote with ∂i the partial derivative with respect to the i-th coordinate axis. We claim that

‖∂i11 ∂i22 · · · ∂idd ζλ‖2 <∞ , for any i1, . . . , id ∈ N , (5.15)

where the derivatives are to be understood in the weak-sense. It follows that ζλ ∈ C∞(Td).
That partial derivatives of arbitrary finite order of ζλ exist can be seen as follows:

∂iζλ =− (λ+ F · ∇ − L)−1(∂iL)(λ+ F · ∇ − L)−1Gζλ

+ (λ+ F · ∇ − L)−1(∂iGζλ) ,

is bounded since G has a smooth kernel, L is a smooth function, and λ is in the resolvent set
of −F · ∇+ L. Taking further derivatives we conclude that equation (5.15) holds. �

This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

5.4. Spectral analysis of Mκ,F

In a next step, we allow κ to be different from zero, but ‘small’. Using analytic perturbation
theory, we derive the following corollary. Recall the definition of Mκ,F in equation (5.4).

Corollary 5.1 Let Mκ,F be defined on L1(Td) or L2(Td). Then there exist strictly positive
constants Fkin, κkin > 0, such that, for |κ| < κkin and |F | < Fkin, M

κ,F has a simple isolated
eigenvalue fkin(κ, F ) close to zero, separated from the rest of the spectrum by a gap; i.e., there
exists gkin > 0 such that

dist(fkin(κ, F ), 0) = O(κ) , dist(ReΩ, 0) > gkin , |κ| < κkin , |F | < Fkin ,

where

Ω :=
⋃

|κ|<κkin

|F |<Fkin

(σ(Mκ,F )\{fkin(κ, F )}) .

Moreover, the eigenvalue fkin(κ, F ), its associated eigenvector ζκ,Fkin and its associated spectral

projection P κ,F
kin are analytic in κ.
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Besides proving Corollary 5.1, we derive estimates on the resolvent (z −Mκ,F )−1 in this
section. For technical reasons we prefer to work on L2(Td), instead of L1(Td), which suffices for
our purposes. In Theorem 5.1, we proved that z = 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of the operator
M0,F , for any fixed F ∈ R

d, i.e., if we denote

dF := dist(iR, σ(M0,F )\{0}) , (5.16)

then dF > 0. However, we cannot exclude that infF∈Rd dF = 0. The next lemma states that
the gap does not close, for |F | small enough.

Lemma 5.8 The spectral gap dF defined in equation (5.16) satisfies

dF = d0 +O(F ) , |F | ց 0 ,

where d0 > 0 denotes the spectral gap of the operator M0,0 = G+ L.

For the proof of this lemma we introduce a new operator Mκ,F
ǫ defined by

Mκ,F
ǫ := e

β
2
ǫMκ,F e−

β
2
ǫ = e

β
2
ǫGe−

β
2
ǫ + L+

β

2
(F · ∇ǫ)− F · ∇+ i(κ · ∇ǫ) , (5.17)

with the same domain D2 ⊂ L2(Td) as Mκ,F . Note that Mκ,F
ǫ is densely defined and closed.

The detailed balance condition in equation (5.2) implies that Gǫ := e
β
2
ǫGe−

β
2
ǫ is a selfadjoint

operator. It follows that Gǫ +L+ β
2 (F · ∇ǫ) is selfadjoint, whereas −F · ∇ is anti-selfadjoint.

The resolvents (z −Mκ,F
ǫ )−1 and (z −Mκ,F )−1 are related through the equation

e−
β
2
ǫ(z −Mκ,F

ǫ )−1 = (z −Mκ,F )−1e−
β
2
ǫ , (5.18)

provided that both sides exist. The resolvents have the same poles in the region where they are

both meromorphic functions in z. ThusMκ,F
ǫ andMκ,F have the same eigenvalues. Moreover,

observe that e±
β
2
ǫ are Fredholm operators of index zero, since ǫ is positive and bounded. It

follows that z−Mκ,F
ǫ is Fredholm if and only if z−Mκ,F is Fredholm, thus MF and MF

ǫ also
have the same essential spectrum. We are now prepared to prove Lemma 5.8:

Proof of Lemma 5.8. If zero is the only eigenvalue of M0,F , then the spectral gap is given
by the distance from the imaginary axes to the essential spectrum. For the latter we have (see
Theorem 5.1) that σess(M

0,F ) ⊂ {z ∈ C | − a− ≤ Re z ≤ −a+}. If there are eigenvalues other
than zero, the spectral gap is determined by the real part of the eigenvalues. Thus, let λ 6= 0

be an eigenvalue of M0,F . Let fλ be a corresponding eigenfunction of the operator M0,F
ǫ , with

‖fλ‖ = 1. Then

Reλ = Re 〈fλ, M0,F
ǫ fλ〉 = Re 〈fλ, (M0,0

ǫ +
β

2
F · ∇ǫ)fλ〉 = Re 〈fλ, M0,0

ǫ fλ〉+O(F ) ,

where we have used that F ·∇ is anti-selfadjoint and that ∇ǫ is bounded. Let u0 := e−
β
2
ǫ and

observe that u0 is the invariant state of Gǫ + L, i.e., (Gǫ + L)u0 = 0; (this follows from the
detailed balance condition). We claim that 〈u0, fλ〉 = 0. This can be seen as follows: Since
M0,F is a Markov generator (on L1(Td)), we have that 〈1,M0,Fu〉 = 0, for any u ∈ L2(Td).

Thus 〈u0,M0,F
ǫ e

β
2
ǫu〉 = 0. Choosing e

β
2
ǫu = fλ we find that 0 = 〈u0,M0,F

ǫ fλ〉 = λ〈u0, fλ〉.
Since we have assumed λ 6= 0, the claim follows.

The spectral theorem then implies that

〈fλ, M0,0
ǫ fλ〉 =

∫

σ(M0,0
ǫ )\{0}

µ 〈fλ ,dPµfλ〉 ≤ −d0 ,
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where d0 > 0 is the spectral gap of the operator M0,0 = G+ L. �

The next lemma states a bound on the resolvent (z−Mκ,F )−1 = (z−G−L−EF −Aκ)−1,
with Aκ = iκ · ∇ǫ.

Lemma 5.9 Let Mκ,F be defined on L2(Td). Then there exist constants C1 , C2 , gkin, g̃kin > 0
such that, for |κ| < κkin, |F | < Fkin,

∥∥∥∥
1

z − (G+ L− F · ∇+Aκ)

∥∥∥∥ ≤ C1

|Re z + gkin|
+
C2

|z| , Re z > gkin , |z| > g̃kin . (5.19)

For κ = 0, we may take g̃kin = 0.

Proof. Let u0 := e−
β
2
ǫ and observe that (Gǫ +L)u0 = 0; (by the detailed balance condition).

Let u ∈ L2(Td), ‖u‖ = 1, be orthogonal to u0. Then

‖(z −Mκ,F
ǫ )u‖ ≥ |z − 〈u,Mκ,F

ǫ u〉|
≥ |Re z − Re〈u,Mκ,F

ǫ u〉|

≥ |Re z − 〈u, (Gǫ + L+
β

2
(F · ∇ǫ))u〉 − Re〈u, i(κ · ∇ǫ)u〉|

= |Re z − 〈u, (Gǫ + L)u〉|+O(F ) +O(κ) .

Under the assumption 〈u, u0〉 = 0 the spectral theorem gives

〈u, (Gǫ + L)u〉 =
∫

λ∈σ(M0
ǫ )\{0}

λ 〈u,dPλu〉 ≤ −d0 ,

where d0 is the spectral gap of the operator G+ L. It follows that there exist constants κkin,
Fkin > 0 such that, for |κ| < κkin and |F | < Fkin,

‖(z −Mκ,F
ǫ )u‖ ≥ Re z +

d0
2

≡ Re z + gkin > 0 , Re z > −gkin .

Since ‖Aκ‖ = O(κ), there exists g̃kin > 0 such that, for any z ∈ C, with Re z > −gkin and
|z| > g̃kin, we have that z 6∈ σ(Mκ,F ), |κ| < κkin, |F | < Fkin. For such z we find the resolvent

bound ‖(z −Mκ,F
ǫ )−1u‖ ≤ (|Re z + gkin|)−1‖u‖, for any u ∈ L2(Td) with 〈u0, u〉 = 0. Recall

that (z−Mκ,F )−1 = e−
β
2
ǫ(z−Mκ,F

ǫ )−1e
β
2
ǫ. Thus there exists a constant C such that, for any

u ∈ L2(Td) with 〈1, u〉 = 0, we have that

‖(z −Mκ,F )−1u‖ ≤ C
1

|Re z + gkin|
‖u‖ , Re z > −gkin , |z| > g̃kin .

Let P 0,F
kin = |ζ0,Fkin 〉〈1| be the spectral projection associated with the eigenvalue zero of M0,F

and set P 0,F
kin = 1−P 0,F

kin . Note that while P 0,F
kin is not an orthogonal projection it is bounded.

For κ = 0, equation (5.19) follows from writing

(z −M0,F )−1 = (z −M0,F )−1P 0,F
kin + (z −M0,F )−1P 0,F

kin .

For κ 6= 0, we use a Neumann expansion of the resolvent and the bound for κ = 0. �

Corollary 5.1 now easily follows from analytic perturbation theory. Since the eigenvalue
fkin(κ, F ) is analytic in κ in a neighborhood of κ = 0 we can define the asymptotic velocity,
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vkin(F ) = (vikin(F ))
d
i=1, and the diffusion matrix, Dkin(F ) = (Dij

kin(F ))
d
i,j=1, by

vikin(F ) := i
∂

∂κi

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

fkin(κ, F ) , (5.20)

Dij
kin(F ) := −1

2

∂2

∂κi∂κj

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

fkin(κ, F ) . (5.21)

With this notation, fkin(κ, F ) has the form

fkin(κ, F ) = −i(vkin(F ), κ) − (κ,Dkin(F )κ) +O(κ3) , |κ| ց 0 .

Finally, we show that the linear Boltzmann evolution behaves diffusively in the large-time
limit. Let ν( · , · ) ∈ L1(Rd × T

d). We assume that ν(x, k) is sufficiently localized in x-space,
such that ν̂κ(k), (see equation (5.3)), is smooth in κ. The time-evolution of ν̂κ is given by

ν̂κt = etM
κ,F
ν̂κ .

For |κ| (and |F |) sufficiently small, we have

ν̂κt = etM
κ,F
ν̂κ = etfkin(κ,F )P κ,F

kin ν̂
κ(1 + o(t0)) , tր ∞ ,

and, in the limit |κ| ց 0, we obtain

ν̂κt = e−it(vkin(F ),κ)−t(κ,Dkin(F )κ)+O(tκ3)P κ=0,F
kin νk=0(1 +O(κ) + o(t0)) , tր ∞ .

Since P κ=0,F
kin νk=0 = ζ0,Fkin and 〈1, ζ0,Fkin 〉 = 1, we conclude that

∫

Td

dk νκt (k)
κ= q

t−→
tր∞

e−i(q,vkin(F )) ,

∫

Td

dk νκt (k) e
it(κ ,v(F ))

κ= q√
t−→

tր∞
e−(q,Dkin(F )q) .

This shows that

lim
tր∞

1

t
Et[x] = vkin(F ) ,

and

lim
tր∞

1

2t
Et[(x− vF t)

2] = Dkin(F ) ,

where Et[( · )] is the expectation value in the probability measure νt(x, k)dxdk.
It remains to prove that vkin(F ) and Dkin(F ) have the properties one expects. This will

be done in the next section.

5.5. Positivity of diffusion matrix

Using asymptotic perturbation theory we prove that the diffusion constant Dkin(F ) is
positive-definite, for F small enough. For a detailed review of asymptotic perturbation theory
we refer to [27, 33]. Our asymptotic perturbation analysis is summarized in the following
lemma.

Lemma 5.10 Assume that the function k 7→ κ · ∇ǫ(k) does not vanish identically on T
d

(κ 6= 0). Then the asymptotic velocity, vkin(F ), and the diffusion matrix, Dkin(F ) have the
following properties:

i. For F = 0, vkin(0) = 0.
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ii. For F 6= 0 the mean velocity is real and satisfies

F · vkin(F ) = −〈1, F · ∇ǫ 1

G+ L
F · ∇ǫ ζ0,0kin〉+O(F 3) , |F | ց 0 ,

where −〈1, (F · ∇ǫ) 1
G+L(F · ∇ǫ)ζ0,0kin〉 > 0. Note that |vkin(F )| = const |F |+O(F 2).

iii. Dkin(F ) has real entries and it is positive-definite, for |F | small enough.

Moreover, the Einstein relation holds, i.e.,

∂vikin(F )

∂F j

∣∣∣∣
F=0

= β Dij
kin(F = 0) .

The strategy of our proof is very simple: M0,0 = G + L has a unique invariant state
ζ0,0kin ∈ C

∞(Td), the ‘Gibbs’ state, given explicitly by

ζ0,0kin(k) =
1

Zkin
e−βǫ(k) , Zkin =

∫

Td

dk ζ0,0kin(k) , (G+ L)ζ0,0kin = 0 ,

as follows from the detailed balance condition. For F 6= 0, the operator M0,F has a unique

invariant state ζ0,Fkin ∈ C∞(Td). However, we do not have an explicit expression for ζ0,Fkin .
Considering −F ·∇ as a ‘perturbation’ of the bounded operator M0,0 = G+L, we may derive

an asymptotic expansion of ζ0,Fkin in the parameter F and this will suffice to prove Lemma 5.10.

Consider the family of operators {M0,F }F∈Rd on L2(Td). Clearly, D = C∞(Td) is a core

of M0,F , for any F ∈ R
d. In Lemma 5.9, we proved that there exist strictly positive constants

Fkin, gkin > 0, such that (z−G−L−EF )−1 is bounded for z 6= 0, Re z > −gkin and |F | < Fkin.
This allows us to define the projections

P 0,F
kin :=

1

2πi

∮

|z|=η
dz

1

z − (−F · ∇+G+ L)
, |F | < Fkin , (5.22)

where η > 0 is chosen sufficiently small. The operator P 0,F
kin is the projection onto ζ0,Fkin , i.e.,

P 0,F
kin = 〈1, ( · )〉ζ0,Fkin . The next lemma shows that P 0,F

kin is strongly continuous in F , |F | < Fkin,

which implies that ζ0,Fkin is continuous in F , |F | < Fkin.

Lemma 5.11 Let {M0,F }|F |<Fkin
be defined on L2(Td) as above. Then

s-lim
F ′→F

1

z −M0,F ′ =
1

z −M0,F
, |F | < Fkin ,

for z 6= 0 with Re z > −gkin.

Proof. Let g ∈ D = C∞(Td) and set g̃ := (z −M0,F )g. Then g̃ ∈ D and
(

1

z −M0,F ′ −
1

z −M0,F

)
g̃ =

1

z −M0,F
(F ′ − F ) · ∇g ,

which converges to zero as F ′ → F . Since z is in the resolvent set of M0,F and since D is
a core for M0,F the set {g̃ ∈ L2(Td) | g̃ = (z −M0,F )g , g ∈ D} is dense. Thus we conclude
strong convergence. �

The next step in our perturbative analysis is to expand the resolvent in equation (5.22) in
powers of F . For this purpose, we need the following regularity lemma.
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Lemma 5.12 Let {M0,F }|F |<Fkin
be defined as above. Let g ∈ C∞(Td) and

g̃ =
1

z − (−F · ∇+G+ L)
g , z 6= 0 , Re z > −gkin .

Then g̃ is in C∞(Td).

Proof. Observe that any z ∈ C, with Re z > −gkin, z 6= 0, is in the resolvent set of the
operators M0,F and −F · ∇+ L. By definition, g̃ is the solution of the equation

(z − (−F · ∇+G+ L))g̃ = g

and satisfies the equation

g̃ =
1

z − (−F · ∇+ L)
(g −Gg̃) .

Now we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.7: By assumption we have that g−Gg̃ is smooth,
and hence all weak partial derivatives of g̃ lie in L2(Td), because L is smooth and G has a
smooth kernel. It follows that g̃ ∈ C

∞(Td). �

Recall that ζ0,0kin, the invariant state of M0,0, is a smooth function. Let N ∈ N and choose
z ∈ C, with z 6= 0 and Re z > −gkin, then

1

z − (−F · ∇+G+ L)
ζ0,0kin =

N∑

n=0

1

z − (G+ L)

(
−F · ∇ 1

z − (G+ L)

)n

ζ0,0kin

+
1

z − (−F · ∇+G+ L)

(
−F · ∇ 1

z − (G+ L)

)N+1

ζ0,0kin .

This can be seen as follows: Since ζ0,0kin is smooth, each term on the right hand side is well-
defined by our assumption on z and the above regularity property of the resolvent map.
Multiplying both sides with z −M0,F , we obtain ζ0,0kin. Since z is in the resolvent set of M0,F ,
both sides agree.

For n ∈ N, |F | < Fkin, we define

ζ0,Fn :=
1

2πi

∮

|z|=η
dz

1

z

( −1

z − (G+ L)
F · ∇

)n

ζ0,0kin ,

for η > 0 small enough. Let g ∈ C
∞(Td). Then the maps z 7→ (z − (G + L))−1F · ∇g and

z 7→ F · ∇(z − (G + L))−1g are analytic in z in the region defined by 0 < |z| < gkin, and we
obtain

ζ0,Fn =

(
1

G+ L
F · ∇

)n

ζ0,0kin .

The final result of these considerations is summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.13 Let M0,F , ζ0,Fkin and ζ0,Fn be defined as above, with |F | < Fkin. Then the vector∑∞
n=0 ζ

0,F
n is asymptotic to ζ0,Fkin , as |F | → 0, i.e.,

lim
|F |→0

(
ζ0,Fkin −∑N

n=0 ζ
0,F
n

)

|F |N = 0 , ∀N ∈ N .
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Proof. Note first that 〈1, P 0,F
kin ζ

0,F
kin 〉 = 1, thus ζ0,Fkin can be recovered from ζ0,Fkin = P 0,F

kin ζ
0. For

η > 0 sufficiently small, we have

∥∥∥
(
ζ0,Fkin −

N∑

n=0

ζ0,Fn

)∥∥∥ =
1

2π

∥∥∥∥
∮

|z|=η

1

z −M0,F

(
−F · ∇ 1

z −M0,0

)N+1

ζ0
∥∥∥∥

≤ η sup
|z|=η

|F |<Fkin

∥∥∥∥
1

z −M0,F

∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥
(
−F · ∇ 1

z −M0,0

)N+1

ζ0
∥∥∥∥

< const|F |N+1 ,

and the claim follows. �

In a next step, we add the advection term Aκ = iκ ·∇ǫ. For Mκ,F , given byM0,F +iκ ·∇ǫ,
{Mκ,F}κ∈Cd is an analytic family in κ, for fixed F . As has been shown in Corollary 5.1, the
operator Mκ,F has an isolated eigenvalue fkin(κ, F ) close to zero, for κ and F small enough.
The asymptotic velocity vkin(F ) and the diffusion constant Dkin(F ) are defined in terms of
the gradient and Hessian matrix, respectively, of fkin(κ, F ) at κ = 0. Now we can prove
Lemma 5.10:

Proof of Lemma 5.10. First, fix some small F . Using analytic perturbation theory, (c.f.,
Corollary 5.1), the Rayleigh-Schrödinger expansion of fkin(κ, F ) in κ reads:

fkin(κ, F ) = i〈1, (κ ,∇ǫ)ζ0,Fkin 〉 − 〈1, (κ ,∇ǫ) 1

−F · ∇+G+ L
(κ · ∇ǫ)ζ0,Fkin 〉+O(κ3) ,

as |κ| ց 0. For F small enough, we can use the expansion in F in Lemma 5.13 to find that

fkin(κ, F ) =i〈1, (κ ,∇ǫ)ζ0,0kin〉 − iβ〈1, (κ ,∇ǫ) 1

M0,0
(F ,∇ǫ)ζ0,0kin〉+ 〈1, (κ ,∇ǫ) 1

M0,0
(κ ,∇ǫ)ζ0,0kin〉

− β〈1, (κ ,∇ǫ) 1

M0,0
(κ ,∇ǫ) 1

M0,0
(F ,∇ǫ)ζ0,0kin〉+O(F 2) +O(κ3) , (5.23)

as |κ| ց 0 , |F | ց 0. Clearly, the first term on the right hand side of the equation above

vanishes. Claim i in Corollary 5.1 follows. Observe that fkin(κ, F ) = fkin(−κ, F ). This shows
that vkin(F ) and Dkin(F ) have real entries. The positivity properties are shown as follows: In
equation (5.17) we defined

M0,0
ǫ = Gǫ + L = e

β
2
ǫ(G+ L)e−

β
2
ǫ .

The detailed balance condition implies that M0,0
ǫ is a selfadjoint operator. Recall that

ζ0,0kin = Z−1
kine

−βǫ, Zkin = 〈1, e−βǫ〉. We may rewrite equation (5.23) in terms of M0,0
ǫ and

ζ̃0,0 := e−βǫ/2 as

fkin(κ, F ) =− iβZ−1
kin〈ζ̃0,0, (κ , ∇ǫ)

1

M0,0
ǫ

(F ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0〉+ Z−1
kin〈ζ̃0,0, (κ ,∇ǫ)

1

M0,0
ǫ

(κ ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0〉

− βZ−1
kin〈ζ̃0,0, (κ ,∇ǫ)

1

M0,0
ǫ

(κ ,∇ǫ) 1

M0,0
ǫ

(F ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0〉+O(F 2) +O(κ3) ,

as |F | ց 0, |κ| ց 0, and we find that

(F , vkin(F )) = −βZ−1
kin〈(F ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0,

1

M0,0
(F ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0〉+O(F 3) ,

(κ , Dkin(F )κ) = −Z−1
kin〈(κ ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0,

1

M0,0
ǫ

(κ ,∇ǫ)ζ̃0,0〉+O(F ) ,

as |F | ց 0. By assumption, the function T
d ∋ k 7→ (κ ,∇ǫ)(k) does not vanish identically

on T
d, for κ 6= 0, and the spectral theorem applied to M0,0

ǫ implies that these expressions
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are strictly positive, for F small enough and κ ∈ R
d. This proves statements ii and iii. The

Einstein relation is manifest in the kinetic limit. �



6. Dyson expansion

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we expand the effective dynamics ZΛ
[0,t] and ZΛ

[−β,t] (see section 2.1.6) in

absolutely convergent series. We explain our strategy in this introduction. Recall that

ZΛ
[0,t]( · ) = TrR[e

−itH( · )⊗ ρref,R eitH ] , (6.1)

where H = HS +HR + λHSR, with HS = ǫ(P )− λ2F ·X, HR =
∑

x∈Λ
∑

q∈Λ∗ ω(q)a∗x(q)ax(q)
and HSR =

∑
x∈Λ 1x ⊗ Ψx(φ). The field operator at lattice site x is Ψx(φ) = ax(φ) + a∗x(φ).

We start with Duhamel’s formula

e−itH =e−itHSe−itHR − iλ

∫ t

0
ds e−i(t−s)HHSR e−isHSe−isHR

=e−itHSe−itHR − iλ
∑

x∈Λ

∫ t

0
ds e−i(t−s)H

(1x ⊗Ψx(φ)
)
e−isHSe−isHR .

Iterating this equation we find the formal Dyson series for e−itH . We apply the Dyson series to
equation (6.1) and find a formal expansion in the interaction Hamiltonian λHSR for e−itad(H)

(this series is often called the Lie-Schwinger series). Evaluating the Lie-Schwinger series in
the quasi-free state of the reservoirs (see section 2.1.3) we find the so-called Wick expansion of
ZΛ
[0,t]; see section 6.3.2 for a detailed expansion. Most conveniently, this expansion is viewed

as a sum over ‘Feynman diagrams’. Here, we state the ‘Feynman rules’ for computing ZΛ
[0,t]:

We draw two parallel lines representing the (forward) time direction from time zero to time
t. One line is labeled by L (for left) the other by R (for right). Both lines carry ‘vertices’, in
total an even number, labeled by triples (xi, li, ti), i = 1, 2, . . ., where li ∈ {L,R}, ti ∈ [0, t]
specify the position of the i-th vertex (on the L- or R-line at time ti). The label xi specifies
a lattice site in Λ. We group the vertices into pairs and connect each pair by a curved line.
An example of a ‘Feynman diagram’ is given in Figure 6.1 and the ‘Feynman rules’ are stated
thereunder.

It follows from our main assumptions that the Wick expansion is convergent: Assump-
tion 2.1 and the fact that our system is defined on (a subset of) Z

d allows us to bound the
free particle propagator eitHS on the particle Hilbert space HS = ℓ2(Zd/LZd) as follows. Let
γ > 0, then

∣∣(eitHS
)
(xL, xR)

∣∣ ≤ C(L)e−γ|xL−xR|ec(γ)t/2 , (6.2)

where c(γ) is a constant depending on γ such that c(γ) ց 0, as γ ց 0. The function
C(L) depends on the size of the system but tends exponentially fast to one as L ր ∞.
Inequality (6.2) is (a version) of the Combes-Thomas bound. Unfortunately, it fails for the
continuum (i.e., if we replace Z

d by R
d). This is the main reason, why we define our system

on the lattice.

45
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Figure 6.1. An example of a ‘Feynman diagram’ with ten vertices.

The ‘Feynman rules’ for reconstructing the ‘amplitude’ of a diagram, an operator on B2(HS), are
as follows:

– With each line segment on the L-line between the vertices (xi, L, ti) and

(xi+1, L, ti+1) one associates a free particle propagator e−i(ti+1−ti)HS .
With the line segment on the L-line from t = 0 to the first vertex one
also associates a free particle propagator. Similarly, with the last segment
from the last vertex to time t one associates a free particle propagator,
too. For the R-line we associated in the same way free particle propaga-
tors ei(ti+1−ti)HS ;

– With each vertex (xi, L, ti) on the L-line one associates the operator
−iλ1xi

. With each vertex (xi, R, ti) on the R-line one associates the
operator iλ1xi

;
– With each curved line connecting the vertices (xr, lr, tr) and (xs, ls, rs),

with r < s, one associates a factor

δxs,xr

{

ψ̂Λ(ts − tr) , if lr = L ,

ψ̂Λ(−(ts − tr)) , if ls = R .

The ‘Feynman amplitude’ of a diagram is then obtained by summing over all position indices {xi},
xi ∈ Λ, of the vertices in the diagram and by integrating over the times {ti}, ti ∈ [0, t], such that the
‘topology of the diagram’ is not changed. Summation of the ‘Feynman amplitudes’ of all diagrams
yields an expression for ZΛ

[0,t]. A detailed derivation of these ‘Feynman rules’ is given in section 6.3.

The Combes-Thomas bound says that we can sum over the spatial coordinates in the Wick
expansion stemming from the interaction Hamiltonian λHSR, provided we ‘pay the price’ of
exponential growth in time. Using the Combes-Thomas bound we derive in section 6.4.2 a
bound on the Wick expansion of ZΛ

[0,t]; see Lemma 6.3. Since this bound is uniform in the

volume of the system (up to exponentially small corrections) we can pass to the thermodynamic
limit; see section 6.4.4.

Next, we consider the reservoir correlation function

TrR[Ψx(t)Ψy(0)ρref ,R] ,

where Ψx(t) := eitad(HR)Ψx(φ). Since we consider an array of independent reservoirs, we find
that

TrR[Ψx(t)Ψy(0)ρref ,R] = δx,yψ̂(t)

and we may assume that |ψ̂(t)| = O(e−gRt), gR > 0; see Assumption 2.2. (In more realistic
models with only one reservoirs TrR[Ψ(t, x)Ψ(0, y)ρref ,R], Ψ(t, x) the field operators, does not
decay exponentially fast in time, for x 6= y, and an analysis similar to ours tends to be
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very challenging.) We exploit the exponential decay of ψ̂(t) as follows: A diagram is called
irreducible if it cannot be split into two diagrams by cutting the L- and R-line at the same
time coordinate. (In other words, given a diagram we lay the L-line on top of the R-line,
if the resulting diagram is one-particle irreducible (in the sense of standard quantum field
theory), then the original diagram is irreducible. In particular, an irreducible diagram over a
time interval [tr, ts] ⊂ [0, t] has a vertex at time tr and vertex at time ts.) The importance of
irreducible diagrams arises from the fact that their ‘Feynman amplitudes’ decay exponentially
fast in the length ts−tr of the diagram. Indeed, a curved line connecting two vertices labeled by
(xr, lr, tr) and (xs, ls, ts) gives rise to a factor of ψ̂(±(ts−tr)), which decays, by Assumption 2.2,
exponentially fast in ts − tr. We use (a part of) this exponential decay to compensate the
exponential growth in time, arising from the Combes-Thomas bound; see equation (6.2).
A careful analysis, carried out in Lemma 6.4, shows that we can sum over all irreducible
diagrams on an interval [tr, ts]. If we denote the resulting amplitude by V[tr,ts], it follows

that V[tr ,ts] decays as O(e−gR(ts−tr)/2). Next, we define an operator U[tr ,ts] corresponding
to the free particle propagation on the L- and R-lines from time tr to ts. (More precisely,

U[tr,ts](A) = e−i(ts−tr)HSA ei(ts−tr)HS , A ∈ B2(HS).) Observe that an arbitrary diagram can
be decomposed into irreducible (sub)-diagrams and, using the definitions of V and U , we find
that

Z[0,t] =
∑

m≥0

∫

0≤t1<t2...<t2m≤t

dt1 . . . dt2m U[t2m,t]V[t2m−1,t2m−1]U[t2m−2,t2m−1] · · · V[t1,t2]U[0,t1] . (6.3)

This expansion can be viewed as a one-dimensional ‘polymer’ expansion. The polymers cor-
respond to connected subsets of [0, t] with weights given by V. Two polymers ‘interact’ via
hard core exclusion taken into account in the integration domain. This also enlightens our
notation for the reduced dynamics: Taking expectation values of ZΛ

[0,t], equation (6.3) rep-

resents a partition function for a one-dimensional ‘polymer gas’; see, e.g., [41]. Irreducible
diagrams with only one curved line are called ladder diagrams, (the nomenclature becomes
clear if we only keep these diagrams in the ‘polymer’ expansion above). Irreducible diagrams
with more than one curved line are consider as excitations subsequently. We claim that the
main contributions to ZΛ

[0,t] arise from ladder diagrams, since they are of order O(λ2), whereas

the excited diagrams are of order O(λ4).
Note that the time integrations in equation (6.3) are convolutions. An efficient way of

resumming the expansion is the Laplace transform. We define

R(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t] ,

for z ∈ C. For sufficiently small, but non vanishing, values of the coupling parameter λ, R(z)
is well-defined for Re z large enough (since all the operators V decay exponentially fast in
time). In the main theorem of this chapter, Theorem 6.1, we show that

R(z) =
1

z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z)
, (6.4)

for appropriately chosen λ and z, where the operator L(z) is of order O(λ2) and is defined
as the Laplace transform of the Ladder diagram amplitude. The operator Rex(z) is the
Laplace transform of the amplitude of all excitation diagrams and hence is of order O(λ4).
Equation (6.4) is the starting point of our perturbation scheme around the kinetic limit in
chapter 7. This completes our introductory discussion of Z[0,t].

Next, we consider ZΛ
[−β,t] defined by

ZΛ
[−β,t]( · ) := TrR[e

−itHAd(D)( · ) ⊗ ρref,R eitH ] ,
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with D :=
(Zref

Zβ

)1/2
e−βH/2eβ(HS+HR)/2, where we set F = 0 in HS; see equation (2.12). In

a first step, we expand the operator D in its Dyson series. While the resulting series is dif-
ferent from the expansion derived above (since we consider the semi-group e−βH/2 instead
of the unitary group eitH), the resulting diagrams for Ad(D) look similar to the ones previ-
ously considered. We obtain a neat expansion for ZΛ

[−β,t] by extending our diagrams, hitherto

‘supported’ on the interval [0, t], to the interval [−β, t] by changing the ‘Feynman rules’ ap-
propriately for ‘negative times’. This is accomplished in section 6.3.4. In a next step, (see
section 6.4.4), we show that we can sum the expansion for ZΛ

[−β,t] and pass to the thermo-

dynamic limit. The notion of irreducible diagrams carry over to intervals in [−β, t] and we
derive in the same way as above a ‘polymer’ expansion of Z[−β,t]; see equation (6.33). Finally,
we define

Rβ(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[−β,t] ,

and we prove that there exists a bounded operator-valued function Yβ(z) such that

Rβ(z) = R(z)Yβ(z) ,

where R(z) is given in equation (6.4). This result is stated in Theorem 6.1 and serves as a
starting point of our proof of the Einstein relation in section 8.

We remark that the formalism described above can also be used to study correlation
functions as defined in section 2.1.7. A first step of our analysis is carried out within this
chapter, for ‘polymer’ expansions of correlation functions are presented in section 7.3. This
concludes our introduction to chapter 6.

6.2. Results from expansions

Our main results of this chapter are summarized in the following theorem. We define

R(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t] (6.5)

and

Rβ(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[−β,t] , (6.6)

for z ∈ C.

Theorem 6.1 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 (see Section 2.2) hold. Then there

are operators L(z) = LF,λ(z), Rex(z) = RF,λ
ex (z) and Y(z) = Yβ,F,λ(z) in B(B2(HS)),

HS = ℓ2(Zd), such that the following statements hold:

i. For (z, λ) ∈ C× R satisfying Re z > ‖L(z) +Rex(z)‖, R(z) is given by

R(z) = (z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z))
−1 . (6.7)

ii. For (z, λ) ∈ C× R satisfying Re z > ‖L(z) +Rex(z)‖, Rβ(z) is given by

Rβ(z) = (z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z))
−1Y(z) . (6.8)

iii. The operators L(z), Rex(z) and Y(z) have the following properties: There exist con-
stants κ0, λ0, g0 > 0 such that

JκL(z)J−κ , JκRex(z)J−κ , JκY(z)J−κ ,
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are analytic in the variables (z, κ) ∈ C × C
d in the region defined by |κ| < κ0,

Re z > −g0, |λ| < λ0. Moreover,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκL(z)J−κ‖ = O(λ2) , λց 0 ,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκRex(z)J−κ‖ = O(λ4) , λց 0 ,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκY(z)J−κ‖ = O(1) , λց 0 .

This theorem is proven as follows: In a first step, we consider HS = ℓ2(Zd/LZd) and
expand ZΛ

[0,t] and ZΛ
[−β,t] in their Dyson series in the interaction Hamiltonian λHSR. This is

done in section 6.3 below. Then we show that these series are absolutely convergent and that
we can pass to the thermodynamic limit. This is shown in section 6.4. Theorem 6.1 is then
proven in sections 6.5 and 6.6. Along the lines we also construct the correlation functions in
the thermodynamic limit.

6.3. Formal Expansions

As announced above, we present in this section our formal expansions.

6.3.1. Green functions

Let Λ = ΛL = Z
d/LZd, for some L ∈ N and choose HS = ℓ2(Λ). The Hilbert space of

the interacting system is H = HS ⊗ HR, where HR is the Hilbert space of the reservoirs
defined in section 2.1.3. We denote by ρref,R the Gibbs state of the reservoirs at inverse
temperature β. In the finite-volume approximation, we identify ρref,R with the density matrix

ρref,R = Z−1
ref,Re

−βHR , Zref,R = Tr e−βHR .

Let O be an operator acting on HS . We set S = OL or OR (see equation (2.1)) and define
the time-evolution of S ∈ B(B2(HS)) by

S(s) := eisK S e−isK , s ∈ R ,

where K ≡ ad(H). The Hamiltonian is given by

H = HS +HR + λHSR , (6.9)

with HS = ǫ(P )− λ2F ·X; see section 2.1.4. With these notations we have

Tr[O(s)ρ⊗ ρref,R] = Tr[S(s)ρ⊗ ρref,R] , S = OL or OR ,

by the cyclicity of the trace.

The objects to be studied in this section are the (interacting) Green functions that are
defined as follows: Let ρ be a density matrix on HS . We define a map Q(ρ) := ρ ⊗ ρref,R,
where ρref,R is the density matrix of the Gibbs state of the reservoirs. Thus the operator Q(ρ)
is a density matrix on H . Let I ⊂ [0,∞) be a time interval. Subsequently, we abbreviate inf I
and sup I by I− and I+, respectively. The length of an interval I is denoted by |I| := I+− I−.
Let S1, . . . , Sm be operators acting on B2(HS). One can think of Si as (Oi)L or (Oi)R for some
‘observables’ Oi ∈ B(HS), i = 1, . . . ,m. The (interacting) Green function on I is defined as
the map

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

i=1

)
: B2(HS) −→ B2(HS)
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given by

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

i=1

)
( · ) := TrR

[
e−i(I+−sm)K Sme−i(sm−sm−1)KSm−1 · · ·S1e

−i(s1−I−)K Q( · )
]
, (6.10)

where I− ≤ s1 < s2 < . . . < sm ≤ I+, and the trace is over the reservoir Hilbert space HR.

The notation S
(sj)
j , j = 1, . . . ,m, merely indicates where the operator Sj should be placed.

In particular, S
(sj)
j is not the time-evolved operator Sj(sj). We often use the short-hand

notation GΛ
I

(
S
(s1)
1 , . . . , S

(sm)
m

)
for GΛ

I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

i=1

)
. Since the operators carry a time label (sj),

their order in GΛ
I

(
Ss1
1 , . . . , S

(sm)
m

)
is irrelevant.

A special case of interest is m = 0, i.e., when no Si’s are present in the Green function.
We set

ZΛ
I ( · ) := GΛ

I (∅) = TrR

[
e−i|I|KQ( · )

]
.

For I = [0, t] this notation agrees with the notation for the effective dynamics in section 2.1.6.

6.3.2. An expansion of ZI

In this subsection, we derive a formal expansion for ZΛ
I . Questions concerning convergence

are postponed to section 6.4. We define the free particle dynamics, U , on B2(HS) by

U[t1,t2] := e−i(t2−t1)ad(HS) , t1, t2 ∈ [0,∞) , HS = ǫ(P )− λ2F ·X . (6.11)

The time-evolved particle-reservoir interaction, HSR(t), is defined by

HSR(t) := eitad(HR)HSR = eitHR
∑

x∈Λ
(1x ⊗Ψx(φ))e

−itHR .

The Lie-Schwinger- or Dyson series is obtained by iterating Duhamel’s formula

eitad(HR)e−itad(H) = U[0,t] − iλ

∫ t

0
dsU[s,t]ad(HSR(s))e

isad(HR)e−isad(H) .

We abbreviate the time-evolved interaction Hamiltonian HSR(t) by V (t); write

ad(HSR(t)) = ad(V (t)) = V (t)L − V (t)R ,

(the left-, right-multiplications, respectively, are defined in section 2.1.1), and find that

eitad(HR)e−itad(H) = U[0,t] − iλ

∫ t

0
dsU[s,t](V (t)L − V (t)R)e

isad(HR)e−isad(H) .

Iterating this formula we find the formal Lie-Schwinger series for Z[0,t]:

ZΛ
I ( · ) =U[0,t] +

∑

n≥1

(−λ)n
∑

l∈{L,R}n
(i)#L(−i)#R

∫

I−≤t1<t2<...<tn≤I+

dt1 · · · dtn

× TrR

[
U[tn,I+]V (tn)ln · · · U[t1,t2]V (t1)l1U[I−,t1]Q( · )

]
, (6.12)

where l ∈ {L,R}n, and #L, #R, denotes the number of L’s, R’s, respectively, in l. Setting
Ψx(t) = Ψx(e

itωφ), we can write

V (t) =
∑

x∈Λ
1x ⊗Ψx(t) , V (t)l =

∑

x∈Λ
1x,l ⊗Ψx,l(t) , l ∈ {L,R} ,
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where1x,lS :=

{1xS , i = L ,

S1x , i = R ,
S ∈ B2(HS) ; Ψx,l(t)P :=

{
Ψx(t)P , l = L ,

PΨx(t) , l = R ,
(6.13)

where P is any polynomial in the field operators. In this notation, the expansion in equa-
tion (6.12) takes the form

ZΛ
I ( · ) =

∑

n≥0

(−λ)n
∑

x∈Λn

∑

l∈{L,R}n
(i)#L(−i)#R

∫

∆n
I

dt TrR
[
Ψxn,ln(tn) · · ·Ψx1,l1(t1)ρref,R

]

× U[tn,I+]1xn,lnU[tn−1,tn] · · ·1x1,l1U[I−,t1]( · ) , (6.14)

where the integration is defined as
∫

∆n
I

dt := δn,0 +

∫

I−<t1<t2<...<tn<I+

dt1 · · · dtn .

Equation (6.14) motivates the definitions of the free Green function, G0
I ( · ), and the

reservoir-correlation function, hΛ( · ; · ):
The free Green function, G0

I ( · ), is defined as follows. Let S1, . . . , Sm be operators acting
on B2(HS). Let I ⊂ [0,∞) and choose times I− ≤ s1 < s2 . . . < sm ≤ I+. We define the free
Green function by

G0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
:= U[sm,I+]Sm . . .U[s1,s2]S1U[I−,s1] . (6.15)

For m = 0, we set G0
I (∅) = UI . For simplicity, we omit the symbol Λ in the free Green function

(indicating that we are in a finite volume Λ). As in the previous section, the time labels (si)
just indicate where the operators should be placed and we often use the short-hand notation

G0
I

(
S
(s1)
1 , . . . , S

(sm)
m

)
for G0

I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
.

An important class of operators are the one dimensional projections 1x,l, x ∈ Λ, l = L,R;
see equation (6.13). We introduce a short-hand notation for Green functions involving these
projections: A path, ω, over an interval I is a collection of triples

(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, 2, . . .

where xi ∈ Λ, li ∈ {L,R} and ti ∈ I. We denote by |ω| the number of triples in ω. The set of
all paths over an interval I is denoted by PI . We often refer to PI as ‘path space’. We set

G0
I (ω) := G0

I (1(tn)xn,ln
, . . . ,1(t1)x1,l1

) , ω = {(xi, li, ti), i = 1, . . . , n} ,
and

G0
I (S

(s1)
1 , . . . , S(sm)

m

∣∣ω) := G0
I (S

(s1)
1 , . . . , S(sm)

m ,1(tn)xn,ln
, . . . ,1(t1)x1,l1

) .

Given a path ω, we also associate with it a weight factor, ν(ω), by

ν(ω) := (−1)|ω|(i)#L(−i)#R , ω = {(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, . . . , n} ,
where #L, #R, denote the number of L’s, R’s, respectively, in ω. The weight factor only
serves to absorb factors of i and signs in the expansions.

The reservoir correlation function, hΛ( · , · ), is defined as follows. Let t1 < t2 ∈ [0,∞),
l1, l2 ∈ {L,R}, x1, x2 ∈ Λ. We define hΛ( · ; · ) by

hΛ(x1, l1, t1;x2, l2, t2) := δx1,x2

{
ψ̂Λ(t2 − t1) , if l1 = L ,

ψ̂Λ(−(t2 − t1)) , if l1 = R ,
(6.16)
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where ψ̂Λ(t) is given in equation (2.7).

The term containing the trace over the reservoir Hilbert space in equation (6.14) can be
evaluated by Wick’s rule (quasi-freeness property of ρref,R): If n is odd this term vanishes.
Hence, we replace n by 2n subsequently. Let Pairn be the set of partitions π of the integers
1, . . . , 2n into n pairs. We write (r, s) ∈ π if (r, s) is one of these pairs, with the convention
that r < s. Wick’s rule states that

λ2nTrR [Ψx2n,l2n(t2n) · · ·Ψx1,l1(t1)ρref,R] =
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π) , (6.17)

where ω = {(x1, l1, t1), . . . , (x2n, l2n, t2n)}, Pair(ω) ≡ Pairn, |ω| = 2n, and

ζ(ω , π) :=
∏

(r,s)∈π
λ2hΛ(xr, lr, tr;xs, ls, tr) . (6.18)

If n = 0, i.e., ω = ∅, we set the right hand side of (6.17) equal to one. Integration over path
space PI , I ⊂ [0,∞), is defined by

∫

PI

dω := 1 +
∑

n≥1

∑

x ,l

∫

∆2n
I

dt ν(ω) ,

where now x ∈ Λ2n and l ∈ {L,R}2n. Note that we have included the weight ν(ω) of a path
in this integration measure. In this notation, the expansion for ZΛ

I in equation (6.14) takes
the compact form

ZΛ
I =

∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) . (6.19)

We call D := (ω, π), ω ∈ PI , π ∈ Pair(ω), a diagram over the interval I, or more precisely, a
diagram of order |ω| over the interval I, where |ω| is the number of triples in the path ω. A
diagram D can be decomposed into a sum of ‘irreducible’ diagrams as follows: For any pairing
(r, s) ∈ π and the corresponding time coordinates in ω we set ui := tr and vi := ts, where the
indices i = 1, . . . , n are chosen such that I− ≤ u1 < u2 < . . . < un ≤ I+. Note that, by our
definition of a pairing, ui < vi. Subsequently, we will refer to these new time coordinates as
‘pairing coordinates’. The paring coordinates are illustrated in Figure 6.2. The domain of a
diagram D is defined as

Dom(D) :=
⋃

j

[uj , vj ] .

A diagram over I is called irreducible if Dom(D) = I. In this case, we call π ∈ Pair(ω)
irreducible. An example of an irreducible diagram is given in Figure 6.3. If a diagram is not
irreducible it can be decomposed uniquely into irreducible diagrams with pairwise disjoint
domains:

Dom(D) =
m⋃

l=1

Dom(Dl) , Dl irreducible over Il ⊆ I , (6.20)

for some m ≥ 1, where we define the union of two paths ω1 ∪ ω2 ∈ PI , ω1, ω2 ∈ PI

in the obvious way. Similarly, the definition of π1 ∪ π2 ∈ Pair(ω1 ∪ ω2), π1 ∈ Pair(ω1),
π2 ∈ Pair(ω2), is self-evident. In equation (6.20), the diagrams Dl are ordered in the sense
that supDom(Dj) < inf Dom(Dj+1), j = 1, . . . ,m − 1. Thus our decomposition of D results
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of pairing coordinates for the diagram in Figure 6.1. This diagram
is not irreducible. For simplicity, we label the vertices only with their time coordinate.

Figure 6.3. Example of an irreducible diagram.

in a unique decomposition of π into irreducible subsets of pairings (π1, . . . , πm). The impor-
tance of irreducible diagrams arises from the factorization property of the weights ζ defined
in equation (6.18):

ζ(ω1 ∪ ω2, π1 ∪ π2) = ζ(ω1, π1)ζ(ω2, π2) , for π1 and π2 irreducible .

Next, we define VI ∈ B(B2(HS)) to be the sum over the ‘amplitudes’ of all irreducible
diagrams over I: Given a path ω ∈ PI , we can use the ‘δ-function’

δ(∂I − ∂ω) := δ(min(t(ω))− I−) δ(max(t(ω))− I+) , (6.21)

where min(t(ω)), max(t(ω)) are the smallest and largest time in the path ω, respectively, to
restrict the integration over path space PI to diagrams having a ‘vertex’ at the initial time I−
and a ‘vertex’ at the final time I+ of the interval I. Hence, VI is given by

VI :=

∫

PI

dω δ(∂I − ∂ω)
∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , (6.22)

here πirr. means that we only sum over irreducible sets of pairings in Pair(ω). This leads to
an expansion of ZΛ

I in terms of irreducible diagrams:

ZΛ
I =

∑

m≥0

∫

∆2m
I

dtU[t2m,I+]V[t2m−1,t2m−1]U[t2m−2,t2m−1] · · · V[t1,t2]U[I−,t1] . (6.23)
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This expansion can be viewed as a one-dimensional ‘polymer’ expansion. The polymers cor-
respond to connected subsets of I with weights given by V. Two polymers ‘interact’ via hard
core exclusion taken into account in the integration domain ∆2m

I . In equation (6.22), we con-
sider diagrams with |ω| > 2 as ‘excitations’. Diagrams without ‘excitations’, i.e., diagrams
with |ω| = 2, are called ladder diagrams. The origin of the nomenclature becomes clear when
one only retains diagrams with |ω| = 2 in the expansion (6.23). In the following sections, we
will argue that the leading contributions to ZΛ

I arise from ladder diagrams.

6.3.3. Expansion of the correlation functions

In this subsection, we expand the interacting Green function GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
, I ⊂ [0,∞),

where S1, . . . , Sm are operators on B2(HS), in its Wick series.

We expand each propagator e−i(sj−sj−1)K in equation (6.10) in its Lie-Schwinger series.
This results in

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
=

∑

n1,...,nm+1≥0

λnm+1+...+n1

∫

∆
nm+1
[sm,I+]

dtm+1 · · ·
∫

∆
n1
[I−,s1]

dt1

×
∑

xm+1,...,x1

∑

l
m+1,...,l1

(i)#L(−i)#R G0
I

( m∏

j=1

S
(sj)
j ,

nm+1∏

i=1

1(tim+1)

xi
m+1,l

i
m+1

, · · · ,
n1∏

i=1

1(ti1)

xi
1,l

i
1

)

× TrR

[ nm+1∏

i=1

Ψxi
m+1,l

i
m+1

(tim+1) · · ·
n1∏

i=1

Ψxi
1,l

i
1
(ti1)ρref,R

]
,

where xik is the ith entry in xk ∈ Λnk , i = 1, . . . , nk, k = 1, . . . ,m+1, and similarly for lk and
sk. Here, #L and #R, are the number of L’s, R’s respectively, in the sum over the lk. In a
next step, we evaluate the partial trace over the reservoir Hilbert space using Wick’s rule and
the factorization property of ζ; we convert the sums over n1, . . . , nm+1 into a single sum over
n by changing the coordinates appropriately; we then collect these coordinates in a path ω
and replace the time integrals and the sums by an ‘integration over path space’. As a result
we find that

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
=

∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π)G0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

i=1
|ω

)
. (6.24)

6.3.4. Into negative times, I: ZΛ
[−β,t]

Above, it was understood that the (initial) density matrices were of the form ρS ⊗ ρref,R.
Here, we extend our setting to the coupled ‘Gibbs’ state defined by

ρβ =
1

Zβ
e−βH , Zβ = Tr[e−βH ] , H = ǫ(P ) +HR + λHSR .

We define an operator, D, by

D := e∆FΛ(β)/2e−βH/2eβ(ǫ(P )+HR)/2 ,

where e∆FΛ(β) is a normalization factor defined by

e∆FΛ(β) :=
Tr[e−β(ǫ(P )+HR)]

Tr[e−βH ]
.
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Note that the ‘free energy difference’, ∆FΛ(β), is finite in the thermodynamic limit; (it is
not proportional to |Λ|, because there is only a single particle). However, the operator D is
unbounded even in a finite-volume approximation. Yet, we have that

ρβ = Ad(D)ρref , ρref =
1

Zref
e−β(ǫ(P )+HR) , Zref = Tr[e−β(ǫ(P )+HR)] .

We formally expand Ad(D) in its Lie-Schwinger series: Let V (t)∗ := e−tHR/2HSRe
tHR/2.

Duhamel’s formula states that

e−βH/2eβǫ(P )/2eβHR/2 = 1− λ

2

∫ β

0
ds e−sH/2esǫ(P )/2esHR/2e−sǫ(P )/2V (s)∗esǫ(P )/2 .

Using the short-hand notation D̃(s) := e−sH/2esǫ(P )/2esHR/2, s ∈ [0, β], we apply this formula

to Ad(D̃(β)) and find that

Ad(D̃(β)) = 1− λ

2

∫ β

0
dsAd(D̃(s))

([
e−sǫ(P )/2V (s)∗esǫ(P )/2

]
L
+

[
e−sǫ(P )/2V (s)∗esǫ(P )/2

]
R

)
.

Iteration of this formula yields a formal expansion for Ad(D):

Ad(D) = e∆FΛ(β)

(1+
∑

n≥1

(−λ
2

)n ∑

l∈{L,R}n

∫

0≤sn<sn−1<···s1≤β

ds1 · · · dsn

×
[
e−snǫ(P )/2V (sn)

∗esnǫ(P )/2
]
ln
· · ·

[
e−s1ǫ(P )/2V (s1)

∗es1ǫ(P )/2
]
l1

)
.

We change variables ti = −si, i = 1, . . . n; define, for I ⊂ [−β, 0),

UI( · ) := e−|I|ǫ(P )/2( · )e−|I|ǫ(P )/2 ,

and find that

Ad(D)( · ) =e∆FΛ(β)
∑

n≥0

(−λ
2

)n ∑

l∈{L,R}n

∫

∆n
[−β,0]

ds U[tn,0]V (tn)lnU[tn−1,tn] · · ·

· · ·V (t1)l1U[−β,t1]e
βǫ(P )/2( · ) eβǫ(P )/2 , (6.25)

where V (t) = etHR/2HSRe
−tHR/2 = V (−t)∗. The integration measure is given by
∫

∆n
[−β,0]

dt := δn,0 +

∫

−β≤t1<...<tn<0

dt1 . . . dtn .

We now combine the expansion in equation (6.25) with the expansion for ZΛ
[0,t] from the

previous sections. For this purpose, we extend some definitions originally introduced for
intervals I ⊂ [0,∞) to intervals I ⊂ [−β,∞):

i. Free time-evolution on B2(HS):

UI( · ) :=





e−i(I+−I−)HS ( · ) ei(I+−I−)HS if I− , I+ ∈ [0,∞) ,

e−(I+−I−)ǫ(P )/2( · ) e−(I+−I−)ǫ(P )/2 if I− , I+ ∈ [−β, 0] ,
e−iI+HSeI−ǫ(P )/2( · ) eI−ǫ(P )/2eiI+HS if I− ∈ [−β, 0] , I+ ∈ [0,∞) ,

(6.26)

where HS = ǫ(P ) − λ2F ·X. Note that this notation agrees with the notation used
in equation (6.11) for I ⊂ [0,∞).
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ii. Paths and free Green functions: The notion of a path extends in an obvious way
to intervals I ⊂ [−β,∞). Integration over path space PI , I ⊂ [−β,∞), extends
accordingly. Let S1, . . . , Sm ∈ B(B2(HS)) and consider the set of ordered ‘times’
I− ≤ s1 < . . . < sm ≤ I+. The associated free Green function is defined by

G0
I (S

(s1)
1 , . . . , S(sm)

m ) := U[sm,I+]Sm . . .U[s1,s2]S1U[I−,s1] ,

and, for ω ∈ PI , by

G0
I (ω) := G0

I (1(tn)xn,ln
, . . . ,1(t1)x1,l1

) , ω = {(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, . . . , n} .
We also set G0

I (∅) := UI .
iii. Weight of a path: The weight of a path, ν(ω), is generalized as

ν(ω) := (−1)|ω|(i)(#L≥)(−i)(#R≥)
(1
2

)(#L<+#R<)
, ω ∈ PI ,

where #L≥ and #R≥ are the number of L’s, R’s, respectively, in ω that are associated
with positive times ti ≥ 0, and #L< and #R< are the number of L’s, R’s, respectively,
in ω that are associated with negative times ti < 0, i = 1 , . . . , |ω|. Note that
|ω| = #L≥ +#R≥ +#L< +#R<. The only purpose of ν(ω) is to absorb factors of
i, 1/2 and signs.

iv. Time-evolved field operator:

Ψx(t) :=

{
etHR/2Ψx(φ)e

−tHR/2 if t ∈ [−β, 0) ,
eitHRΨx(φ)e

−itHR if t ∈ [0,∞) .
(6.27)

v. Reservoirs correlation function: For t1, t2 ∈ [−β,∞), x1, x2 ∈ Λ, l1, l2 ∈ {L,R}, we
set

hΛ(x1, l1, t1;x2, l2, t2) := TrR[Ψx2,l2(t2)Ψx1,l1(t1)ρref,R] .

For example, let s ∈ [−β, 0) and t ∈ [0,∞), then

hΛ(x1, L, s;x2, L, x2, t) =Tr[Ψx1(t)Ψx2(s)ρref,R]

=δx1,x2〈φ, Tβe(it−s/2)ωφ〉+ δx1,x2〈φ, (1 + Tβ)e
(−it+s/2)ωφ〉 , (6.28)

where Tβ is the Bose-Einstein density operator. Finally, we set

ζ(ω , π) :=
∏

(r,s)∈π
λ2hΛ(xr, lr, tr;xs, ls, ts) . (6.29)

Combining the expansion for ZΛ
[0,t] in equation (6.12) with the expansion of Ad(D) in equa-

tion (6.25), we obtain an expansion for ZΛ
[−β,t]( · ) = TrR[e

−itHAd(D)( · ) ⊗ ρref,R eitH ] :

ZΛ
[−β,t] =e∆FΛ(β)

∑

n≥0

(−λ)n
∑

x l

∫

∆n
[−β,t]

dt i#L≥(−i)#R≥
(1
2

)(#L<+#R<)

× TrR[Ψxn,ln(tn) . . .Ψx1,l1(t1)ρref,R]G0
[−β,t](1(t1)

x1,l1
, . . . ,1(tn)

xn,ln
)Ad(eβǫ(P )/2) , (6.30)

where x ∈ Λn and l ∈ {L,R}n. It is an easy exercise to check that Wick’s rule still holds in
this generalized setting. This allows us to evaluate the trace over the reservoir Hilbert space
in equation (6.30). Rewriting the sums and integrals in the resulting expression as an integral
over path space P[−β,t] we find that

ZΛ
[−β,t] = e∆FΛ(β)

∫

P[−β,t]

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π)G0
[−β,t](ω)Ad(e

βǫ(P )/2) , t > −β . (6.31)
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The factor e∆FΛ(β) is determined from the relation

1 = TrS [ZΛ
[−β,0]ρref,S] .

In a final step, we write the expansion in (6.31) as a ‘polymer’ expansion: The notions of
irreducible diagrams, irreducible pairings etc. on [0,∞) carry over to [−β,∞), and we may
extend the definition of the operator VI , (in equation (6.22)), to intervals in I ⊂ [−β,∞), by
setting

VI :=

∫

PI

dω δ(∂I − ∂ω)
∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , (6.32)

where πirr. indicates that we sum only over sets of pairings that span, together with ω, an
irreducible diagram. The notation δ(∂I−∂ω) has already been used in equation (6.21). Using
the factorization property of ζ we obtain an expansion of ZΛ

[−β,t]:

ZΛ
[−β,t] = ZΛ

[0,t]ZΛ
[−β,0] +

∑

m≥1

∫

∆2m−1
[0,t]

dt

∫ 0

−β
dt1 U[t2m,t] V[t2m−1,t2m] . . .U[t2,t3] V[t1,t2]ZΛ

[−β,t1]
,

= ZΛ
[0,t]ZΛ

[−β,0] +

∫ t

0
dt2

∫ 0

−β
dt1Z[t2,t]V[t1,t2]ZΛ

[−β,t1]
. (6.33)

On the right hand side of equation (6.33) we sum in the first term over all diagrams in [−β, t],
whose domains do not contain the point t = 0. In the second term we sum over all diagrams
in [−β, t] that have the point t = 0 in their support. In view of equation (6.23), the right hand
side of equation (6.33) is a ‘polymer’ expansion on [0, t] with ‘boundary conditions’.

6.3.5. Into negative times, II: Correlation functions

Let S1, . . . , Sm be operators acting on B2(HS). We fix I = [−β, t], with t ∈ [0,∞). The
associated Green function on I is defined as the map

GΛ
[−β,t]

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
: B2(HS) −→ B2(HS) ,

given by

GΛ
[−β,t]

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
( · ) := TrR

[
e−i(t−sm)K Sme−i(sm−sm−1)KSm−1 · · ·S1e

−is1K Ad(D)Q( · )
]
,

where 0 ≤ s1 < s2 < . . . < sm ≤ t and the trace is over the reservoir Hilbert space HR. Upon
expanding the Green function above in its Dyson series and proceeding as in the previous
sections we find that

GΛ
[−β,t]

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
= e∆FΛ(β)

∫

P[−β,t]

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π)G0
[−β,t](

∏

j

S
(sj)
j |ω)Ad(eβǫ(P )/2) .

6.3.6. Into negative times, III: Translation invariance

Let G = G be a continuous function on Td. By the definition of ZΛ
[−β,t] we find that

〈G(P )(t)〉Λβ = TrS [G(P )ZΛ
[−β,t]ρ

Λ
ref,S] . (6.34)

In the thermodynamic limit, the density matrix ρΛref,S = (ZΛ
ref,S)

−1e−βǫ(P ) does not tend

to a density matrix on HS = ℓ2(Zd) and the limiting expression of the left hand side of
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equation (6.34) must be understood as an unbounded linear functional on B(HS). We avoid
this difficulty by exploiting translation invariance. Let

ηβ :=
1

TrS [e−βǫ(P )1x=0]
e−βǫ(P )1x=0 , (6.35)

where 1x=0 is the projection onto the lattice site x = 0; (for simplicity we omit the symbol Λ
indicating the finite-volume). We call ηβ the ‘pinned Gibbs’ state of the particle. Note that
ηβ is not a positive operator (except if β = 0), but it has the property

〈G(P )(t)〉Λβ = 〈G(P )(t)〉Ληβ = TrS [G(P )ZΛ
[−β,t]ηβ] ,

for G(P ) as above, as follows from the translation invariance. We claim that (under some
assumptions on G)

limΛ〈G(P )(t)〉Λβ = TrS [G(P )Z[−β,t]ηβ] ,

where now Z[−β,t]ηβ is a trace-class operator on HS = ℓ2(Zd) whose trace is equal to one.
Concerning correlation functions, translation invariance implies

〈G2(P )(t2)G1(P )(t2)〉Λβ = 〈G2(P )(t2)G1(P )(t2)〉Ληβ
= Tr[G2(P )(t2)G1(P )(t1)Ad(D)ηβ ⊗ ρref,R] , (6.36)

t1, t2 ∈ R, where Gi = Gi, i = 1, 2, are continuous functions on T
d. In section 6.4.4, we

prove that one can pass (under some assumptions on the Gi’s) to the thermodynamic limit in
the equation above. This defines the correlation functions of the infinite-volume system (for
translation invariant observables).

6.4. Bounds

In this section, we prove that the expansions derived in the previous section are convergent.
In a first step, we consider intervals I ⊂ [0,∞), the extension to negative times follows easily
in a later step; (see section 6.4.4). To start with, we derive propagation estimates on the free
particle dynamics.

6.4.1. A priori bounds

In the following, we choose HS to be given by either ℓ2(Λ), Λ = ΛL = Z
d/LZd or ℓ2(Zd).

The next lemma provides bounds on the dynamics on HS generated by HS = ǫ(P )−λ2F ·X.

Lemma 6.1 Assume that Assumption 2.1 holds (with some δǫ > 0) and define

c(δ) := sup
k∈Td

sup
|Im γ|≤δ

2|Im ǫ(k + γ)| , (c(δ) <∞ , for 0 < δ < δǫ) , (6.37)

b(δ) :=
∑

x∈Zd

e−δ |x| , (b(δ) <∞ , for 0 < δ) . (6.38)

Then, for any F ∈ R
d and any λ ∈ R, the following statements hold true:

i. Let HS = ℓ2(Zd). For any γ ∈ C
d with |Im γ| ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ1 < δǫ,

∣∣ (e−itHS
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ e−γ1|xL−yL|ec(γ1)t/2 , xL, yL ∈ Z
d , t ≥ 0 . (6.39)

For any γ ∈ C
d with |Im γ| ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ1 < δǫ/2,

∣∣ (e−iγ·Xe−itHSeiγ·X
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ e−γ1|xL−yL|ec(2γ1)t/2 , t ≥ 0 . (6.40)
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ii. Let HS = ℓ2(Zd/LZd). For any γ ∈ C
d with |Im γ| ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ1 < δǫ,

∣∣ (e−itHS
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ e−γ1|xL−yL|ec(γ1)t/2b(γ1L) , xL, yL ∈ Z
d/LZd , t ≥ 0 ; (6.41)

here | · | is the natural distance on Z
d/LZd.

For any γ ∈ C
d with |Im γ| ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ1 < δǫ/2,

∣∣ (e−iγ·Xe−itHSeiγ·X
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ e−γ1|xL−yL|ec(2γ1)t/2b(γ1L) , t ≥ 0 .

Note that b(γ1L) tends to 1 exponentially fast, as Lր ∞. In the following, we write HS

for ℓ2(Zd) or ℓ2(Zd/LZd) and state bounds involving the propagation estimates of this lemma
only for the infinite-volume system, remembering that we obtain the corresponding bound for
the finite volume system by multiplying the former with b(γ1L) to an appropriate power.

Proof. Statement i follows from

e−iγ·Xe−it(ǫ(P )−λ2F ·X)eiγ·X = e−it(ǫ(P+γ)−λ2F ·X) , (6.42)

and the analyticity of ǫ, see Assumption 2.1. We prove statement ii first for F = 0. We use
the ‘method of image charges’, that is, we claim that

(
e−itǫ(P )

)
(xL, yL) =

∑

n∈Zd

e−itǫ(P )(xL + nL, yL) , xL, yR ∈ Z
d/LZd , (6.43)

where on left hand side we have the matrix elements of the propagator on ℓ2(Zd/LZd) and
on the right hand side the propagator on ℓ2(Zd). To prove this formula one takes the Fourier
transform in xL, yL on both sides. Using the Poisson summation formula, equation (6.43) then
follows easily. Thus

∣∣(e−itǫ(P )
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤
∑

n∈Zd

∣∣e−itǫ(P )(xL + nL, yL)
∣∣

≤
∑

n∈Zd

e−γ1|xL+Ln−yL|ec(γ1)t/2

≤ e−γ1|xL−yL|ec(γ1)t/2b(γ1L) ,

for γ1 small enough. Note that we use the natural distance | · | on Z
d/LZd in the last line. To

extend this bound to F 6= 0, we use the following trick. We introduce a potential V = V (X)
on Z

d by demanding that for all x ∈ [0, L]d and all n ∈ Z
d we have

e−itV (x+ Ln, x+ Ln) =
(
eitλ

2F ·X
)
(x, x) . (6.44)

One can think of V as a ‘saw tooth’ potential. We claim that
(
e−it(ǫ(P )−λ2F ·X)

)
(xL, yL) =

∑

n∈Zd

e−it(ǫ(P )−V (X))(xL + nL, yL) , (6.45)

where, on the left hand side, we have the matrix elements of the propagator on ℓ2(Zd/LZd)
and on the right hand side the matrix elements of the propagator on ℓ2(Zd) with the ‘saw
tooth’ potential. To prove equation (6.45), we expand both sides in Dyson series in ǫ(P ). To
see that both sides agree we use (6.44) and the following identity between matrix elements

(ǫ(P )) (xL, yL) =
∑

n∈Zd

(ǫ(P )) (xL + nL, yL) , (6.46)

where on the left hand side we have the matrix elements of ǫ(P ) as an operator on Z
d/LZd

and on the right hand side we have the matrix elements of ǫ(P ) as an operator on Z
d. Taking
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equations (6.44) and (6.46) into account, one proves that the Dyson series of both sides
of (6.45) agree term by term. To complete the proof, we note that the Combes-Thomas type
bound in equation (6.42) also holds true if we replace −λ2F ·X by V (X). Then we proceed
as in the case where F = 0. The remaining statements are proven in the same way. �

With this lemma at hand, it is straightforward to bound kernels of free Green functions:
Let ω ∈ PI and consider operators S1, . . . , Sm ∈ B(B1(HS)) and a set of ordered times
I− ≤ s1 < . . . < sm ≤ I+. The next lemma states a bound on

∣∣(JκG0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
J−κ

)
(zL, zR; z

′
L, z

′
R)

∣∣ , zL, zR, z
′
L, z

′
R ∈ Z

d ,

where ω = {(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, . . . , 2n}, for some n ∈ N, and Jκ( · ) = e−i(κ,X)( · )e−i(κ,X), κ ∈ C
d.

Before we give a bound on the free Green function, we define a norm on operators acting
on B2(HS). Let δ > 0 and consider S ∈ B(B2(HS)). Then we define

CS(δ) := sup
κL,κR∈Cd

|κL|,|κR|≤δ

‖JκL,κR
SJ−κL,−κR

‖ , (6.47)

where

JκL,κR
O = e−i(κL,X)O e−i(κR,X) , O ∈ B(HS) . (6.48)

We refer to appendix B for a short discussion of CS(δ). Here, we observe that CS(δ) <∞, for
some S ∈ B(B(HS)) and some δ > 0, implies

|S(xL, xR; yL, yR)| ≤ CS(δ) e
−δ|xL−yL| e−δ|xR−yR| , xL, xR, yL, yR ∈ Z

d . (6.49)

An operator of prime importance satisfying CS(δ) < ∞ is the velocity operator V ∈ B(HS),
considered as left- or right multiplication VL/R ∈ B(B2(HS)). Assumption 2.1 then implies
that CVL/R

(δ) <∞, for any δ < δǫ. Now, we are prepared to state a bound on the free Green
function.

Lemma 6.2 Assume that Assumption 2.1 holds true (with some δǫ > 0). Then, for any
κ ∈ C

d with |Imκ| ≤ γ1, for some γ1 < δǫ/2, the following bounds hold true:
∑

z′L,z
′
R

∑

l1,...,l2n

∑

x1,...,x2n

∣∣(JκG0
I

(
ω
)
J−κ

)
(zL, zR; z

′
L, z

′
R)

∣∣ ≤ 22nec(2γ1)|I|b(γ1)
2n+2 , (6.50)

and ∑

z′L,z
′
R

∑

l1,...,l2n

∑

x1,...,x2n

∣∣(JκG0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
J−κ

)
(zL, zR; z

′
L, z

′
R)

∣∣

≤ 22n
∏

j

CSj (γ1)e
c(2γ1)|I|b(γ1)

4mb(γ1)
2n+2 , (6.51)

where ω = {(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, . . . , 2n} and the sums are over Z
d and {L,R}, respectively.

We remark that without further restrictions on the Sj’s, CSj (γ1) may be infinite.

Proof. The first bound follows by applying the bounds in Lemma 6.1 2n times to the kernel
of

JκG0
I

(
ω
)
J−κ =

∑

x,l

Jκ Ut2n,I+1x2n,l2nUt2n−1,t2n . . . 1x1,l1UI−,t1J−κ , (6.52)

where ω = {(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, . . . , 2n}. We sum over x1, . . . , x2n, z
′
L, z

′
R by factorizing the

sum over the spacial indeces. Noting that the sum over l can be bounded by 22n, the
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bound in equation (6.50) follows. For clarity we give an example: Take n = 3 and choose
l = (L,L,R,L,R,R). Using inequality (6.40) we find that

∣∣(JκG0
I (ω)J−κ

)
(zL, zR; z

′
L, z

′
R)

∣∣ is
bounded by

ec(2γ1)|I| exp
{
− γ1

(
|x3 − z′L|+ |x5 − x3|+ |x6 − x5|+ |zL − x6|

)}

× exp
{
− γ1

(
|zR − x4|+ |x4 − x2|+ |x2 − x1|+ |x1 − z′R|

)}
. (6.53)

We sum over x, z′L, z
′
R by factorizing the sums and find that

∑

z′L,z
′
R

∑

l1,...,l6

∑

x1,...,x6

∣∣(JκG0
I

(
ω
)
J−κ

)
(zL, zR; z

′
L, z

′
R)

∣∣ ≤
∑

l1,...,l6

ec(2γ1)|I|b(γ1)
8 , (6.54)

where b(γ1) =
∑

x∈Zd e−γ1|x|, see equation (6.38). Finally, we replace the sum over l by 26.
This yields the bound (6.50), for this example. The bound in equation (6.51) follows in a
similar way. �

6.4.2. Bounds on Expansions

In what follows, we first consider the case where all times are in [0,∞). We later extend our
results to the case where I ⊂ [−β,∞]. We define weighted norms on B2(HS) and B(B2(HS)),
HS = ℓ2(Zd), by

‖O‖κ := ‖JκO‖2 , O ∈ B2(HS) , (6.55)

‖S‖κ := ‖JκSJ−κ‖ , S ∈ B(B2(HS)) , (6.56)

where Jκ( · ) = e−i(κ,X)( · )e−i(κ,X), κ ∈ C
d. We use the same norm in a finite-volume approx-

imation HS = ℓ2(Zd/LZd).
Examples of operators Oi satisfying ‖Oi‖κ <∞, for some κ0 > 0, are the velocity operator

V = ∇ǫ(P ) and the ‘energy’ operator ǫ(P ) (if Assumption 2.1 holds).
The next lemma gives bounds on the expansion of the interacting Green function GΛ

I ( · )
given in equation (6.24). We define

hΛ(s) := sup
0≤u≤v :v−u=s

|hΛ(u, v)| , hΛ(u, v) := hΛ(0, L, u; 0, L, v) ,

where the reservoirs correlation functions hΛ is defined in (6.16). Recall the definitions of c(δ),
b(δ) and CS(δ) (δ > 0), in equations (6.37), (6.38) and (6.47).

Lemma 6.3 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Choose constants 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/2.
Then, for any κ ∈ C

d, satisfying |Imκ|+ γ ≤ γ1, we have that

‖ZΛ
I ‖κ ≤ C e4b(γ1−γ)2|λ|2

∫
I
ds|hΛ(s)||I| ec(2γ1)|I| , (6.57)

∥∥GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)∥∥
κ
≤ C(m)

m∏

j=1

CSj (γ1 − γ) e4b(γ1−γ)2|λ|2
∫
I
ds|hΛ(s)||I| ec(2γ1)|I| , (6.58)

for some constants C and C(m) depending only on γ, γ1 and m.
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What we prove is slightly stronger, namely that the left hand sides are represented as
absolutely convergent series:

ZΛ
I =

∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , (6.59)

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
=

∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(ω, π)G0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

i=1
|ω

)
; (6.60)

see equations (6.19) and (6.24). Note that ζ(ω, π) and G0
I in the ‘integrands’ on the right hand

sides of equations (6.59) and (6.60) are well-defined for the infinite-volume system by Assump-

tions 2.1 and 2.2. Hence, we define Z[0,t] and GI

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
) as the infinite-volume series in

the above equation. Lemma 6.3 then ensures that these series are absolutely convergent.

Proof. We give the proof for the infinite-volume system. For an operator X ∈ B(B2(ℓ
2(Zd))),

a straightforward application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields

‖X‖ ≤ b(δ)2
(

sup
zL,zR

∑

z′L,z
′
R∈Zd

|X (zL, zR; z
′
L, z

′
R)| eδ|zL−z′L|eδ|zR−z′R|

)
,

for arbitrary δ > 0. We apply this inequality for X = JκG0
I (ω)J−κ with δ = γ. From

Lemma 6.2 we find that
∑

l

∑

x

‖G0
I (ω)‖κ ≤ 22nb(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2n+2ec(2γ1)|I| , (6.61)

where ω = {(xi, li, ti), i = 1, . . . , 2n}, |ω| = 2n, x = (x1, . . . , x2n) ∈ Z
d|ω|, l ∈ {L,R}|ω|.

Consider now ZΛ
[0,t] in the series representation of equation (6.59). We apply the bound in

equation (6.61) to this series as follows: Recall the definition of the pairing coordinates for a
path ω: Given a pairing π ∈ Pair(ω), (r, s) ∈ π, r < s, we set

ui := tr vi := ts , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,
where the index i is chosen such that

u1 < u2 . . . < un , ui < vi .

Using these new coordinates we find that
∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

∣∣ζ(ω, π)
∣∣ ∥∥G0

I (ω)
∥∥
κ
≤

∑

n≥0

22nb(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2n+2ec(2γ1)|I|
∫

In
du

∫

In
dv

×
n∏

j=1

χ[uj < vj ]χ[u1 < . . . < un]

n∏

i=1

|λ|2 |h(ui, vi)| ,

where we have used the bound (6.61). Next, we perform the integral over v, but keep the u
fixed. Each of the vi-integrals is bounded by

λ2
∫

I
ds hΛ(s) .

Therefore, we get the bound

∑

n≥0

22nb(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2n+2

(
λ2

∫

I
ds hΛ(s)

)n ∫

In
duχ[u1 < . . . < un] ,
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that is bounded by

b(γ)2e4b(γ1−γ)2λ2
∫
I ds h

Λ(s)||I| ,

where we have used that the integrals over the u give a factor of |I|n/n!. The claim follows
with C = b(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2.

The proof for GI

{(
S(sj)

}m

j=1

)
follows in the same way using, in a first step, the factorization

property of the free Green function. �

6.4.3. Thermodynamic limit

We define the thermodynamic limit in terms of convergence of kernels. Let Sj , j = 1, . . . ,m,

be operators on B2(ℓ
2(Zd)) with CSj (δ) < ∞, for all j and some δ > 0; see equation (6.47).

Denote by SΛ
j the restriction of Sj to Z

d/LZd; see section 2.3. Then

lim
Lր∞

SΛ
j (xL, xR; yL, yR) = Sj(xL, xR; yL, yR) , (6.62)

for any xL, xR, yL, yR ∈ Z
d/L′

Z
d, L′ ∈ N. We claim that the interacting Green function

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

})
, I ⊂ [0,∞), where I− ≤ s1 < s2 < . . . < sm ≤ I+, satisfies

lim
Lր∞

GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

})
(xL, xR; yL, yR) = GI

({
S
(sj)
j

})
(xL, xR; yL, yR) , (6.63)

for any xL, xR, yL, yR ∈ Z
d/L′

Z
d, L′ ∈ N. This follows from Lemma 6.3 and Assumptions 2.1

and 2.2: We consider the expansion of GΛ
I

({
S
(sj)
j

})
in equation (6.24). By Lemma 6.3 this

expansion is absolutely convergent. Each term in the series converges in the sense of equa-
tion (6.62), since

i. ψ̂Λ converges by Assumption 2.2;

ii. the free Green functions G0
I

({
S
(si)
i

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
converge since SΛ

i , i = 1, . . . ,m converge

and since the free system propagator converges by Assumption 2.1.

Equation (6.63) follows by dominated convergence.

6.4.4. Extension of bounds to negative times

Next, we extend our bounds to negative times, i.e., we consider an interval I = [−β, t].
Starting from the definition of UI in equation (6.26) we find, similar to the bounds in Lemma 6.2,
that

∑

z′L,z
′
R∈Zd

∑

l,x

∣∣(JκG0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
J−κ

)
(zL, zR; z

′
L, z

′
R)

∣∣

≤ 22n
∏

j

CSj (γ1) e
βc̃(γ1) × ec(2γ1)|I|b(γ1)

4mb(γ1)
2n+2 , (6.64)

where c̃(δ) := supk∈Td sup|Im| γ≤δ 2|ǫ(k + γ)|, c̃(δ) < ∞, for 0 < δ < δǫ, by Assumption 2.1.
Note that these bound are valid for the infinite-volume system. For the finite-volume system,
we get the same bounds with exponentially small corrections in L. Also note that we treat
β as a fixed constant and do not attempt to get uniform bounds as β ր ∞; (which is quite
impossible).

The reservoir correlations are treated as follows. We set

hΛ(s) := sup
−β≤u≤v :v−u=s

|hΛ(u, v)| , hΛ(u, v) := hΛ(0, L, u; 0, L, v) , (6.65)
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where hΛ(x1, l1, t1;x2, l2, t2), t1, t2 ∈ [−β,∞), l1, l2 ∈ {L,R}, x1, x2 ∈ Λ, is the reservoir
correlation function defined in equation (6.60). By Assumption 2.2, hΛ(x1, l1, t1;x2, l2, t2)
converges in the thermodynamic limit and the limiting function satisfies sups∈[−β,∞) h(s) <∞.

It is easily checked that the proof of Lemma 6.3 also works for intervals I ⊂ [−β,∞), with
the appropriate changes in the constants. That is, for β < ∞, 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/2 and any
κ ∈ C

d satisfying |Imκ|+ γ ≤ γ1,∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

∣∣ζ(ω, π)
∣∣ ∥∥G0

I (ω)
∥∥
κ
≤ C(β)e4b(γ1−γ)2λ2

∫
I ds|hΛ(s)||I| ec(2γ1)|I| ,

for some constant C(β) depending only on β, γ1 and γ. This shows in particular that e∆FΛ(β),
as determined from

1 = TrS [ZΛ
[−β,0]ηβ ] , ηβ :=

1

TrS[e−βǫ(P )1x=0]
e−βǫ(P )1x=0 ,

is bounded in the thermodynamic limit. In summary, this discussion shows that, for any
t ∈ [β,∞),

‖ZΛ
[−β,t]‖κ ≤ C(β)e4b(γ1−γ)2λ2

∫
I ds|hΛ(s)||I| ec(2γ1)|I| , (6.66)

∥∥GΛ
[−β,t]

({
S(sj)

}m

j=1

)∥∥
κ
≤ C(β,m)

m∏

j=1

CSj (γ1 − γ) e4b(γ1−γ)2λ2
∫
I ds|hΛ(s)||I| ec(2γ1)|I| , (6.67)

with I = [−β, t], where the constants C(β), Cm(β,m) only depend on β, m, γ1 and γ. By the
bounds above and the remarks on the free Green functions and reservoir correlation function
we conclude that the interacting Green functions converge in the thermodynamic limit.

6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.1: Positive times

We are now prepared to prove statement iii of Theorem 6.1. We define two operators L(z)
and Rex(z) on B2(HS) by

L(z) :=
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫

PI ,|ω|=2
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , (6.68)

Rex(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫

PI ,|ω|>2
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , (6.69)

where I = [0, t]. Theorem 6.1 states that

R(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t] =

1

z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z)
, (6.70)

for Re z large enough. Next, we show that the formally defined L(z) and Rex(z) enjoy the
properties claimed in Theorem 6.1. We start with the ladder diagrams.

6.5.1. Ladder diagrams: L(z)
Consider the Laplace transform of the ‘Ladder’ diagrams, defined in equation (6.68),

L(z) :=
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫
PI

|ω|=2

dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)
∑

π∈Pair(ω)

ζ(π, ω)G0
I (ω) , (6.71)

where I = [0, t]. The integration over PI is restricted to paths of the form

ω = {(x2, l2, t), (x1, l1, 0)} ,
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li ∈ {L,R}, xi ∈ Z
d, and we obtain

L(z) =
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∑

x1,x2∈Zd

∑

l1,l2∈{L,R}
ν(ω)ζ((1, 2), ω)G0

[0,t](ω)

where

ζ((1, 2), ω) = λ2h(x1, l1, 0;x2, l2, t) = λ2δx2x1

{
ψ̂(t) if l1 = L ,

ψ̂(−t) if l1 = R .

The ladder diagrams are illustrated in Figure 6.4. Using the bound in equation (6.61) we find
that

∑

x1,x2

∑

l1,l2

‖G0
[0,t](ω)‖κ ≤ 4b(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2ec(2γ1)t ,

for any κ ∈ C
d satisfying | Imκ| + γ ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/2. Since the reservoir

correlations ζ satisfy |ζ((1, 2), ω)| ≤ Cλ2 e−gRt, for some constant C, we arrive at

‖L(z)‖κ ≤ C0λ
2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−t(Re z+gR−c(2γ1)) ,

for some constant C0. The analyticity properties in (z, κ) claimed in statement iii of Theo-
rem 6.1 follow by fixing γ1, γ > 0. The kernel of the free Green function,

(G0
I (ω))x ≡ G0

I (ω)(xL, xR; yL, yR) , ω = {(x2, l2, t), (x1, l1, 0)} ,
including the weight ν(ω), is explicitly given by

ν(ω)(G0
[0,t](ω))x =

(
e−itHS

)
(xL, yL)

(
eitHS

)
(yL, yR)





(−1)δx2,xL
δx1,yL

if l2 = l1 = L ,

(−1)δx2,yL
δx1,yR

if l2 = l1 = R ,

δx2,xL
δx1,yR

if l2 = L, l1 = R ,

δx2,yL
δx1,yL

if l2 = R, l1 = L .

(6.72)

Recall that HS = ǫ(P ) − λ2F ·X. The action of the unitary group e−itHS on L2(Td) is given
by

(e−itHSg)(k) = g(k − λ2Ft)e−i
∫ t
0 ds ǫ(k−λ2F (t−s)) , g ∈ L2(Td) ,

as can be checked easily. To simplify our notation we set

Φk(t) ≡
∫ t

0
ds ǫ(k − λ2F (t− s)) =

∫ t

0
ds ǫ(k − λ2Fs) , (6.73)

and rewrite the action of the unitary group as

(e−itHSg)(k) = e−iΦk(t)(e−λ2tF ·∇g)(k) .

It follows that, for xL, yL ∈ Z
d,

(
e−itHS

)
(xL, yL) =

1

(2π)d

∫

Td

dk e−ik(xL−yL) eiλ
2tF ·yLe−iΦk(t) , (6.74)

which yields an explicit expression for the free Green function G0
[0,t] in equation (6.72).

Next, we decompose L(z) into fibers, i.e., we write

L(z) =
∫ ⊕

Td

dp (L(z))p , (L(z))p ∈ L2(Td) .
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Figure 6.4. The four ladder diagrams

where, for A ∈ L2(Td × T
d),

(L(z)A)p(k) = (L(z)A)(k +
p

2
, k − p

2
) .

Using the explicit formulas above we find (for simplicity we set z = 0 in the following) that

(L(0)A)p(k) = (LLL
0 A)p(k) + (LRR

0 A)p(k) + (LLR
0 A)p(k) + (LRL

0 A)p(k) , (6.75)

where

(LLL
0 A)p(k) = −λ2

∫ ∞

0
dt ψ̂(t)

∫

Td

dk′e
−iΦk′+ p

2
(t)+iΦk− p

2
(t)
(e−λ2tF ·∇A)p(k) ,

(LRR
0 A)p(k) = −λ2

∫ ∞

0
dt ψ̂(−t)

∫

Td

dk′e
−iΦ

k+
p
2
(t)+iΦ

k′− p
2
(t)
(e−λ2tF ·∇A)p(k) ,

(LLR
0 A)p(k) = λ2

∫ ∞

0
dt ψ̂(−t)

∫

Td

dk′e
−iΦk′+ p

2
(t)+iΦk− p

2
(t)
(e−λ2tF ·∇A)p(k) ,

(LRL
0 A)p(k) = λ2

∫ ∞

0
dt ψ̂(t)

∫

Td

dk′e
−iΦk+

p
2
(t)+iΦk′− p

2
(t)
(e−λ2tF ·∇A)p(k) .

The superscripts LL etc. refer in an obvious manner to the different contribution to GI in
equation (6.72); see Figure 6.4.

In the fiber indexed by p = 0 the above expressions simplify considerably in the limit

|F | ց 0. Recall from equation (6.73) that Φk(t) =
∫ t
0 ds ǫ(k−λ2Fs), thus lim|F |ց0Φk(t) = tǫ(k)

and we obtain

lim
|F |ց0

(L(0)A)0 := λ2GA0 + λ2LA0 , A ∈ L2(Td × T
d) ≃ B2(HS) , A0 ∈ L2(Td) , (6.76)

where G and L are bounded operators on L2(Td) given by

(Gg)(k) :=

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ψ̂(t)

∫

Td

dk′e−it(ǫ(k)−ǫ(k′))g(k′) ,

(Lg)(k) := −
∫ ∞

−∞
dt ψ̂(t)

∫

Td

dk′eit(ǫ(k)−ǫ(k′))g(k) ,

for g ∈ L2(Td). Note that the convergence in equation (6.76) is in the strong- and not in
the norm sense. If we denote by ψ the inverse Fourier transform of the reservoir correlation
function ψ̂ (see equation (2.8)), we may put (see equation (5.1))

r(k, k′) := ψ[ǫ(k′)− ǫ(k)] ,
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and we find that G and L are given by

(Gg)(k) =

∫

Td

dk r(k′, k)g(k′) , (Lg)(k) = −
∫

Td

dk r(k, k′)g(k) , g ∈ L2(Td) ;

see section 5.

6.5.2. Non-ladder diagrams: Rex(z)

Next, we bound the contributions from non-ladder diagrams. They give rise to the operator

Rex(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−tz

∫

PI ,|ω|>2
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) .

The following lemma shows that Rex(z) is well-defined. Recall the definition of the reservoirs
correlation function h in equation (6.65).

Lemma 6.4 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold (with δǫ > 0 and gR > 0). Let
S1, . . . , Sm ∈ B(B2(ℓ

2(Zd))). Choose constants 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/2. Then, for any κ ∈ C
d

satisfying |Imκ|+ γ ≤ γ1, we have that
∫

PI ,|ω|≥2k
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

∣∣ζ(π, ω)
∣∣∥∥G0

I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)∥∥

κ

≤ C(k,m)|λ|2ke−gR|I|/2‖h̃‖k1 |I|k
m∏

j=1

CSj(γ − γ1) e
c(2γ1)|I|e4|λ|

2‖h̃‖1b(γ1−γ)2|I| , (6.77)

for arbitrary k ∈ N, where the constant C(k,m) depends on k, m, γ and γ1, and ‖h̃‖1 is given
by

‖h̃‖1 :=
∫ ∞

0
ds egRs/2h(s) .

Of course, this lemma holds true if we choose m = 0 and replace the product over the
CSj ’s by one.

Note the all important factor of e−gR|I|/2 on the right hand side of inequality (6.77):
The lemma assures that we can sum over all irreducible diagrams on the interval I, while
retaining an exponential decay in |I|. For arbitrary k ∈ N, the constants γ1, γ, λ can be
chosen sufficiently small, such that the bound in equation (6.77) is integrable in t, I = [0, t].
For the relevant case k = 2, this is explicitly done at the end of this subsection.

Proof. First, we define

h̃(x1, l1, t1;x2, l2, t2) := e(t2−t1)gR/2h(x1, l1, t1;x2, l2, t2) ;

set

h̃(t1, t2) := h̃(0, L, t1; 0, L, t2) ;

and note that

h̃(s) := sup
0≤u≤v:v−u=s

esgR/2|h̃(u, v)| <∞ ,

by Assumption 2.2. For a diagram D = (ω, π) we define

ζ̃(ω, π) :=
∏

(r,s)∈π
λ2h̃(xr, lr, tr;xs, ls, ts) .
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If D is irreducible over I (with I− = min t(ω) and I+ = max t(ω)) we observe that

|ζ(π, ω)| ≤ e−gR|I|/2|ζ̃(ω, π)| .
We proceed as in the proof of lemma 6.3: We bound the free Green functions as

∑

l

∑

x

∥∥G0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)∥∥

κ
≤

m∏

j=1

CSj(γ1 − γ)22nb(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2n+4mec(2γ1)|I| ,

for l ∈ {L,R}|ω|, x ∈ Z
d|ω|, |ω| = 2n; see equation (6.61). Passing to the pairing coordinates,

we find that the left hand side of equation (6.77) is bounded by

m∏

j=1

CSj(γ1 − γ) e−gR|I|/2b(γ)2 ec(2γ1)|I|
∑

n≥k

22nb(γ1 − γ)2n+4m

∫

In
du

∫

In
dv

×
n∏

j=1

χ[uj < vj ]χ[u1 < . . . < un]

n∏

i=1

|λ|2 |h̃(ui, vi)| .

We set ‖h̃‖1 :=
∫∞
0 ds h̃(s) and integrate over the time coordinates to find the bound

C(k,m)

m∏

j=1

CSj
(γ1 − γ) e−gR|I|/2 (|λ|2‖h̃‖1|I|)kec(2γ1)|I|

∑

n≥k

22(n−k)b(γ1 − γ)2(n−k) (|λ|2||I|‖h̃‖1)n−k

n!
,

with C(k,m) = 22kb(γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2kb(γ1 − γ)4m, and inequality (6.77) follows.
�

The statements about Rex(s) in Theorem 6.1 follow by fixing some of our constants and
using the exponential decay of the reservoirs correlations: Consider the bound in Lemma 6.4
for k = 2:

|λ|4|I|2e−gR|I|/2ec(2γ1)|I|e4|λ|
2‖h̃‖1b(γ1−γ)2|I| .

We fix γ1, γ > 0 such that

c(2γ1) <
1

6
gR , γ =

1

2
γ1 . (6.78)

We choose λ0 > 0 such that, for any 0 < λ < λ0, we have

4|λ|2‖h̃‖1b
(γ1
2

)2
<

1

6
gR . (6.79)

Using supI⊂[0,∞) |I|2e−
gR
6
|I| <∞, we find that

‖Rex(z)‖κ ≤ C|λ|4
∫ ∞

0
dt e−(Re z+

gR
4
)t , for any κ ∈ C

d with | Im κ| < γ1
2

≡ κ0 ,

for some constant C. It follows that Rex(z) is analytic in z for Re z > −g0, with g0 = gR/4.
Moreover, we observe that

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκRex(z)J−κ‖ = O(λ4) , |λ| < λ0 ,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκL(z)J−κ‖ = O(λ2) , |λ| < λ0 .

This prove statement ii. of Theorem 6.1 for ‘positive times’.
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6.5.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1: Statement i

Next, we compute the Laplace transform R(z) of Z[0,t]. To simplify the calculation, we
abbreviate

Rirr.(z) := L(z) +Rex(z) , RS(z) := (z − ad(iHS))
−1 .

Since HS is selfadjoint, we have ‖RS(z)‖ ≤ |Re z|−1. We choose λ and z such that Re z > 0
and ‖Rirr.(z)RS(z)‖ ≤ |Re z|−1‖Rirr.(z)‖ < 1. Starting from the ‘polymer’ expansion of Z[0,t]

in equation (6.23) we find that

R(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t]

=
∑

n≥0

RS(z)
(
Rirr.(z)RS(z))

n

= RS(z)(1 −Rirr.(z)RS(z))
−1

= (z − ad(iHS)−Rirr.(z))
−1

= (z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z))
−1 ,

where the second equality follows by performing the Laplace transform on (6.23) and the third
equality represents the sum of a geometric series. This proves statement i of Theorem 6.1.

6.6. Proof of Theorem 6.1: Negative times

In this section, we extend our analysis to ‘negative’ times. Recall that we formally have
defined

Rβ(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[−β,t] , z ∈ C .

We define an operator Y(z) on B2(HS) by

Y(z) :=
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫ 0

−β
dt1 V[t1,t]Z[−β,t1] + Z[−β,0] , z ∈ C , (6.80)

where the ‘dressing operator’, VI , is given by

VI =

∫

PI

dω δ(∂I − ∂ω)
∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , I ⊂ [−β,∞) . (6.81)

To bound Z[−β,t1], t1 ∈ [−β, 0], we use the estimate in equation (6.66). Hence, in order to
show that Y(z) is well-defined it suffices to bound VI . Recall the definition of the reservoirs
correlation functions h in equation (6.65).

Lemma 6.5 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold (with δǫ > 0 and gR > 0). Choose
constants 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/2. Then for any κ ∈ C

d satisfying |Imκ|+ γ ≤ γ1, we have that
∫

PI ,|ω|≥2k
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr.

∣∣ζ(π, ω)
∣∣ ∥∥G0

I

({
S(sj)

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)∥∥

κ

≤ C(β, k,m)|λ|2k‖h̃‖kβ|I|ke−gR|J |/2ec(2γ1)|I|
m∏

j=1

CSj(γ1 − γ) e4|λ|
2‖h̃‖βb(γ1−γ)2|I| ,

for any k ∈ N, where I ⊂ [−β,∞), J := I ∩ [0,∞), ‖h̃(s)‖β :=
∫∞
−β ds e

gRs/2|h(s)|, and the

constant C(β, k,m) depends on β, k, m, γ and γ1.
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The proof of this lemma follows line by line the proof of Lemma 6.4 with the following
modifications: We extend the reservoirs correlation functions to [−β,∞); instead of extracting

a factor e−gR|I|/2 from ζ̃ we can only extract a factor of e−gR|J |/2, where J = I ∩ [0,∞), (since
for negative times the reservoir correlation functions need not exhibit exponential decay); the
bounds on the free Green function get modified by a β-dependent constant; see equation (6.64).

We apply this Lemma with m = 0 and k = 1. We fix the constants γ, γ1, κ0 as in
equation (6.78): We choose λ0 > 0, such that 4|λ|2‖h̃‖βb(γ1 − γ)2 < 1

6 , for any |λ| < λ0;
(note that we have to choose λ0 slightly smaller than in equation (6.79)). It follows that, for
Re z > −g0 = gR/4,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκL(z)J−κ‖ = O(λ2) , λց 0 ,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκRex(z)J−κ‖ = O(λ4) , λց 0 ,

sup
|κ|<κ0 ,Re z>−g0

‖JκY(z)J−κ‖ = O(1) , λց 0 .

Moreover, all three expressions are analytic in z, for Re z > −g0, |λ| < λ0, |κ| < κ0.
To prove statement ii of Theorem 6.1 we start from the ‘polymer’ expansion in (6.33) and

proceed as in the case for positive times in the preceding section. We find that

Rβ(z) =
1

(z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z))
Y(z) .

for any z ∈ C satisfying Re z > ‖L(z) +Rex(z)‖. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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In this section, we link the results of our analysis of the linear Boltzmann evolution (see sec-
tion 5) to our results concerning the expansions in section 6. Once Theorem 7.1 below and
Corollary 7.1 (see section 7.2) are proven, the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are straightfor-
ward. In section 7.3, we study correlation functions and prove that they satisfy the expected
cluster properties.

7.1. Perturbation around the kinetic limit, I

Our first result links the operator L(z) to the generator of the linear Boltzmann evolution
Mκ,F .

Theorem 7.1 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold; see section 2.2. Let Mκ,F be
defined as in section 5. Then there exists an operator δMκ,F (λ) in B(L2(Td)) such that the
following statements hold true:

i. In the limit λ2κց 0 , λց 0 we have that
∥∥(ad(iHS) + L(z = 0))λ2κ − λ2(Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ))

∥∥ = O(λ4κ) .

ii. There are strictly positive constants λ0, κ0, F0, g0, such that, for |λ| < λ0, |F | < F0,
the spectrum of the operator Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ) satisfies

σ(Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ)) ∩D0(g0) = {fkin(κ, F, λ)} ,
where D0(g0) := {z ∈ C : |z| < g0}, and fkin(κ, F, λ) is a simple isolated eigenvalue.
Moreover, the eigenvalue fkin(κ, F, λ) is an analytic function of κ within the region
defined by |κ| < κ0.

iii. In the limit λ2κց 0 , λց 0 we have that

|fkin(κ, F, λ)| = O(κ) +O(λ) , |fkin(κ, F, λ) − fkin(κ, F )| = O(λ) ,

where fkin(κ, F ) is the dominant eigenvalue of Mκ,F ; see Corollary 5.1.
iv. In the limit λ2κց 0 , λց 0,

‖P κ,F,λ
kin − P κ,F

kin ‖ = O(λ) ,

where P κ,F
kin is the spectral projection ofMκ,F corresponding to the eigenvalue fkin(κ, F )

and P κ,F,λ
kin is the spectral projection of Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ) corresponding to the eigen-

value fkin(κ, F, λ).

The proof of Theorem 7.1 is divided into two parts. The proof of statement i relies on an
analysis of the ‘ladder’ diagrams in our expansion and is given in section 7.1.1. Statements ii
and iii are proven using a ‘Feshbach map’: We regularize the unbounded operator λ2F ·X in
order to analyze the spectrum of Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ) in a neighborhood of zero. The proofs of
statements ii and iii are completed in section 7.1.2.

71
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7.1.1. Proof of Theorem 7.1: Linear Boltzmann equation

In section 6.5.1, we showed that the contribution of the ladder diagrams, the second order
terms in our expansion, is in some sense close to the operator G + L, which appears in the
generator Mκ,F = G+L+Aκ−F ·∇ of the linear Boltzmann evolution. Let B ∈ L2(Td×T

d)
be a smooth function and observe that (ad(−iF ·X)B)(k1, k2) = −F · (∇k1 +∇k2)B(k1, k2).
In the fiber indexed by p this reads

(ad(−iF ·X)B)p(k) = −F · ∇kBp(k) .

Similarly, we obtain

(ad(iǫ(P ))B)p(k) = i
(
ǫ(k +

p

2
)− ǫ(k − p

2
)
)
Bp(k) .

Expanding this expression in powers of p around p = 0 and setting p = λ2κ we arrive at
(ad(iǫ(P )))λ2κ(k) = iλ2κ · (∇kǫ)(k) +O((λ2κ)2). Thus, for g ∈ L2(Td) smooth, we find that

(ad(iHS))λ2κg(k) = −λ2F · ∇g(k) + λ2Aκg(k) +O((λ2κ)2) , λ2κց 0 ,

where we have abbreviated Aκ = iκ · (∇ǫ). Next, define
δMκ,F (λ) := (λ−2L(0))0 − (G+ L) ,

where (L(0))0 is given in equation (6.75) (with p = 0). Observe that, as λց 0, λ2κց 0,
∥∥(ad(iHS) + L(z = 0))λ2κ − λ2(Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ))

∥∥ = O(λ4κ2) +O(λ4κ) ,

as follows from expanding (L(0))p in powers of p around p = 0 and putting p = λ2κ. This
proves statement i of Theorem 7.1.

7.1.2. Proof of Theorem 7.1: ‘Feshbach map’

Statements ii-iv of Theorem 7.1 are proven with the help of the ‘Feshbach map’, a technical
tool we introduce next. A detailed review of the ‘Feshbach map’, its isospectrality property
and important applications can be found in references [3, 4, 20]. Here we state the relevant
theorem, following closely [3]. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, and let P be a bounded
projection on E . Set P := 1−P . Consider a closed operator M on E whose domain contains
the range of P . Formally, we define the ‘Feshbach map’, FP , by

FP (z −M) := P (z −M)P − PMP
1

zP − PMP
PMP . (7.1)

The following theorem provides the motivation for this definition.

Theorem 7.2 Assume that zP − PMP is invertible on PE and that

1

zP − PMP
P ,

PMP
1

zP − PMP
,

1

zP − PMP
PMP ,

PMP
1

zP − PMP
PMP ,

PMP ,

all extend to bounded operators on E . Then the following statements hold:
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i. FP (z −M) is a well-defined closed operator on PE and FP is a map from operators
on E to operators on PE .

ii. The operator FP (z −M) is invertible on PE if and only if z−M is invertible on E .
In this case, the ‘Feshbach formula’ holds:

1

z −M
= (P +

1

zP − PMP
PMP )(FP (z −M))−1(P + PMP

1

zP − PMP
) + P

1

zP − PMP
P . (7.2)

In particular, we have that P 1
z−MP = (FP (z −M))−1, i.e.,

P
1

z −M
P =

1

zP − PMP − PMP 1
zP−PMP

PMP
.

iii. If Mψ = zψ, for some 0 6= ψ ∈ E , then 0 6= Pψ ∈ PE solves FP (z −M)Pψ = 0,
i.e.,

(Pz − PMP − PMP
1

zP − PMP
PMP )Pψ = 0 .

iv. If FP (z −M)ϕ = 0, for some 0 6= ϕ = Pϕ ∈ PE , then the vector 0 6= ψ ∈ E , defined
by ψ := (P − 1

zP−PMP
PMP )ϕ, solves Mψ = zψ.

v. dimKer(z −M) = dimKer(FP (z −M)).

In particular,

z ∈ σ#(M) ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ σ#(FP (z −M)) ,

where σ# = σ or σ# = σdisc.

We use the Feshbach theorem with E = L2(Td) andM =Mκ,F+δMκ,F (λ). The projection
P is chosen as follows: Recall that EF = −F · ∇ is an anti-selfadjoint operator on L2(Td), for
all F ∈ R

d. We fix F and denote by {χEF (I)}I⊂iR, the projection valued measure associated
with EF . Let µ > 0 and define

Pλ,µ := χEF

([
− i

µ

|λ|2 , i
µ

|λ|2
])
, |λ| > 0 , (7.3)

and Pλ,µ = 1 for λ = 0. Note that Pλ,µ ≡ P projects on a finite dimensional subspace if

|λ| > 0. For λ > 0, the domains of the operators Mκ,F , δMκ,F (λ) and Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ)
contain the range of the projection Pλ,µ by construction. We claim that, for |λ|2/µ and |κ|
sufficiently small,
∥∥∥∥P

1

zP − PMκ,FP
P

∥∥∥∥ = O
( |λ|2
µ

)
,

∥∥∥∥P
1

zP − P (Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ))P
P

∥∥∥∥ = O
( |λ|2
µ

)
, (7.4)

for |z| small enough. This follows from the estimate
∥∥∥∥P

1

zP + PF · ∇P P
∥∥∥∥ =

1

dist(z, σ(−F · ∇)\[−i µ
|λ|2 , i

µ
|λ|2 ])

and a Neumann expansion of the corresponding resolvent, using that G+L+Aκ and δMκ,F (λ)
are bounded operators. For |z| small enough the projection Pλ,µ and the operators Mκ,F and

Mκ,F+δMκ,F (λ) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 7.2. Therefore, it follows that the Feshbach
maps FP (z −Mκ,F ) and FP (z − (Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ))) are well-defined and the isospectrality
property holds.

In order to lighten the notation, we will denote Mκ,F by M and δMκ,F (λ)) by δM .

Now, we are prepared to prove statements ii-iv of Theorem 7.1. Recall that, for |F | and |κ|
sufficiently small, the operatorM has a simple isolated eigenvalue fkin(κ, F ) close to the origin.
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First, we prove that the ‘reduced’ operator PMP has a simple isolated eigenvalue, f̃(κ, F, λ, µ),
close to the fkin(κ, F ), provided that we choose the parameter µ in P = Pλ,µ appropriately. It

turns out, that if we choose |λ| sufficiently small then |fkin(κ, F )− f̃(λ, F, λ, µ)| = O(|λ|2/µ),
for |κ|, |F | small enough. This is stated in the next lemma. With this information at hand, we
analyze, in a second step, the spectrum ofM+δM using that PδMP is a ‘small’ perturbation,
provided we choose µ ∼ |λ|.

Lemma 7.1 Let M = Mκ,F be defined as above. Then there exist strictly positive constants
F0, λ0 and κ0 such that, for |F | < F0, 0 < |λ| < λ0, |κ| < κ0, the operator PMP , where

P is defined in equation (7.3), has an isolated eigenvalue f̃(κ, F, λ, µ) at a distance of order

O
( |λ|2

µ

)
from fkin(κ, F ), the dominant eigenvalue of M .

Proof. Note first that, for |λ| > 0, the spectrum of PMP is discrete, since PMP is a finite
rank operator. Lemma 5.9 states that there are constants F0 > 0, κ0 > 0, gkin > g̃kin > 0
such that z ∈ C with g̃kin < |z| < gkin is in the resolvent set of the operator M if |F | < F0,
|κ| < κ0. For 0 < |λ| small enough, the hypothesis of the Feshbach theorem hold for any z
with |z| < gkin, and we conclude that

z ∈ ρ(PMP + F (z)) , F (z) := PMP
1

zP − PMP
PMP , g̃kin < |z| < gkin .

Note that ‖F (z)‖ = O
( |λ|2

µ

)
, |λ| ց 0, by equation (7.4). Writing

zP − PMP = zP − PMP − F (z) + F (z)

= (zP − PMP − F (z))(P +
1

zP − PMP − F (z)
F (z)) ,

we see that zP − PMP is invertible on PL2(Td) if and only if (P + 1
zP−PMP−F (z)F (z)) is

invertible on PL2(Td), for |z| < gkin . The latter operator is invertible if
∥∥∥∥P

1

zP − PMP − F (z)
F (z)P

∥∥∥∥ < 1 .

By the Feshbach theorem and Lemma 5.9 we have that
∥∥∥∥P

1

z − PMP − F (z)
P

∥∥∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥P
1

z −M
P

∥∥∥∥ ≤
∥∥∥∥

1

z −M

∥∥∥∥ ≤ C ,

for g̃kin < |z| < gkin and some constant C. We conclude that

D0(g̃kin, gkin) ≡ {z ∈ C | g̃kin < |z| < gkin} ⊂ ρ(PMP ) ,

for λ small enough. Hence the resolvent map D0(gkin) ∋ z 7→ (zP−PMP )−1 is a meromorphic
function, analytic onD0(g̃kin, gkin). Moreover, it is easy to see that (zP−PMP )−1 is uniformly
bounded for z ∈ D0(g̃kin, gkin).

Next, we claim that PMP has only one eigenvalue f̃(κ, F, λ, µ) in the disc of radius gkin
around the origin: Denote by z0 the eigenvalue fkin(κ, F ) of M in D0(g̃kin). By the Feshbach
Theorem we know that the meromorphic function

z 7→ P
1

zP − PMP − F (z)
P , z ∈ D0(gkin) ,
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has exactly one pole at z0 = fkin(κ, F ), which is simple. Since ‖F (z)‖ = O
( |λ|2

µ

)
, |λ| ց 0,

z ∈ D0(gkin), analytic perturbation theory implies that the operator

PMP = (PMP + F (z)) − F (z)

has at most one eigenvalue in D0(gkin) for |λ|2
µ small enough. Next, we prove that there

is at least one eigenvalue: Let δ ∈ (g̃kin, gkin) and consider the positively oriented contour
Cδ := {z ∈ C | |z| = δ}. We define

Q :=
1

2πi

∮

Cδ

dz P
1

zP − PMP − F (z)
P , Q̃ :=

1

2πi

∮

Cδ

dz P
1

zP − PMP
P .

Then Q is a finite rank operator and one easily checks that ‖Q‖ = 1 + O
( |λ|2

µ

)
, |λ| ց 0. To

show that PMP has an eigenvalue near the origin it suffices to show that Q̃ 6= 0: Assume

that Q̃ = 0, then

‖Q‖ = ‖Q− Q̃‖ =
1

2π

∥∥∥∥
∮

Cδ

dz P

(
1

zP − PMP − F (z))
− 1

zP − PMP

)
P

∥∥∥∥

≤ gkin sup
|z|=δ

∥∥∥∥P
1

zP − PMP
P

∥∥∥∥ sup
|z|=δ

∣∣∣∣1−
1

1−O(λ)
∥∥ 1
zP−PMP

∥∥

∣∣∣∣

= O
( |λ|2
µ

)
, |λ| ց 0 ,

which yields a contradiction, since ‖Q‖ = 1 + O
( |λ|2

µ

)
. Thus Q̃ 6= 0. That f̃(κ, F, λ) is at a

distance of order O
( |λ|2

µ

)
from fkin(κ, F ) = z0 follows from the fact that ‖F (z)‖ = O

( |λ|2
µ

)
. �

This completes the first step in our analysis. Starting from the definition of δM one checks
that

‖PδMP‖ = O(λ2) +O(µ) , |λ| ց 0 µց 0 . (7.5)

(Indeed, going back to equation (6.75) we observe that the only non-analytic terms in λ are

the translation operators eλ
2tF ·∇. For

‖P (etλ2F ·∇ − 1)P‖ = ‖P
∫ t

0

ds esλ
2F ·∇λ2F · ∇P‖ ≤

∫ t

0

ds‖λ2F · ∇P‖ ≤ µt .

The linear growth in t can be controlled by the exponential decay of ψ̂(t) and we find equa-
tion (7.5) upon expanding the terms analytic in λ in equation (6.75).)

Choosing µ = |λ| in Pλ,µ, we find that ‖PδMP‖ = O(λ) and we apply once more the

Feshbach theorem to the operatorM+δM =Mκ,F +δMκ,F (λ). Denote by F̃ (z) the operator-
valued function

F̃ (z) := PδMP + P (M + δM)P
1

zP − P (M + δM)P
P (M + δM)P .

Clearly, F̃ (z) is an analytic function of z in a neighborhood of zero, for |λ| small enough.

Moreover, we note that ‖F̃ (z)‖ = O(λ). For |λ|, |F | and |κ| sufficiently small we have, by the
Feshbach Theorem, that z ∈ σ(M + δM) if and only if

z ∈ σ(PMP + F̃ (z)) , z ∈ D0(gkin) . (7.6)

That is, z ∈ σ(M + δM) if z is a pole of the meromorphic function

z 7→ P
1

zP − PMP − F̃ (z)
P , z ∈ D0(gkin) . (7.7)
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Since ‖F̃ (z)− F (z)‖ = O(λ), |λ| ց 0, g ∈ D0(gkin), we find that, in the limit |λ| ց 0,
∥∥∥P 1

zP − PMP − F̃ (z)
P
∥∥∥ ≤

∥∥∥ 1

z −M

∥∥∥ 1

1−O(λ)‖ 1
z−M ‖ , z ∈ D0(g̃kin, gkin) . (7.8)

Note that Lemma 5.9 and the Feshbach formula in equation (7.2) imply that (z−M − δM)−1

is uniformly bounded for z ∈ D0(g̃kin, gkin) and |λ| small enough. The next lemma shows that
the map defined in equation (7.7) has only one pole.

Lemma 7.2 For 0 < |λ| sufficiently small, |F | < F0, |κ| < κ0, (7.6) is satisfied for exactly

one z = fkin(κ, F, λ) in the disc D0(gkin), which is at a distance O(λ) from f̃(κ, F, λ).

Proof. First, we consider the operator PMP + F̃ (z = 0). Since ‖F̃ (0)‖ = O(λ),

(zP − PMP + F̃ (0))−1

exists for z ∈ D0(g̃kin, gkin), |λ| small enough. Reasoning in the same way as in the proof of
the previous lemma, we conclude that there is exactly one eigenvalue in the disc D0(gkin).

Next, we set δF̃ (z) := F̃ (z) − F̃ (0), which is an analytic function in the considered region,

with δF̃ (z = 0) = 0. By analytic perturbation theory PMP + F̃ (z) = PMP + F̃ (0) + δF̃ (z)
has at most one isolated simple eigenvalue in the disc D0(gkin) and (7.6) is fulfilled for at most
one z. By a similar reasoning as in the proof of the preceding lemma one shows that there is
at least one solution. �

In summary, we have shown that there exist strictly positive constants λ0, κ0, F0, g0,
such that D0(g0) ∩ σ(M + δM) = {fkin(κ, F, λ)}. The eigenvalue fkin(κ, F, λ) is an analytic
function in κ, since all expressions in the previous two lemmas are analytic of κ. Moreover,
we have that

|fkin(κ, F, λ)| = O(κ) +O(λ) , |fkin(κ, F, λ)− fkin(κ, F )| = O(λ) , |λ| ց 0 , κ ց 0 .

Denote by P κ,F,λ
kin , P κ,F

kin the spectral projections associated with fkin(κ, F, λ), fkin(κ, F ), re-

spectively. That ‖P κ,F,λ
kin − P κ,F

kin ‖ = O(λ), |λ| ց 0, follows by writing

2πi(P κ,F,λ
kin − P κ,F

kin ) =

∮

|z|=g
dz

(
1

z −M − δM
− 1

z −M

)
, (7.9)

for some appropriately chosen g > 0. Using the ‘Feshbach formula’, equation (7.2) and

‖F (z)− F̃ (z)‖ = ‖PδMP‖ +O(λ2) = O(λ), one checks that the expression in equation (7.9)
is of order O(λ). Note that this also proves that fkin(κ, F, λ) is a simple eigenvalue.

7.2. Perturbation around the kinetic limit, II

Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 can be combined to yield the following key corollary: Recall the
definitions of R(z) and Rβ(z) in equations (6.5) and (6.6):

R(z) =

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t] , Rβ(z) =

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[−β,t] . (7.10)

Corollary 7.1 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Then there are strictly positive
constants λ0, κ0, F0, g0 such that for (z, κ, λ) ∈ C×C

d×R in the region defined by |z| < λ20g0,
|κ| < κ0, 0 < |λ| < λ0, there exist bounded operators P κ,F,λ and Rκ,F,λ(z) in B(L2(Td)) and
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a function f(κ, F, λ) with the property that (R(z))λ2κ (the Laplace transform of Z[0,t] in the

fiber indexed by λ2κ) is given by

(R(z))λ2κ =
1

z − λ2f(κ, F, λ)
P κ,F,λ +Rκ,F,λ(z) , (7.11)

where

i. P κ,F,λ is a rank-one operator, satisfying
∥∥P κ,F,λ − P κ,F

kin

∥∥ = O(λ) , λց 0 , (7.12)

where P κ,F
kin is defined in Theorem 5.1;

ii.

|f(κ, F, λ) − fkin(κ, F )| = O(λ) , λց 0 ,

where fkin(κ, F ) is defined in Corollary 5.1 ;
iii. Rκ,F,λ(z) is analytic in (z, κ) and

‖Rκ,λ,F (z)‖ = O(z0) .

Moreover, the operator (Rβ(z))λ2κ (the Laplace transform of Z[−β,t] in the fiber indexed by

λ2κ) is given by

(Rβ(z))λ2κ =
1

z − λ2f(κ, F, λ)
P κ,F,λY(z)λ2κ +Rκ,F,λ(z)Y(z)λ2κ , (7.13)

where Y(z)λ2κ = (Yβ,F,λ(z))λ2κ (see equation (6.80)) is analytic in (z, κ) and of order O(z).

Proof. We choose |κ|, |F | and |λ| > 0 such that Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 apply. Define

Aκ,F,λ(z) := (ad(iHS) + L(z) +Rex(z))λ2κ − λ2Mκ,F − λ2δMκ,F (λ) .

For simplicity, we abbreviate Mκ,F,λ ≡ Mκ,F + δMκ,F (λ) subsequently. Theorem 6.1 im-
plies that λ2Mκ,F,λ + Aκ,F,λ(z) is an analytic function of the variables (z, κ) in the region
Rez > −λ20g0 and |κ| < κ0. For Re z large enough,

(R(z))λ2κ = (z − λ2Mκ,F,λ −Aκ,F,λ(z))−1 , (7.14)

and we may extend the operator-valued function z 7→ (R(z))λ2κ into the region Re(z) > −λ20g0.
In what follows, we restrict z to the discD0(λ

2
0g0) = {z ∈ C | |z| < λ20g0}. From equation (7.14)

we see that any singular point of the function D0(λ
2
0g0) ∋ z 7→ (R(z))λ2κ must satisfy

z ∈ σ(λ2Mκ,F,λ +Aκ,F,λ(z)) . (7.15)

We claim that the map D0(λ
2
0g0) ∋ z 7→ (R(z))λ2κ has one simple isolated pole: From

Theorem 7.1 we infer that

‖Aκ,F,λ(z)‖ = ‖L(z)0 − L(z = 0)0‖+O(λ4) +O(λ4κ) ,

as |λ| ց 0, |λ2κ| ց 0. For z ∈ D0(λ
2
0g0), ‖L(z)0 − L(z = 0)0‖ = O(λ4) and it follows

that ‖Aκ,F,λ(z)‖ = O(λ4) + O(λ4κ) in the limit above. Recall that, by Theorem 7.1, the
operator λ2Mκ,F,λ has a simple isolated eigenvalue λ2fkin(κ, F, λ) within the disc D0(λ

2
0g0)

with |λ2fkin(κ, F, λ)| = O(λ3)+O(λ2κ). It follows that the operator λ2Mκ,F,λ+Aκ,F,λ(z) has
at most one simple eigenvalue at a distance O(λ4) from λ2fkin(κ, F, λ), for |z| < λ20g0. This
means that equation (7.15) has at most one solution. Next, we show that there is at least one
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solution to equation (7.15). Assume that there is no solution. Then we can choose a positively
oriented contour

Cκ,δ := {z ∈ C | |z − fkin(κ, F, λ)| = δ} , δ > 0 ,

such that

2πiP κ,F,λ
kin − 0 =

∮

λ2Cκ,δ

dz (z − λ2Mκ,F,λ)−1 −
∮

λ2Cκ,δ

dz (z − λ2Mκ,F,λ −Aκ,F,λ(z))−1

=

∮

λ2Cκ,δ

dz (z − λ2Mκ,F,λ)−1
(
1− (1−Aκ,F,λ(z)(z − λ2Mκ,F,λ)−1)−1

)

≤ 2πδb(κ, δ)

(
1− 1

1− b(κ, δ)O(λ2)

)
, (7.16)

where b(κ, δ) = supz∈Cκ,δ
‖(z−Mκ,F,λ)−1‖ <∞; see equation (7.8). Since the last line of (7.16)

is of order λ2, and since P κ,F,λ
kin 6= 0 we conclude that there must be at least one solution to

equation (7.15). It follows that the map D0(λ
2
0g0) ∋ z 7→ (R(z))λ2κ has a single isolated pole,

which we denote by λ2f(κ, F, λ).
Denote by P κ,F,λ the residuum at λ2f(κ, Fλ). That P κ,F,λ is a rank-one operator is most

easily seen in an abstract setting: Let G(z) be a function taking values in a Banach space
that is analytic for z ∈ C in a neighborhood of z = 0, such that 0 ∈ σ(G(0)) is an isolated
eigenvalue. Hence, we have the Taylor expansion

G(z) =
∑

n≥0

zn

n!
Gn , Gn := G(n)(0) , 0 ∈ σ(G0) .

If ‖G1 − 1‖ is small enough, then G−1
1 G0 has 0 as an isolated eigenvalue. We denote the

corresponding spectral projection by P0(G
−1
1 G0) and find that

Res 0(G(z)
−1) = Res 0(G0 + zG1)

−1

= (Res 0(G
−1
1 G0 + z)−1)G−1

1

= P0(G
−1
1 G0)G

−1
1 .

This last expression is clearly a rank-one operator. In the case at hand, G−1
1 = 1 +O(λ2).

Finally, statements i and ii follow from ‖fκ,F,λkin − fκ,Fkin ‖ = O(λ), ‖P κ,F,λ
kin − P κ,F

kin ‖ = O(λ),
respectively as |λ| ց 0; see Theorem 7.1. Statement iii is obvious and equation (7.13) is a
trivial consequence of equation (6.10) in Theorem 6.1. �

7.3. Correlation functions

In this section, we study in detail the correlation functions in the equilibrium regime, i.e.,
we set F = 0. For simplicity, we state our results for correlation functions involving only two
observables. Let O1 and O2 be two translation invariant observables on HS = ℓ2(Zd) and let
ρS ∈ B2(HS) be an exponentially localized density matrix. In the following, we will always
assume that there exists δ > 0 such that

∥∥e−i(κL,X)Oi e
−i(κR,X)

∥∥ <∞ ,

i = 1, 2, for any κL, κR ∈ C
d, with |Imκj | ≤ δ, j = L,R. The correlation functions

〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρS and 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β can be recovered from

TrS [GI((O1)
(s1)
l1

, (O2)
(s2)
l2

)ρS ] and TrS [G[−β,I+]((O1)
(s1)
l1

, (O2)
(s2)
l2

)ηβ ] ,
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where s1, s2 ∈ I and li ∈ {L,R} are chosen according to the time ordering as explained in
section 2.1.7. Here, ηβ denotes the ‘pinned Gibbs’ state for the particle system, defined in
section 6.3.6. For example, we have that

〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β = TrS [G[−β,I+]((O2)
(s2)
L , (O1)

(s1)
L )ηβ ] , s2 ≥ s1 ,

where ηβ = e−βǫ(P )1x=0/Tr[e
−βǫ(P )1x=0]. Our results on correlation functions are summarized

in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3 [Correlation functions at F = 0] Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold;
see section 2.2. Let O1 and O2 be translation invariant observables, and let ρS be exponentially
localized. Then there exists λ0 such that, for 0 < |λ| < λ0, the dependence of 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρS
on ρS vanishes exponentially fast, i.e., there exists g0 > 0 such that

|〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρS − 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β | = O(e−λ2g0 min(s1,s2)) , s2, s1 ∈ [0,∞) , (7.17)

where 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β is the equilibrium correlation function. Moreover, the correlation func-
tion exhibits exponential clustering, i.e.,

|〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρS − 〈O2(s2)〉ρS 〈O1(s1)〉ρS | = O(e−λ2g0|s2−s1|) , s2, s1 ∈ [0,∞) ,

for any exponentially localized ρS ∈ B2(HS), and

|〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β − 〈O2(s2)〉β〈O1(s1)〉β | = O(e−λ2g0|s2−s1|) , s2, s1 ∈ [0,∞) , (7.18)

where, on the left hand side, we can replace 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β by 〈O2(s2−s1)O1〉β and 〈Oi(si)〉β
by 〈Oi〉β, i = 1, 2.

The decay rate g0 is strictly smaller than the reservoir decay rate gR defined in (2.21).
Moreover, equations (7.17) and (7.18) hold true, if we replace s1 by s1+iu, u ∈ [0, β), β <∞,
the bounds being multiplied by some finite, β-dependent constant. The rest of section 7 is
devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.3.

7.3.1. Partially resummed expansions for Green functions

In a first step, we partially resum the expansion of the Green function GI

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
; see

section (6.3.3). We define the ‘dressing operator’, VI( · ), I ⊂ [−β,∞), by

VI

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

)
:=

∫

PI

dω
∑

π∈Pair(ω) ,πirr

ζ(ω, π)G0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1
|ω

)
.

For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case of one or two operator insertions. The
generalization to arbitrary m is straightforward but tedious to write down. We use the short

hand notation (1), (2) for S
(s1)
1 , S

(s2)
2 and find that, for I ⊂ [0,∞),

GI

(
(1), (2)

)
=Z[s2,I+]S2Z[s1,s2]S1Z[I−,s1] +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

I−

dt1 Z[s2,I+]S2Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))Z[I−,t1]

+

∫ I+

s2

dt2

∫ s2

s1

dt1 Z[t2,I+]V[t1,t2]((2))Z[t1,s1]S1Z[I−,s1]

+

∫ I+

s2

dt2

∫ s1

I−

dt1 Z[t2,I+]V[t1,t2]((1), (2))Z[I−,t1] ,

and

GI

(
(1)

)
= Z[s1,I+]S1Z[I−,s1] +

∫ I+

s1

dt2

∫ s1

I−

dt1 Z[t2,t]V[t1,t2]((1))Z[0,t1] .
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We can extend these identities to intervals I = [−β, t], to find that

G[−β,t]((1), (2)) =Z[s2,t]S2Z[s1,s1]S1Z[−β,s1] +

∫ t

s2

dt2

∫ s1

−β

dt1 Z[s1,t]S2Z[t1,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))Z[−β,s1]

+

∫ t

s2

dt2

∫ s2

s1

dt1 Z[t2,t]V[t1,t2]((2))Z[s1,t1]S1Z[−β,s1]

+

∫ t

s2

dt2

∫ s1

−β

dt1 Z[t2,t]V[t1,t2]((1), (2))Z[−β,t1] .

The following lemma states bounds on the ‘dressing operator’. Recall the definition of the
reservoirs correlation function h in equation (6.65).

Lemma 7.3 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold true. Then, for any κ ∈ C
d with

| Im κ|+ γ ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/2, we have that

∥∥∥VI

(
{S(sj)

j

}m

j=1

)∥∥∥
κ
≤ C(β,m)|λ|2‖h̃‖β|I|e−gR|J |/2ec(2γ1)|I|

m∏

i=1

CSj(γ1 − γ)e4|λ|
2‖h̃‖βb(γ1−γ)|I| ,

where I ⊂ [−β,∞), J := I ∩ [0,∞), ‖h̃‖β =
∫∞
−β ds e

grs/2|h(s)| and the constant C(β,m)

depends on β, m, γ1 and γ.

This lemma follows directly from Lemma 6.5. In the following we use this lemma with
κ = 0. Choosing γ1 and γ sufficiently small we find that there exists g0 > 0 (with g0 < gR)
such that

∥∥VI

(
{S(sj )

j

}m

j=1

)∥∥ ≤ C̃(β,m)|λ|2e−g0|J |
m∏

j=1

CSj (γ1 − γ) , J = I ∩ [0,∞) ,

for some constant C̃(β,m), depending on β, m, γ1 and γ.

7.3.2. Proof of Theorem 7.3

In the equilibrium regime F = 0 the following important lemma holds.

Lemma 7.4 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Then there exists g1 > 0 such that,
for F = 0 and |κ|, |λ| > 0 sufficiently small, the following statements hold:

i. If I ⊂ [0,∞),

(ZI)λ2κ = eλ
2f(κ)|I|P κ +O

(
e(f(κ)−λ2g1)|I|) ,

where P κ ≡ P κ,F=0,λ and f(κ) ≡ f(κ, F = 0, λ) are given in Corollary 7.1 (for ar-
bitrary F ). For κ = 0, f(0) = 0 and P 0 = |ζ0,λ〉〈1|, ζ0,λ ∈ L2(Td) a strictly positive
function; see Theorem 3.1.

ii. If I = [−β, t], t ≥ 0, we have that

(ZI)λ2κ = eλ
2f(κ)tP κY κ +O

(
e(f(κ)−λ2g1)|I|) , (7.19)

where Y κ is the bounded operator Y(z0)λ2κ, with z0 = f(κ, 0, λ), defined in equa-
tion (6.81).
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Proof. Statement i is Theorem 4.5 in [35]. Thus, we only give a sketch of the proof here. For
simplicity we restrict the discussion to the case I = [0, t]. Consider the Laplace transform of
Z[0,t], in the fiber indexed by λ2κ,

(R(z))λ2κ :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[0,t]λ2κ

. (7.20)

By Theorem 6.1, there exists g1 > 0 such that, for F = 0, |λ| > 0 small enough and
Re z > −λ2g1,

(R(z))λ2κ =
1

z − (ad(iHS) + L(z) +Rex(z))λ2κ
.

The right hand side is a priori only defined for Re z large enough. But Theorems 5.1, 6.1
and 7.1 assert that one can extend the mapping

z 7→ 1

z − (ad(iHS) + L(z) +Rex(z))λ2κ

to the region defined by Re z > −λ20g1. This map is holomorphic with only one (simple) pole
at z = f(κ, 0, λ). One proves that the residue at z = f(κ, 0, λ) is a rank-one operator. This
allows one to invert the Laplace transform in (7.20) and equation (7.19) follows. The extension
to arbitrary intervals I ⊂ [0,∞) is straightforward.

Statement ii follows in the same way. For, we observe that

(Rβ(z))λ2κ =

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ztZ[−β,t]λ2κ

=
1

z − (ad(iHS) + L(z) +Rex(z))λ2κ
Y(z)λ2κ . (7.21)

By Theorem 6.1, there exists g2 > 0, such that Y(z) is an analytic function of z in the region
defined by Re z > −λ2g2. By possibly replacing g1 by g2, one can invert the Laplace transform
in equation (7.21), and statement ii follows. �

In order to prove Theorem 7.3 we need to control, e.g.,

〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρ = TrS [(2)G[0,s2]((1))ρ] = 〈1, (2)G[0,s2]((1))0ρ0〉 ,

for 0 < s1 < s2, where (i) = (Oi)
(si)
L , i = 1, 2. Here, it is understood that all operators on

the right hand side of this equation are taken in the fiber indexed by κ = 0. To complete our
proof of Theorem 7.3, we need one last lemma.

Lemma 7.5 Let P 0 be the spectral projection as given in Lemma 7.4 (for κ = 0). Then, for
all s ≥ s1,

∫ s

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1 P

0 V[t1,t2]((1))Z[0,t1] = 0 , (7.22)

and
∫ s

s1

dt2

∫ s1

−β
dt1 P

0V[t1,t2]((1))Z[−β,t1] = 0 , (7.23)

where all expressions are taken in the κ = 0 fiber.

Proof. We start from the formal identity

Tr[S1e
−is1adH( · ) ⊗ ρref,R] = Tr[ei(s−s1)adHS1e

−is1adH( · ) ⊗ ρref,R] , (7.24)
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that follows, in a finite-volume approximation, from the cyclicity of the trace. Upon inserting
the expansions as above and passing to the thermodynamic limit, we find that

P 0S1Z[0,s1] = P 0Z[s1,s]S1Z[0,s1] + P 0

∫ s

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1Z[t2,s] V[t1,t2]((1))Z[0,t1 ] , (7.25)

where, for brevity, we omit to indicate that all operators are evaluated in the κ = 0 fiber.
The operator P 0 = |ζ0,λ〉〈1| in front of all terms in (7.25) corresponds to the traces in equa-
tion (7.24). Observe that P 0Z[t2,s] = P 0, since ZI , I ⊂ [0,∞), is trace preserving. Hence,

P 0S1Z[0,s1] = P 0S1Z[0,s1] +

∫ s

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1 P

0V[t1,t2]((1))Z[0,t1 ] .

The first claim follows. The second claim follows, in the same way, from the formal identity

Tr[S1e
−is1adHAd(D)( · ) ⊗ ρref,R] = Tr[ei(s−s1)adHS1e

−is1adHAd(D)( · ) ⊗ ρref,R] .

�

We are now prepared to prove Theorem 7.3.

Proof of Theorem 7.3. Consider G[0,s2]((1)) as given by

G[0,s2](S
(s1)
1 ) = Z[s1,s2]S1Z[0,s1] +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))Z[0,t1] . (7.26)

By Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 we obtain that

G[0,s2]((1)) = Z[s1,s2]S1P
0 +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))P

0 +O(e−λ2g0s1) , (7.27)

as s1 ր ∞, and we infer that, for ρ1, ρ2 ∈ B2(HS) exponentially localized,

|〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρ1 − 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρ2 | = O(e−λ2g0 min(s1,s2)) , min(s1, s2) ր ∞ .

Next, we consider the limit s2 − s1 ր ∞. Starting from equation (7.22) we arrive at

G[0,s2]((1)) = P 0S1Z[0,s1] +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1 P

0V[t1,t2](1)Z[0,t1] +O(e−λ2g0(s1−s2))

= P 0S1Z[0,s1] +O(e−λ2g0(s1−s2)) , s2 − s1 ր ∞ ,

where we have used equation (7.23) in the second line. It follows that, for any exponentially
localized ρ ∈ B2(HS),

|〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρ − 〈O2(s2)〉ρ 〈O1(s1)〉ρ| = O(e−λ2g0|s2−s1|) , |s2 − s1| ր ∞ ,

which expresses the expected cluster property. For intervals of the form I = [−β, s2], we
consider

G[−β,s2]((1)) = Z[s1,s2]S1Z[−β,s1] +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

−β
dt1Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))Z[−β,t2] . (7.28)

Reasoning as above, we find that

|〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β − 〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉ρ| = O(e−λ2g0 min(s1,s2)) , min(s1, s2) ր ∞ ,

for any exponentially localized ρ ∈ B2(HS). In the limit s2 − s1 ր ∞, we find that

G[−β,s2]((1)) = P 0S1Z[−β,s1] +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

−β
dt1 P

0V[t1,t2]((1))Z[−β,t2] +O(e−λ2g0(s2−s1))

= P 0S1Z[−β,s1] +O(e−λ2g0(s2−s1)) ,

where we have used identity (7.23) in the second line. The cluster property follows. �
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Time-translation invariance, e.g., 〈O(t)〉ηβ = 〈O〉ηβ , is expressed as

Z[−β,t]ηβ = Z[−β,0]ηβ = P 0ηβ = ζ0,λ , t ≥ 0 ,

ζ0,λ ∈ L2(Td) the invariant state (see Theorem 3.1), where all expressions are taken in the
κ = 0 fiber. At the level of correlation functions, time-translation invariance reads

P 0S2G[−β,s2]((1))ηβ = P 0S2Z[s1,s2]S1P
0ηβ +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1 P

0S2Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))P
0ηβ

+

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ 0

−β
dt1 P

0S2Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))Z[−β,t1]ηβ . (7.29)

Under the time shift s1 7→ s1 + T , s2 7→ s2 + T , T ≥ 0, the invariance

〈1, S2G[−β,s2](S
(s1)
1 )ηβ〉 = 〈1, S2G[−β,s2+T ](S

(s1+T )
1 )ηβ〉

Z[s1,s2] = Z[s1+T,s2+T ]

V[t1,t2](S
(s1)
1 ) = V[t1+T,t2+T ](S

(s1+T )
1 )

follows. We observe that the first two terms on the right hand side of equation (7.29) are
invariant under this shift, whereas the third one (with s1 7→ s1 + T ) tends exponentially fast
to zero as T ր ∞. We conclude that

P 0S2G[−β,s2]((1))ηβ = P 0S2Z[s1,s2]S1P
0ηβ +

∫ s2

s1

dt2

∫ s1

0
dt1 P

0S2Z[t2,s2]V[t1,t2]((1))P
0ηβ .

It follows that

〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β = 〈1, O2Z[s1,s2]O1ζ
0,λ〉+O(λ2) ,

for |λ| > 0 sufficiently small. In the limit s2 − s1 ր ∞, we find that

〈O2(s2)O1(s1)〉β = 〈O2(s2 − s1)O1〉β = 〈O2〉β〈O1〉β +O(e−λ2g0(s2−s1)) ,

for |λ| > 0 small enough.





8. Completion of proofs of main results

8.1. Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2

Finally, we turn to the proof of our main results. We start with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. First, we fix constants λ0, κ0, F0 > 0, such that, in the
region defined by 0 < |λ| < λ0, |κ| < κ0, |F | < F0, Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, Corollary 5.1 and
Lemma 5.10 apply.

By Lemma 2.3,

Tr[G(P )Z[0,t](ρ)] = 〈G, (Z[0,t])0ρ0〉 , G ∈ C(Td) . (8.1)

To prove approach to a non-equilibrium steady state, we must study

lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ T

0
dt (Z[0,t])0 . (8.2)

Note that the integrand is a function from [0,∞) ∋ t to the Banach space X := B(L2(Td));
in particular, (Z[0,t])0 ∈ L∞(I,X). Standard Tauberian theorems (see Theorem C.1 in appen-
dix C) imply that the following are equivalent:

lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ T

0
dt (Z[0,t]) = x ,

and

lim
zց0

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt(Z[0,t])0 = x ,

for some x ∈ B(L2(Td)). We show that the second limit exists with z = 1/T : By Theorem 7.1
we have that, for 0 < |λ|, |F | and |z| sufficiently small,

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt(Z[0,t])0 =

z

z − λ2f(κ = 0, F, λ)
P κ=0,F,λ + zRκ=0,F,λ(z) .

We claim that Tr[Z[0,t]ρ] = 1, for any density matrix ρ, implies that f(κ = 0, F, λ) = 0. Indeed
from

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈1, (Z[0,t])0ρ0〉 = 1 , Rez > 0 , (8.3)

we conclude that f(κ = 0, F, λ) = 0 and 〈1, P 0,F,λρ0〉 = 1. In addition, since R
(0),F,λ(z) is

analytic in z, 〈1, R0,F,λ(z)ρ0〉 = 0. It follows that

lim
zց0

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt(Z[0,t])0 = P κ=0,F,λ . (8.4)

The fact that P 0,F,λ is a rank-one operator (by Theorem 7.1) implies, together with equa-
tion (8.3), that

P 0,F,λη = ζF,λ〈1, η〉 , η ∈ L2(Td) ,
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for some ζF,λ ∈ L2(Td) satisfying 〈1, ζF,λ〉 = 1. That ‖ζF,λ − ζF,λkin ‖ = O(λ), |λ| sufficiently
small, follows by combining equation (7.12) and Theorem 3.1 to find that

‖P 0,F,λ − P 0,Fλ
kin ‖ = O(λ) , |λ| ց 0 .

That ζF,λ is a positive function follows from equation (8.1) applied to positive observables
G(P ) ≥ 0, i.e., Tr[G(P )Z[0,t]ρ] = 〈G, (Z[0,t])0ρ0〉 ≥ 0, for all finite t. The ‘time reversal’

symmetry of ζF=0,λ, i.e., ζF=0,λ(k) = ζF=0,λ(−k), k ∈ T
d, follows from the fact that the

Hamiltonian with F = 0 (in the finite-volume approximation) is invariant under time reversal
and hence ZF=0

[0,t] has this property, too. The claim follows by equation (8.4).

We proceed to prove Theorem 3.2. For any exponentially localized density matrix ρ, we
have that |〈Xn〉ρ| < ∞, for n ∈ N. Under the assumptions of the theorem, Lemma C.1 in
appendix C applies, and we find that, for any multi-index α,

〈Xα(t)〉ρ = O(t|α|) , tր ∞ .

Moreover, since

d

dt
〈X(t)〉ρ = 〈V (t)〉ρ , with V (0) = ∇ǫ ,

it follows that

〈X(t)〉ρ
t

=
1

t

∫ t

0
ds Tr[∇ǫ(P )Ztρ] +

1

t
〈X〉ρ

= 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉+O(t−1) ,

as t ր ∞, where the last line is obtained from Theorem 3.1. Let vF := 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉. Then
Lemma 5.10 and equation (7.12) imply that F · vF > 0, for |λ| and |F | small enough.

The diffusion matrix D(F ) is defined by

Dij(F ) := − 1

2λ2
∂2

∂κiκj

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

f(κ, F, λ) , i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . d} , (8.5)

for 0 < |λ| and |F | sufficiently small. Using Lemma 2.3 we conclude that

f(κ, F, λ) = f(−κ, F, λ)
and hence the diffusion matrix D(F ) has real entries. The positive-definiteness follows then
from the positive-definiteness of Dkin(F ), for 0 < |λ| small enough. Before we prove that the
definition of D(F ) is indeed the right one, i.e., D(F ) is given by equation (3.2), it is instructive
to have a closer look at the asymptotic velocity vF . Instead of defining the asymptotic velocity
by vF = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉, one can define the it by

ṽiF := i
∂

∂κi

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

f(κ, F, λ) ≡ if ′(0, F, λ) , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} .

It turns out that ṽF = vF = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉: By definition, we have that

〈X(t)〉ρ =
i

λ2
∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

〈1, (Z[0,t])λ2κρλ2κ〉 ,

and we obtain, using 〈X(t)〉ρ = O(t), that

z2
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈X(t)〉ρ = z2

i

λ2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt ∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

〈1, (Z[0,t])λ2κρλ2κ〉

= z2
i

λ2
∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈1, (Z[0,t])λ2κρλ2κ〉 ,
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for Re z > 0. Corollary 7.1 implies that

z2
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈X(t)〉ρ = z2

i

λ2
∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

〈1, 1

z − λ2f(κ, F, λ)
P κ,F,λρλ2κ〉

+ z2
i

λ2
∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

〈1, Rκ,F,λ(z)ρλ2κ〉 .

Noting that the term containing the remainder Rκ,F,λ(z) is analytic in the variables z and κ,
for |z|, |κ| small enough, we find that

z2
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈X(t)〉ρ = z2

i

λ2
λ2f ′(κ = 0, F, λ)

(z − λ2f(κ = 0, F, λ))2
〈1, P κ=0,F,λρ0〉

+ z2
i

λ2
λ2

z − λ2f(κ = 0, F, λ)
〈1, ∂

∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

P κ=0,F,λρ0〉+O(z2)

= if ′(κ = 0, F, λ) +O(z) ,

as |z| ց 0, where we have used that f(κ = 0, F, λ) = 0, 〈1, P κ=0,F,λρ0〉 = 1 and that P κ,F,λ is
analytic in κ. We conclude that

lim
Tր∞

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈X(t)〉ρ = if ′(κ = 0, F, λ) .

It remains to show that if ′(κ = 0, F, λ) = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉. We observe that

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈X(t)〉ρ =

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T

∫ t

0
ds 〈V (s)〉ρ +

1

T
〈X〉ρ

=
1

T

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈V (t)〉ρ +

1

T
〈X〉ρ ,

where the second line follows from a basic property of the Laplace transform. Theorem 3.1
then implies that

if ′(κ = 0, F, λ) = lim
Tր∞

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈X(t)〉ρ = lim

Tր∞
1

T

∫ T

0
dt 〈V (t)〉ρ = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉 ,

as claimed above. Finally, it remains to prove that

lim
Tր∞

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T 〈(Xi(t)− viF t)(X

j(t)− vjF t)〉ρ = − 1

2λ2
∂

∂κiκj

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

f(κ, F, λ)

= Dij(λ, F ) .

We omit the proof, since the computations are similar to the ones just demonstrated. �

Note that, with our presented methods, we cannot prove that the limits

lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ T

0
dt

1

t
〈(Xi(t)− viF t)(X

j(t)− vjF t)〉ρ

exist. The problem is that Tauberian theorems only hold if one can bound

|〈(Xi(t)− viF t)(X
j(t)− vjF t)〉ρ|

by const|t|. However, we only have the rough a priori bound const|t|2. We therefore have to
state our results in terms of the Laplace transform (for F 6= 0).
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8.2. Green-Kubo formula and Einstein relation

Next, we prove the Einstein relation. We start with the Green-Kubo formula for the finite
volume system (see section 2.1.9), that is

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉Λβ =
βλ2

2

∫ t

−t
ds 〈V V (s)〉Λβ +RΛ(t) , (8.6)

where

RΛ(t) := i
λ2

2

∫ β

0
du

∫ u

0
ds 〈V V (is+ t)〉Λβ − i

λ2

2

∫ β

0
du

∫ u

0
ds 〈V V (is − t)〉Λβ .

In a first step, we extend the Green-Kubo relation to the infinite-volume system. Then, in a
second step, we pass to the limit tր ∞. As result we find:

Lemma 8.1 [Green-Kubo formula] Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3,

∂vF
∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

=
βλ2

2

∫

R

ds 〈V V (s)〉β .

The proof of this lemma uses some support lemmas that are proven in the appendices B
and C.

Proof. First, we consider the left hand side of equation (8.6) and replace the ‘Gibbs’ state
by the ‘pinned Gibbs’ state ηβ ; see equation (6.35). Lemma C.2 in appendix C ensures that

limΛ
∂

∂F
〈VF (t)〉Ληβ =

∂

∂F
limΛ〈VF (t)〉Ληβ =

∂

∂F
〈VF (t)〉ηβ .

Applying Lemma 6.3 to the right hand side of equation (8.6), we find the Green-Kubo relation
for the infinite-volume system for finite times:

∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉ηβ =
βλ2

2

∫ t

−t
ds 〈V V (s)〉β +R(t) .

Recall the definition of the asymptotic velocity

vF := lim
zց0

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈∇ǫ,Z[0,t]ηβ〉 = lim

zց0
z〈∇ǫ,Rβ(z)ηβ〉 ,

where all operators are taken in the fiber indexed by κ = 0. By Lemma C.1 in appendix C we
have that

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt ∂

∂F
〈VF (t)〉ηβ = z

∂

∂F

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt 〈VF (t)〉ηβ , Re z > 0 .

Indeed, one checks that ∂
∂F 〈VF (t)〉ηβ = O(t2), t ր ∞, and the claim follows by Fubini’s

theorem. Theorem 6.1 implies that

z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt 〈VF (t)〉ηβ = z〈∇ǫ,Rβ(z)ηβ〉 , Re z > 0 ,

where the operators on the right hand side are taken in the fiber indexed by κ = 0. Lemma B.5
in appendix B states that 〈∇ǫ,Rβ(z)ηβ〉 is continuously differentiable in F , for 0 < |λ| and
|F | sufficiently small, and that

lim
zց0

z
∂

∂F
〈∇ǫ,Rβ(z)ηβ〉 =

∂

∂F
lim
zց0

z〈∇ǫ,Rβ(z)ηβ〉 =
∂vF
∂F

.
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We conclude that, for 0 < |λ| and |F | sufficiently small,

∂vF
∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

= lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T
∂

∂F

∣∣∣∣
F=0

〈VF (t)〉ηβ

=
βλ2

2
lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T

(∫ t

−t
ds 〈V V (s)〉β +R(t)

)
.

Theorem 7.3 ensures that 〈V V (s)〉β = O(e−|λ|2g0s) and R(s) = O(e−|λ|2g0s), as s ր ∞, and
we obtain

lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ ∞

0
dt e−

t
T

(∫ t

−t
ds 〈V V (s)〉β +R(t)

)
=

∫

R

ds 〈V V (s)〉β ,

by standard Tauberian theorems; see Theorem C.1 in appendix C. �

To complete the derivation of the Einstein relation we observe that, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d},

〈Xi(T )Xj(T )〉ηβ =

∫ T

0
dt1

∫ T

0
dt2 〈V i(t1)V

j(t2)〉ηβ

=

∫ T

0
dt1

∫ T

0
dt2 〈V i(t1)V

j(t2)〉β

=

∫ T

0
dt1

∫ T

0
dt2 〈V i(t1 − t2)V

j(0)〉β ,

where we first use a mild extension of Lemma 6.3 to make sense out of the first line, then
translation invariance and in the last line time-translation invariance of the equilibrium velocity
autocorrelation function. Next, we split the double integration into the parts t1 > t2 and
t2 > t1. For the former we obtain, upon changing variables, t = t1 − t2,

∫ T

0
dt1

∫ t1

0
dt2 〈V i(t1 − t2)V

j(0)〉β =

∫ T

0
dt (T − t)〈V i(t)V j(0)〉β .

Taking the term corresponding to t2 > t1 into account, it follows that

1

T
〈X i(T )Xj(T )〉ηβ

=

∫ T

−T

dt 〈V i(t)V j(0)〉β +
1

T

∫ T

0

dt t
(
〈V i(t)V j(0)〉β + 〈V i(0)V j(t)〉β

)
. (8.7)

Theorem 7.3 ensures that one can take the limit T ր ∞, and we obtain

lim
Tր∞

1

2T
〈Xi(T )Xj(T )〉ηβ =

1

2

∫

R

dt 〈V i(t)V j(0)〉β . (8.8)

Taking equation (8.8) as the definition of the equilibrium diffusion constant, Deq, the Einstein
relation follows:

Dij
eq =

1

2

∫

R

dt 〈V i(t)V j(0)〉β =
∂viF
∂F j

∣∣∣∣
F=0

.

That the definition of the equilibrium diffusion constant Deq agrees with the definition of
the non-equilibrium diffusion constant D(F ) given in equation (8.5), evaluated at F = 0, is
seen as follows. Equation (8.7) and Theorem 7.3 show that f ij(T ) := T−1〈Xi(T )Xj(T )〉ηβ
is bounded for all T > 0 and feebly oscillating. Thus, Tauberian theory states that the two
limits

Dij(F = 0) = lim
Tր∞

1

T 2

∫ ∞

0
dt e−t/T t f ij(t)
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and

Dij
eq = lim

Tր∞
f ij(T )

agree. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.3.



A. Detailed balance condition & exponential de-

cay of reservoir correlation function

In this short appendix, we briefly discuss the detailed balance condition, introduced in sec-
tion 5, and Assumption 2.2. In section 2.2, we have defined

ψ̂(t) = 〈φ, 1

eβω − 1
eitωφ〉+ 〈φ, 1

1− e−βω
e−itωφ〉 , (A.1)

where ω is the dispersion relation of the bosonic modes and φ ∈ L2(Rd) is a ‘form factor’,
assumed to be spherically symmetric.

We also have defined

ψ(ζ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dt e−itζψ̂(t) .

Here, we assume that ω ≥ 0 is spherically symmetric, i.e. ω(q) = ω(r), r = |q|. We also
assume that r 7→ ω(r) is monotonically increasing and differentiable, such that we can view ω
as variable in the following. We define an ‘effective form factor’ by setting

φβ(ω) = |ω|d−1

{
(eβω − 1)−1 |φ(|ω|)|2 , ω ≥ 0 ,

(1− eβω)−1 |φ(|ω|)|2 , ω < 0 .

The effective form factor describes the intensity of the coupling to the reservoir modes at
inverse temperature β. Note that modes with ω < 0 only appear at positive temperature,
they correspond to ‘holes’ in the Araki-Woods representation. We observe that

φβ(ω) = eβωφβ(−ω) .

This is Einstein’s emission/absorption law. In this notation, we find that

ψ̂(t) = |Sd−1|
∫ ∞

−∞
dω φβ(ω) eitω

where |Sd−1| is the ‘surface area’ of the d-1 dimensional hypersphere, and hence

ψ(ζ) = |Sd−1|φβ(ζ) .

Einstein’s emission/absorption law then implies

ψ(ζ)

ψ(−ζ) = eβζ .

Setting r(k, k′) = ψ[ǫ(k) − ǫ(k′)], ǫ the dispersion relation of the tracer particle, we find that

r(k, k′)
r(k′, k)

= eβ(ǫ(k)−ǫ(k′)) .

This is the detailed balanced condition used in section 5; see equation (5.2).
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Next, we return to Assumption 2.2. We replace in equation (A.1) t by t+ is, −β ≤ s ≤ 0,
and find that

ψ̂(t+ is) = |Sd−1|
∫ ∞

−∞
dω φβ(ω) e|s|ωeitω (A.2)

By the Paley-Wiener theorem (see, e.g., Theorem IV of [32]), the assumption

sup
t≥0

|ψ̂(t+ is)|egRt <∞ , gR > 0 ,

is equivalent to the assumption that ζ 7→ ψs(ζ) :=
∫∞
−∞ dt e−itζ ψ̂(t+is) extends to an analytic

function in the strip |Im ζ| < gR with

sup
−gR<y<gR

∫ ∞

−∞
dx|ψs(x+ iy)| <∞ . (A.3)

One checks condition (A.3) in concrete models. For ω(q) = |q|, we see, starting from equa-
tion (A.2), that (A.3) is satisfied if

sup
−gR<y<gR

∫ ∞

−∞
dx|x+ iy|d−2|φ(x+ iy)|2 <∞ .

To conclude, we remark that it is crucial that β < ∞. For zero temperature, ψ̂(t) does not
decay exponentially fast in t.



B. The derivative with respect to F

Recall that by Theorems 3.1 and 6.1, we have, under the usual assumptions (see also the
proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) that

vF = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉ρ = lim
zց0

z

〈
∇ǫ, 1

z − (ad(iHS))0 − L0(z)−Rex,0(z)
Y0(z)ρ0

〉
,

where all the operators are taken in the κ = 0-fiber and the initial density matrix ρ is chosen
exponentially localized. We remark that one could drop the operator Y(z) in the expression
above. However, for the proof of the Einstein relation, it is essential to keep it. In this appendix
we prove that the above expression is differentiable in F , in particular we prove that the op-

erators L(z) = LF,λ(z), Rex(z) = RF,λ
ex (z) and Y(z) = YF,λ defined in equations (6.68), (6.69)

and (6.81) can be differentiated with respect to F in a strong sense. By some abuse of notation,
we denote any partial derivative with respect to F by ∂F . Let ρ ∈ B2(HS) be an exponentially

localized density matrix of the particle system. Then (ρ)p ∈ L2(Td), where ρ =
∫ ⊕

dp (ρ)p, is
an analytic function in p in a neighborhood of p = 0, and it follows that ∂F (L(z)ρ)p exists, as
can be read off equation (6.75). It is instructive to prove this claim by abstract methods that
are also applicable to Rex(z) and Y(z).

B.1. Localized density matrices and operators

Recall the notion of exponentially localized density matrix: ρ ∈ B2(HS) is called κ0-expo-
nentially localized, if

‖JκL,κR
ρ‖2 = ‖e−iκL·Xρ e−iκR·X‖2 <∞ ,

for all κL, κR ∈ C
d with 0 ≤ |Imκi| ≤ κ0 , i = L,R. In what follows we often write

|κ| ≡ max(|κL|, |κR|).
A useful bound on matrix elements of κ0-exponentially localized density matrices is

|ρ(xL, xR)| ≤ Cρ e
−κ0(|xL|+|xR|) , Cρ = sup ‖JκL,κR

ρ‖2 (B.1)

where the supremum is taken over all κL, κR ∈ C
d, with |Imκ| ≤ κ0. This follows from

|e−iκL·xLe−iκR·xR |‖1xL
ρ1xR

‖2 = ‖1xL
e−iκL·Xρ e−iκR·X1xR

‖2
≤ ‖e−iκL·Xρ e−iκR·X‖2
≤ Cρ . (B.2)

Choosing κ such that iκL · xL = κ0|xL| and iκR · xR = κ0|xR| the claim follows.
As we already argued in the section 2, we can associated with an exponentially localized

density matrix ρ ∈ B2(ℓ
2(Zd)) a density matrix ρΛ ∈ B2(ℓ

2(Λ)), Λ = Z
d/LZd. We define ρΛ

by setting

ρΛ(xL, xR) :=
∑

x′
L∼xL

x′
R∼xR

ρ(x′L, x
′
R) ,
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where we sum over all points x′L, x
′
R ∈ Z

d which are identified with xL, xR in the quotient

Z
d/LZd. Since ρ is κ0-exponentially localized, there is a κ̃0 > 0 such that

|ρΛ(xL, xR)| ≤ Cρe
−κ̃0(|xL|+|xR|) , 0 < κ̃0 ≤ κ0 . (B.3)

Here, | · | is the natural distance on Z
d/LZd. An important example of an exponentially

localized ‘density matrix’ on ℓ(Zd) is the ‘pinned Gibbs’ state, ηβ, given by

ηβ :=
1

TrS [e−βǫ(P )1x=0]
e−βǫ(P )1x=0 ;

see equation (6.35). (For we remark the ηβ is actually not a density matrix, since it is not a
positive operator. However, it is a trace-class operator with trace equal to one.)

In a similar way, we introduce exponentially localized operators on B2(HS): An operator
S ∈ B(B2(HS)) is called κ0-exponentially localized if

‖JκL,κR
SJ−κL,−κR

‖ <∞ ,

for any κL, κR ∈ C
d with 0 < |Imκi| ≤ κ0, i = L,R. A bound on the kernel of an

κ0-exponentially localized operator is

|S(xL, xR; yL, yR)| ≤ CS(κ0) e
−κ0(|xL−yL|+|xR−yR|) , CS(κ0) = sup ‖Jκ1,κ2SJ−κ1,κ2‖ . (B.4)

For simplicity, we write CS instead of CS(κ0) in the following. However, the most useful bound
is

|S(xL, xR; yL, yR)| ≤ CS e−γ(|xL−yL|+|xR−yR|)e−γ′|xL|+γ′|yL|e−γ′′|xR|+γ′′|yR| ,

for γ, γ′, γ′′ ≤ κ0/2. Given an operator S ∈ B(B2(ℓ
2(Zd))), we can associate with it an

operator SΛ ∈ B(B2(ℓ
2(Λ))), Λ = Z

d/LZd, by restricting S to Z
d/LZd. An operator of prime

importance is the velocity operator V = ∇ǫ(P ). If Assumption 2.1 holds ǫ(P ) is exponentially
localized and translation invariant (as operator on B2(HS)).

B.2. Propagation estimate revisited

In section 6.4.1 we derived propagation estimates of the form

|e−itHS (xL, yL)| ≤ e−γ1|xL−yL|ec(γ1)t/2 ,

for the infinite-volume system and a similar bound for the finite-volume system; see Lemma (6.1).
Here we extend these estimates to ∂F e

−itHS (xL, yL).

Lemma B.1 Assume that Assumption 2.1 holds (with some δǫ > 0) and define

c(δ) := sup
k∈Td

sup
|Im γ|≤δ

2|Im ǫ(k + γ)| , (c(δ) <∞ , for 0 < δ < δǫ) ,

b(δ) :=
∑

x∈Zd

e−δ |x| , (b(δ) <∞ , for 0 < δ) .

then, for any F ∈ R
d and any λ ∈ R, the following statements hold true:

i. Let HS = ℓ2(Zd). For any 0 < γ1 < δǫ/2,

∣∣ (∂F e−itHS
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ |λ|2t(|z|+ 2

γ1
)b(γ1)e

−γ1|xL−yL|ec(2γ1)t/2 , t ≥ 0 . (B.5)
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where z = xL or yL.
For any γ ∈ C

d with |Im γ| ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ1 < δǫ/4,

∣∣ (∂F e−iγ·Xe−itHSeiγ·X
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ |λ|2t(|z|+ 2

γ1
)b(γ1)e

−γ1|xL−yL|ec(4γ1)t/2 , t ≥ 0 . (B.6)

ii. Let HS = ℓ2(Zd/LZd). For any 0 < γ1 < δǫ/2,

∣∣ (∂F e−itHS
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ |λ|2t(|z|+ 2

γ1
)b(γ1)e

−γ1|xL−yL|ec(2γ1)t/2b(γ1L) , t ≥ 0 .

where z = xL or yL. Here | · | denotes the natural distance on Z
d/LZd.

For any γ ∈ C
d with |Im γ| ≤ γ1, for some 0 < γ1 < δǫ/4,

∣∣ (∂F e−iγ·Xe−itHSeiγ·X
)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ |λ|2t(|z|+ 2

γ1
)b(γ1)e

−γ1|xL−yL|ec(4γ1)t/2b(γ1L) , t ≥ 0 .

Proof. Let HS = ℓ2(Zd). To simplify the notation we set Hγ ≡ e−iγ·XHSe
iγ·X , with

Im γ ≤ γ1 < δǫ/4, for some γ1. Duhamel’s principle implies that

∂F e
−itHγ (xL, yL) = iλ2

∫ t

0
ds

(
e−i(t−s)Hγ Xe−isHγ

)
(xL, yL) .

In Lemma 6.1 we have shown that

∣∣e−itHγ (xL, yL)
∣∣ ≤ e−2γ1|xL−yL|ec(4γ1)t/2 , (B.7)

for some γ1 < δǫ/4. Hence, we can bound

∣∣∂F e−itHγ (xL, yL)
∣∣ ≤ |λ|2

∫ t

0
ds

∑

x∈Zd

|x|e−2γ1|xL−x|e−2γ1|x−yL|ec(4γ1)(t−s)/2ec(4γ1)t/2

≤ |λ|2
∑

x∈Zd

t e−γ1|yL−xL|ec(4γ1)t/2(|z| + |x− z|)e−γ1|x−z| ,

where z = xL or yL. Summation over x yields

∣∣∂F e−itHγ (xL, yL)
∣∣ ≤ |λ|2t(|z|+ 2

γ1
)b(γ1)e

−γ1|xL−yL|ec(4γ1)t/2 ,

where z = xL or yL. This proves equation (B.6). The other statements are proven in exactly
the same way, but for the finite-volume approximation we use the bound

∣∣e−itHγ (xL, yL)
∣∣ ≤ e−2γ1|xL−yL|e−c(4γ1)t/2b(γ1L) .

�

The preceding lemma and Lemma 6.1 show that the propagation estimates for the infinite-
and finite-volume system differ by an exponentially small factor in the volume of the system.
In the following, we consider only the infinite-volume system, remembering that bounds can
be extended to the finite-volume system by multiplying the former bounds by an appropriate
power of b(γ1L).
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B.3. Derivative of Green functions

Recall the definition of the free Green function G0
I (ω), where ω is a path over I ⊂ [0,∞).

Regarding the estimate
∣∣ (∂F e−itHS

)
(xL, yL)

∣∣ ≤ |λ|2t(|xL|+
2

γ1
)b(γ1)e

−γ1|xL−yL|ec(2γ1)t/2 , t ≥ 0

in equation (B.5), we observe that ∂FG0
I (ω) is, in general, not bounded in norm. However,

if ρ ∈ B2(HS) is sufficiently ‘localized’ then ∂FG0
I (ω)ρ is bounded. For simplicity, we only

consider exponentially localized density matrices. The next lemma states the relevant bound.

Lemma B.2 Let HS = ℓ2(Zd). Assume that Assumption 2.1 holds. Let ω ∈ PI , I ⊂ [0,∞),
and let ρ ∈ B2(HS) be κ0-exponentially localized. Then G0

I (ω)ρ is differentiable with re-

spect to F . Moreover, for any κ ∈ C
d with |Imκ| ≤ γ1 and |Imκ| + γ < κ0, for some

0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/4,
∑

l1,...,l2n

∑

x1,...,x2n

‖Jκ∂FG0
I (ω)ρ‖2 ≤|λ|2Cρ|I|

4

γ
(2n + 2)22n

× b(γ1)b(κ0 − |Imκ| − γ)2b(γ1 − γ)2n+2ec(4γ1)|I| (B.8)

where ω = {(xi, li, ti) , i = 1, . . . , 2n} and the constant Cρ only depends on ρ; see equa-
tion (B.2).

Proof. We use the inequality

‖Jκ∂FG0
I (ω)ρ‖2 ≤

∑

xL,xR

∣∣(Jκ∂FG0
I (ω)ρ

)
(xL, xR)

∣∣ ,

and perform our estimates on matrix elements. Since ρ is κ0-exponentially localized we have,
under the assumptions on γ1 and κ, that

∣∣(Jκρ
)
(yL, yR)

∣∣ ≤ Cρe
−γ|yL|e−γ|yR|e−(κ0−|Im κ|−γ)|yL|e−(κ0−|Im κ|−γ)|yR| . (B.9)

Applying the derivative with respect to F to JκG0
I (ω)ρ, |ω| = 2n, yields 2 + 2n terms, (since

there are 2 + 2n propagators e±itH). For each of these terms we use once the bound in
equation (B.6)and 2n+ 1 times the bound in Lemma 6.1; see, e.g., (B.7). The former bound
yields a factor t(|x| + 2

γ1
), which can be controlled by giving away some of the decay in the

x-coordinates. We sum over the x-coordinates using the exponential decay of the 2 + 2n
propagators and the density matrix; see equation (B.9). This yields the factors b(κ0−|Imκ|−
γ)2b(γ1−γ)2n+2. Finally, summation over l1, . . . , l2n yields a factor 22n. For the sake of clarity,
we given an example: Let ω = {(x1, L, t1), (x2, L, t2)}, 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t, I = [0, t]. Then

(
JκG0

I (ω)ρ
)
(xL, xR) =

∑

yL,yR

e−i(t−t2)Hκ(xL, x2) e
−i(t2−t1)Hκ(x2, x1)

× e−it1Hκ(x1, yL) e
−iκ·yLρ(yL, yR) e

−iκ·yReitHκ(xR, yR) , (B.10)

where Hκ ≡ e−iκ·XHSe
iκ·X . Taking the derivative with respect to F yields four terms. The

first term can be bounded as
∣∣(∂F e−i(t−t2)Hκ

)
(xL, x2) e

−i(t2−t1)Hκ(x2, x1) e
−it1Hκ(x1, yL) e

−iκ·yLρ(yL, yR) e
−iκ·yReitHκ(xR, yR)

∣∣

≤ |λ|2b(γ1)t(|x2|+
2

γ1
)e−γ1|xL−x2| e−γ1|x2−x1| e−γ1|x1−yL| e−γ|yL|

× e−(κ0−|Imκ|−γ)|yL|Cρe
−γ|yR|e−(κ0−|Imκ|−γ)|yR|e−γ1|yR−xR|ec(4γ1)t ,
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where we used equation (B.9). Giving away some of the decay in x-space we can control the
factor of |x2| and we find that the above expression is bounded by

|λ|2b(γ1)t
(2
γ
+

2

γ1

)
e−(γ1−γ)|xL−x2| e−(γ1−γ)|x2−x1| e−(γ1−γ)|x1−yL| e−(γ1−γ)|yL|/2

× e−(κ0−|Im κ|−γ)|yL|Cρe
−(κ0−|Im κ|−γ)|yR|e−(γ1−γ)|yR|e−(γ1−γ)|yR−xR|ec(4γ1)t .

Next, we sum over x1, x2, xL, xR, yL and yR and obtain, upon factorizing the sums, the bound

|λ|2b(γ1)t
4

γ
b(γ1 − γ)4b(κ0 − |Imκ| − γ)2 ec(4γ1)t .

The remaining three terms of the derivative of equation (B.10) are treated in the same way.
Finally, summation over l1, l2 ∈ {L,R} yields a factor of 22. This proves the bound in
equation (B.8) for |ω| = 2. �

Lemma B.3 has an easy corollary: Consider the set of times I− < s1 < . . . < sm < I+,
I ⊂ [0,∞). Let ρ ∈ B2(HS), Sj ∈ B(B2(HS)), j = 1, . . . ,m, be κ0-exponentially localized.
Then, under the same assumptions as in the previous lemma

∑

l1,...,l2n

∑

x1,...,x2n

‖Jκ∂FG0
I

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
ρ‖2 ≤ |λ|2Cρ

m∏

j=1

CSj
|I| 4
γ
(2n+ 2m+ 2)22nb(γ1)

× b(κ0 − |Imκ| − γ)2+4mb(γ1 − γ)2n+2ec(4γ1)|I| ,

where the constants CSj , depend only on the Sj; see equation (B.4).
We can extend the above bounds valid for I ⊂ [0,∞) to I ⊂ [−β,∞) with two minor

changes. First, we replace (2 + |ω|), (|ω| = 2n the number of propagators), by nr, where nr is
the number of propagators depending on F , (recall that the ‘time-evolution’ on [−β, 0) does
not depend on F ). Second, we multiply the bound with a finite β-depend constant C(β) which
stems from estimating the propagators ‘anchored’ in the interval [−β, 0); see section 6.4.4.

Next, we consider the derivatives of interacting Green functions.

Lemma B.3 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold; see section 2.2. Let ρ ∈ B2(HS)
and Si ∈ B(B2(HS)), i = 1, . . . ,m, be exponentially localized. Then, for any κ ∈ C

d, with
|Imκ| ≤ γ1 and |Imκ|+ γ < κ0 for some 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/4,

∥∥Jκ∂FZIρ‖2 ≤ |λ|2 4
γ
|I|C(β)e8b(γ1−γ)2|λ|2

∫
I ds h(s) |I|ec(4γ1)|I|Cρ ,

∥∥∂FGI

({
S
(sj)
j

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
ρ
∥∥
κ
≤ |λ|2 4

γ
|I|C(β,m)e8b(γ1−γ)2|λ|2

∫
I ds h(s) |I|ec(4γ1)|I|Cρ

m∏

j=1

CSj ,

I ⊂ [−β,∞),where the constants C(β) and C(β,m) depend on β, m, κ0, γ1 and γ, (and are
finite as long as |Imκ| ≤ γ1 and |Imκ|+ γ < κ0).

Note that only in the infinite-volume system we can bound
∫
I dth(t) uniformly in |I| (by

Assumption 2.2). In fact we prove more: ∂FGI

({
S
(sj)
j

})
ρ can be represented as an absolutely

convergent series for any finite t, with a volume-independent bound (up to exponentially small
corrections). Hence, we can pass to the thermodynamic limit; see section 6.4.3.

We omit the proof of this lemma, since it is exactly the same as for Lemma 6.3 starting
from equation (B.8); (the factor of 8 in the exponential stems from bounding (n + 1)22n by
8n, n ≥ 2).
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Recall that we have defined in section 6, for the infinite-volume system,

L(z) :=
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫

PI ,|ω|=2
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) ,

Rex(z) :=

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫

PI ,|ω|>2
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) ,

Y(z) :=
∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt

∫ t

−β
dt1 V[t1,t]Z[−β,t1] + Z[−β,0] ,

where the ‘dressing operator’ VI is given by

VI =

∫

PI

dω δ(∂I − ∂ω)
∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr

ζ(ω, π)G0
I (ω) , I ⊂ [−β,∞) .

It is now easy to derive from Lemma B.3 the following corollary. Recall the definition of
the reservoir correlation function h in equation (6.65).

Lemma B.4 Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold true; see section 2.2. Let ρ ∈ B2(HS)
and Si ∈ B(B2(HS)), i = 1, . . . ,m, be κ0-exponentially localized. Then, for any κ ∈ C

d with
|Imκ| ≤ γ1 and |Imκ|+ γ < κ0, for some 0 < γ < γ1 < δǫ/4,

∫

PI ,|ω|≥2k
dω δ(∂ω − ∂I)

∑

π∈Pair(ω),πirr

∣∣ζ(π, ω)
∣∣ ∥∥Jκ∂FG0

I

({
S(sj)

}m

j=1

∣∣ω
)
ρ
∥∥
2

≤ C(β,m)|λ|2(k+1)‖h̃‖kβ |I|k+1e−gR|J |/2ec(4γ1)|I| e8|λ|
2‖h̃‖βb(γ1−γ)2|I|Cρ

m∏

j=1

CSj , (B.11)

for arbitrary k ∈ N, where I ⊂ [−β,∞), J = I ∩ [0,∞), and the constant C(β,m) is finite as

long as 0 < γ1 < κ0/2 and β < ∞. Here, ‖h̃‖1 :=
∫
I ds e

sgR/2|h(s)| is uniformly bounded in
|I| by Assumption 2.2.

Again we omit the proof, since it is exactly the same as for Lemma 6.4. Next, we fix
the constants: We consider the bound in Lemma B.4 with k = 1 and 2. We choose strictly
positive constants κ0, γ1, γ, λ0 such that

c(4γ1) <
1

6
gR , γ =

1

2
γ1 <

1

2
κ0 , and 8|λ|2‖h̃‖βb(

γ1
2
)2 <

1

6
gR , for |λ| < λ0 .

Then, for any κ1-exponentially localized density matrix ρ ∈ B2(HS) with κ1 ≥ κ0, we have
for any z ∈ C with Re z ≥ −g0, g0 = gR/4, that

‖Jκ∂FL(z)ρ‖2 = O(λ4) , ‖Jκ∂FRex(z)ρ‖2 = O(λ6) , ‖Jκ∂FY(z)ρ‖2 = O(λ2) ,

for |λ| < λ0, | Imκ| < κ0/2. Moreover, ∂FL(z)ρ, ∂FRex(z)ρ and ∂FY(z)ρ are analytic func-
tions in z, for Re z > −g0, |λ| < λ0.

Note, that we have fixed at the beginning κ0, and then chosen the other constants, i.e.,
λ0, γ1, γ depend on the choice κ0 (and hence on the κ1-exponentially localized density matrix
ρ). In the following, we choose ρ to be the ‘pinned Gibbs’ state ηβ; this fixes κ0 > 0 and
the other constants in terms of the analyticity properties of the dispersion relation ǫ; see
Assumption 2.1.
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B.4. The derivative of the asymptotic velocity

Finally, we can prove that the asymptotic velocity vF is differentiable in F , for |F | suffi-
ciently small. Consider the map

z 7→ R0(z)Y0(z) , (B.12)

where the subscript 0 indicates that this expression is taken in the fiber indexed by κ = 0.
Recall that R(z), as operator on B2(HS), is given by

R(z) = (z − ad(iHS)− L(z)−Rex(z))
−1 .

For 0 < |λ| and |F | sufficiently small, there is a z0 > 0 such that the map in equation (B.12) is
meromorphic in the discD0(z0) = {z ∈ C | |z| < z0}. The only singularity of this map inD0(z0)
is a first order pole at z = 0. The residue at z = 0 is given by Resz=0R0(z)Y0(z) = ζF,λ〈1, ( · )〉,
where ζF,λ is the invariant state. It follows that

vF = 〈∇ǫ, ζF,λ〉 = 〈∇ǫ,Resz=0R0(z)Y0(z)ρ0〉 ,

where ρ ∈ B2(HS) is any exponentially localized density matrix; see Theorem 6.1. Thus, we
can express vF as the contour integral

vF =
1

2πi

∮

|z|=δ
dz 〈∇ǫ,R0(z)Y0(z)ρ0〉 ,

for some 0 < δ < z0. The next lemma asserts that we can differentiate the above expression
with respect to F :

Lemma B.5 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Let ρ ∈ B2(HS) be exponentially
localized. Then, for λ small enough, there exist strictly positive constants z0, F0 such that the
map

(z, F ) 7→ 〈∇ǫ,R0(z)Y0(z)ρ0〉

is meromorphic in z within the disc D0(z0) = {z ∈ C | |z| < z0} and continuously differentiable
in F for |F | ≤ F0. The derivative is meromorphic in z within the set D0(z0) with a first order
pole at z = 0. Moreover, for some 0 < δ small enough,

∂F vF =
1

2πi

∮

|z|=δ
dz 〈∇ǫ, ∂F (R0(z)Y0(z))ρ0〉 = lim

zց0
z〈∇ǫ, ∂F (R0(z)Y0(z))ρ0〉 .

In particular, ζF,λ is differentiable with respect to F .

Proof. Let ρ ∈ B2(HS) be exponentially localized. Abbreviate

S(z, F ) := ad(iHS) + L(z) +Rex(z) .

By statement iii of Theorem 6.1 we have, for λ sufficiently small and Rez > ‖λ2L(z)+Rex(z)‖,
∥∥Jκ(z − S(z, F ))−1Y(z)ρ

∥∥
2
<∞ , (B.13)

for | Im κ| sufficiently small. In particular, it follows that, in the fiber indexed by λ2κ,

∇(z − Sλ2κ(z))
−1(Y(z)ρ)λ2κ(k) , (B.14)
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where ∇ = ∇k on L2(Td), is bounded for any z with Re z > ‖λ2L(z) +Rex(z)‖. We formally
compute

∂F
1

z − S0(z, F )
(Y(z)ρ)0 =

1

z − S0(z, F )
(∂FS0(z, F ))

1

z − S0(z, F )
(Y(z)ρ)0

+
1

z − S0(z, F )
∂F (Y(z)ρ)0 , (B.15)

where, formally,

∂FS0(z, F ) = −λ2∇+ ∂FL0(z) + ∂FRex,0(z) .

That equation (B.15) holds true, can be seen by expanding (z − S0(z, F + δF ))−1ρ0 in δF to
second order. Then, using (B.13) and Lemma B.4, one forms the differential quotient. The
right hand side of equation (B.15) is clearly analytic in z, for Re z > ‖λ2Lz + Rex,z‖. For
F small enough, the analytic continuations of equations (B.14) and (B.15) are meromorphic
on D0(z0) with only one pole at z = 0 (as follows from Corollary (7.1)). The continuity in
F follows from the strong continuity in F of ∂FL(z), ∂FRex(z) and (z − S0(z, F ))

−1 in F .
Hence,

1

2πi

∮

|z|=δ
dz 〈∇ǫ, ∂F (R0(z)Y0(z))ρ0〉

is well-defined and we can exchange the order of the integral and the derivative to obtain

∂F vF = ∂F
1

2πi

∮

|z|=δ
dz 〈∇ǫ,R0(z)Y0(z)ρ0〉 =

1

2πi

∮

|z|=δ
dz 〈∇ǫ, ∂F (R0(z)Y0(z))ρ0〉 .

That z = 0 is a pole is of order one, and not of order two as equation (B.15) naively suggests,
is seen as follows. Note that Resz=0R0(z) = P κ=0,F,λ = ζF,λ〈1, ( ·, )〉. Then expand the right
hand side of (B.15) in a Laurent series around z = 0. The leading term is proportional to
z−2PF,λ(∂FP

F,λ)PF,λ, for 〈1, ∂F ζF,λ〉 = ∂F 〈1, ζF,λ〉 = ∂F 1 = 0, thus the pole at z = 0 of
equation (B.15) is of order one. �



C. Support lemmas

In this short appendix, we state some support lemmas that have been used in the proof of the
Einstein relation.

C.1. Propagation estimates

Observe that Lemma B.5 implies that for |F | small enough

∂F vF = lim
Tր∞

∂F 〈∇ǫ,
∫ ∞

0
e−t/T (Z[−β,t]ρ)0〉 ,

for any exponentially localized density matrix ρ. Of course, in the formula above we can
replace Z[−β,t] by Z[0,t]. To shorten the notation a little, let 〈A(t)〉ρ := Tr[AZ[−β,t]ρ]. For
simplicity, we state the following support lemma in dimensions d = 1.

Lemma C.1 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold true. Let ρ ∈ B2(HS) be exponen-
tially localized. Then, for any F ∈ R and any |λ| > 0,

|〈X(t)n〉ρ| = O(tn) , tր ∞ .

Proof. We start with the definition of X: Equation (2.28) reads

〈1, (Z[−β,t])pρp〉 = Tr[e−i(p,X)/2Z[−β,t]ρ e
−i(p,X)/2] = 〈e−i(p,X(t))〉ρ .

Fix κ0 > 0 small enough we have, by Lemma 6.3, for any p ∈ C with |p| < κ0,

|〈e−i(p,X(t))〉ρ| ≤ ect ,

for some c (depending on λ). Replacing p by iκ, κ ∈ R, we infer that

|〈cosh(κX(t))〉ρ| ≤ ect , κ ∈ R , |κ| < κ0 .

We choose a constant C > c and observe that

2〈cosh(κX(t))χ[|κX(t)| > Ct]〉ρ ≥ 〈e|κ| |X(t)|χ[|κ| |X(t)| > Ct]〉ρ
≥ eCt〈χ[|κ| |X(t)| > Ct]〉ρ ,

where χ[( · )] is the characteristic function. It follows that

〈χ[|κ| |X(t)| > Ct]〉ρ = O(e−tδ) , t ≥ 0 , δ := C − c > 0 .

For C large enough, we observe that

|〈X(t)n〉ρ| ≤ |〈X(t)nχ[|κ||X(t)| > Ct]〉ρ|+ |〈X(t)nχ[|κ| |X(t)| ≤ Ct]〉ρ|

≤
∞∑

j=1

|〈X(t)nχ[Ct(j + 1) ≥ |κ| |X(t)| > Ctj]〉ρ|+O(tn)

≤
∞∑

j=1

(
1

|κ|Ct(j + 1)

)n

e−jtδ +O(tn)

= O(tn) .
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We have used this lemma with ρ = ηβ, ηβ the ‘pinned Gibbs’ state, in section 8. The
lemma also holds true if we replace Z[−β,t] by Z[0,t].

Lemma C.2 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold true. Let ρ ∈ B2(HS) be exponen-
tially localized. Then

|∂F 〈V (t)〉ρ| = O(t2) , tր ∞ ,

and thus, by Fubini’s theorem,

∂F

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt〈V (t)〉ρ =

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt∂F 〈V (t)〉ρ , Re(z) > 0 .

Proof. We start in a finite-volume approximation. By Duhamel’s principle we obtain

∂F 〈V (t)〉Λρ =− iλ2
∫ t

0
ds 〈[X(t− s), V (t)]〉Λρ

= −iλ2
∫ t

0
ds

∫ t−s

0
dr 〈[V (r), V (t)]〉Λρ . (C.1)

By the lemmata 6.3 and B.3 we can pass to the thermodynamic limit. Then using that
|〈[V (r), V (t)]〉ρ| ≤ 2‖V ‖2 = 2‖∇ǫ‖2 the claim follows. �

C.2. A Tauberian Theorem

In section 8, we claimed that, under the usual assumptions,

lim
Tր∞

1

T

∫ T

0
dt (Z[0,t]) = lim

zց0
z

∫ ∞

0
dt e−zt(Z[0,t])0 . (C.2)

Here, we cite the relevant theorem of Tauberian theory: Let X be a Banach space.

Theorem C.1 [Theorem 3.3 in [29]] Let f ∈ L∞([0,∞),X) and x ∈ X. Then the following
are equivalent:

i. limzց0 z
α
∫∞
0 dt e−zttα−1f(t) = Γ(α)x for some α ∈ C with Reα > 0;

ii. limzց0 z
α
∫∞
0 dt e−zttα−1f(t) = Γ(α)x for all α ∈ C with Reα > 0;

iii. limTր∞ T−α
∫ T
0 dt tα−1f(t) = 1

αx for some α ∈ C with Reα > 0;

iv. limTր∞ T−α
∫ T
0 dt tα−1f(t) = 1

αx for all α ∈ C with Reα > 0;

where Γ(α) :=
∫∞
0 dt tα−1e−t = zα

∫∞
0 dt tα−1e−zt is Euler’s Gamma-function. Moreover, if

f is feebly oscillating, i.e., ‖f(s) − f(t)‖ ց 0 whenever t ր ∞ and t
s → 1, then the above

conditions are also equivalent to

v. limtր∞ f(t) = x.

For a proof we refer to [29] and [21].
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